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PREFACE

The Global 2000 Report to the President, issued July 24,
1980, after a 3-year interagency study, was the U.S. govern
ment's analysis of probable changes in world population,
resources, and environment through the end of the century.
The Report indicated the potential for progressive impoverish
ment of world reources and degradation of the global environ
ment -- if present trends and policies continue.

Unless

nations of the world take prompt,

decisive action to alter

the trends,

the next 20 years may see a

decline in

the Report concluded,

the earth's capacity to support life while rapid

population growth continues; a steady loss of croplands,
fisheries,

forests,

and plant and animal species;

and degra

dation of the earth's water and atmosphere.
The Global 2000 Report to the President identified the
problems;

it di.d not attempt to find solutions.

The President

then directed agencies of the government to undertake the next
step -- to look at present government programs related to

these long-term global issues, assess their effectiveness,
and recommend improvements.

One of us,

Gus Speth, Chairman of

the Council on Environmental Quaiity (CEQ), chaired this
effort.
The report that follows, prepared by the Council on
Environmental Quality and the Department of State, responds
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In accordance with the President's

to the President's charge.

direction, it is based on a selection by the federal agencies
of problem areas needing priority attention; the chapters in
the report co
wurking
:
.ouut

Interagency
:esp.nd to those subject areas.
i 2t.eral agencies analyzed Lhse
Ji.a~a frou

areas and formulated recommendations in each of the subjects.
Valuable suggestions and contributions were also received from
several hundred ci izens and private organizations.
The report pLtesents a collection of considered assess
ments and new ideas for actions the United States could take,
in

concert with other nations,

urgent global prablems.
U.S.

It

for a vigorous response to

does not represent an otgica].

government pron-am or -) set of final proposals by CEQ and

the Department of State.

The merits of the recommendations

have not been compared with one another or with those of oth,-..r
governmentro.tam.;
resources.

tha

a r I imited bud.

must colveLe

The goal of the repor t is

y

to further puhi c d is

cussion of these important issues and to offer our best think
ing to government leaders who will be developing U.S. policy
in the years ahead.
This report is only the beginning of a process the United
States and other countries across the globe must engage in
over the ne-t

,,ears.

address and resolve
r iti

-c must chance the way in which we

ong-rarg e global problems,

al impor :an~u~~ to our coThemon futr

A\

issues cof

The Gloela 12

(11)C

Report has been described as a reconnaissance of the future.
It is

It describes what might be, if action is not taken.

within the power of this country, working with other coun
tries, to alter the future.
tinns can blo.

'

2

hc wi Li

The resources exist.
tc

The solu

:,.t mus t be Summoned.

Nicholas C. Yost, on leave from his regular post as CEQ

General Counsel, was director of the effort to prepare this
report.

Mr. Yost, his assistant directors, Khristine L. Hall

and R. Michael Wright, and staff from CEQ and the Department
of Stare performed the indispensable tasks of eliciting con
tributions from hundreds of public and private sources, sift
ing and pulling together
report.

the recommendations,

and writing this

Katherine Giliman of CEQ was editor-in-chief.

them have our heartfelt admiration and thanks.

Gus Speth
Chairman, Council on
Environmental Quality

Edmund Muskie
Secretary of State
"
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A.

The Global Challenge
Throughout the past decade, a number of reports --

from

the United Nations, the World Bank, the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, the
Worldwatch Institute, and many other organizations --

have

Severe stresses on the earth's

sounded a persistent warning.

resources and environment are apparent.

With the persistence

of human poverty and misery, the staggering growth of human
population, and ever increasing human demands, the possibiliLies of further stress and permanent damage to the planet's
resource base are very real.

To reverse the present trends,

to restore and protect the earth's capacity to support life
and meet human needs, is an enormous challenge.
The most recent of the warnings was issued in July of
this year by the Council on Environmental Quality and the U.S.
State Department in The Global 2000 Report to the President.
The report is the result of a 3-year effort by more than a
dozen agencies of the U.S.

government to make long-term pro

jections of world population, resources, and environment
through the end of the century.

Its projections

are based on

the assumption that the policies of governments and private
companies stay much as they are today;
advance continues at the

same rate as

ix

~;

that technological
in recent years, with no

revolutionary breakthroughs; and that major wars and other
catastrophes do not intervene.
The Global 2000 Report depicted a world "more crowded,
more polluted, less stable ecologically, and more vulnerable
to disruption than the world we live in now."

It projected

that world population would increase from 4 billion to 6.35
billion in just one-quarter of a century; that the gap between
rich nations and poor would widen; that per capita food con
sumption would rise somewhat worldwide -- but would not
improve materially in the poor countries of South Asia and the
Middle East, and would decline disastrously in Sub-Saharan
Africa;

that the real cost of food would rise everywhere; that

the real cost of fuels would also rise everywhere and that
fuelwood would fall far short of need; that many currently
productive grasslands and croplands would turn to desert-like
conditions;

that as much as 40 percent of the world's remain

ing tropical forests would be lost; and that as many as 20
percent of the species of plants and animals now inhabiting
the earth could be extinct -- all by the end of the century.
The Report noted that the burning of fossil fuels is
already causing damaging increases in the acidity of rain and
snowfall, and it is raising the concentration of carbon diox
Continued into the next cen

ide in the earth's atmosphere.

tury, rising CO 2 levels could cause a warming of the earth
sufficient to alter substantially the world climate -- with

x

possible serious disruption of human activities, especially
agriculture.
To each of these findings and conclusions
important caveat.
expected

there is an

They are a description of what may be

if present trends continue.

They are not predictions

of what will occur, but projections of what could occur if the
nations and people of the world do not respond to their warn
ings.

Rest' L

impoverishment, environmental degradation,

and soaring population growth have not just been discovered
for the first time as global problems.

The United States and

other nations have long recognized them and made serious
efforts to deal with them.

What the recent reports do empha

size in a new way are the accelerating pace and scale of the
problems and their interrelationships --

the web of causes and

effects that bind them together.
Another fresh insight is the degree to which the earth's
renewable resources are under threat.

In the past decade, a

great deal of international attention has fastened on whether
global supplies of finite nonrenewable resources, especially
oil and gas,

can meet the growing needs of an expanding world

population.

At least as important, the recent reports tell

us, is to maintain the productivity of the earth's systems -
the air and water,

the forests,

the land --

shelter, and the other necessities of life.

Xi

that yield food,
These resources

are renewable if they are kept in a condition of health.

But

they are susceptible to disruption, contamination, and
destruction.
In some areas, such as sub-Saharan Africa, a vicious
cycle of poverty, accelerating population growth, and erosion
of the resource base is visible.

Here, the earth's capacity

to support life is being seriously damaged by the efforts of
present populations to meet desperate immediate needs, and the
damage threatens to become worse.

People who have no other

choice for getting their living plant crops on poor soils that
will soon wash away, graze their stock on land that is turning
to desert from overuse, cut trees that are needed to stabilize
soils and water supplies, burn dung needed to fertilize and
condition agricultural soils.

According to the World Bank,

some 800 million people today are trapped in conditions of
"absolute poverty," their lives domi.nated by hunger, ill
health, and the absence of hope.

So long as their situation

does not improve, trends toward impoverishment of the earth's
renewable resource base are likely to worsen, making the
plight of the poor even more desperate.
These stresses, while most acute in the developing coun
tries, are not confined to them.

For example, in recent years

the United States has been losing about 3 million acres of
rural land annually -agricultural

including 1 million acres of prime

land --- due to the spread of housing developments,

xii

Each year we are also

highways, shopping malls, and the like.

losing the equivalent, in production capability, of as much as
1 million more acres due to soil degradation --

erosion and

The Global 2000 Report emphasized the serious

salinization.

worldwide nature -- in rich countries as well as poor -- of

the degradation and loss of agricultural land,
waS>:'r suplies by toxic chem.ical; and t-h,
-olut ior

,

of essential haitat

common threats

f or"

phvsical destruction

isheries are also

to natural systems t hrougjhout the world.

Lports of the multiple,

Pect

Pollution of

crain

stresses on

carth's resources and the iicreasingly precarious condi

ti12

ol these resources lead to one more firm conclusion:

"ion

changes affect all of humanity.

ts-e o

s Th reasons
_

nations,

as well as ethical

rich and poor,

There are hardheaded,

ones fo, . people of all

to concern themselves with conserva

toof the earth's resources and protection of the global
cu
nvironmrtent.
U.S.

i3.

Interests

Why, indeed, should the United States or other comforta
ie ,:ountries, with a seeming wealth of resources at their
co:1-m-and,
.:

...

"'::vc&
'i,

take an urgent interest in global resource impover
-- Lon
-. 2ivironmental de( rad,-.

the
l.

esulting

it ard misery for hundreds of millions of people is

te- of serious moral concern.

,<: ::

First,

int-rest

in protectina

on.
Then,

there

a profound

the earth' s re:.....c.s for
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a

generations to come. Finally, there are impelling reasons of
U.S. political and economic security,

national self-interest.
broadly defined,
environment,

already beincg affected by global

is

problems --

and population

monly understood.

resource,

more so than is

com

The effects will become far greater with

time, if present trends continue.
The dimension of U.S.
resources,
political

national security related to global

resource degradation

of all,

and a growing dispari ty between rich and
for frustration and

the possibilities

poor could increase

from those on the short end of thy wealth equation,

resentment

making them more susceptible

to exploitation b.

that can threaten

instability

others and

Such developments can contribute to

to violence.

incitement

nations,

first

A downward spiral of poverty and

stability.

political

includes,

and environment

population,

the security of all

including our own.
related to U.S.

Other key elements

national

security

include:
Availability and prices of renewable
The United btates,
industrialized
fish,

to a most unusual doyrne

nation,

provides most: of its

and forest products.

sufficient;

natural resources.

for example,

for specialty hardwoods,

of meat and produce.

However,

frr a highly
own

food,

fiber,

we are not totally self

we rely on SoutheasL As:ian forests
and we import consi derable quantities

The real worry, however, is not the

x PV

possible loss to the United States of these particular im
ports, but a general decline in the availability of global
resources following continued degradation of the resource
base.

In common with the rest of the world, we will have to

pay soaring

food prices if world agricultural lands and water

are lost or degraded and population continues its enormous
The same is true

growth.
and paper

for fuelwood, building materials,

if rapid losses of world forests continue and for a

host of other materials that natural systems provide.
Conservation of the U.S. renewable resource base.
United States benefits greatly from exports of
products;

farm and forest

for example, agricultural exports pay for about 60

percent of our oil imports.
that if

The

Yet it is not hard to foresee

food production capacity declines elsewhere in the

world, the pressures will be great to overuse and abuse
America's agricultural and other renewable resources.
incentives could be
natural grvsslands

very powerful,

The

for instance, to plow up

in the semi-arid Great Plains, deplete

groundwater, and degrade the

land to nonproductive desert-like

condition.

Migration from areas of resource impoverishment.

To the

tides of political and economic refugees of the 20th century
must be added a new category:

ecological refugees.

In many

parts of the world, from wornout cropland, barren rangeland,
and degraded forestland, migration is rapidly accelerating.

xv

Waves of immigrants are moving both within nations

(often from

impoverished countryside to shanty towns in crowded cities)
and from one nation to the next
Ha:Lti to the United States).

(as from deforested, eroded

Political barriers may be

erected to contain the migration, but they are hard to en
force.

The impulse to move from environmentally degraded,

resource-poor lands is a powerful one.
Disputes over water and other resources.

The Global 2000

Report points out the high potential for conflict over fresh
water, with 148 of the world's important river basins shared
by two or more countries.

Competing demands for limited

supplies or deterioration in water quality could both give
rise to conflict.

rhe

United States is not immune to these

problems; we have shared problems of water quality and avail
ability with Canada and Mexico.

Competing national demands

for resources other than water, such as fisheries and nonfuel
minerals, could also lead to international disputes and ten
sions.
Energy availability.

Escalating oil prices -- already

ruinously high for poorer countries -- and the global scramble
for supplies whenever oil production drops in the Middle East
highlight the importance of reducing world oil demand and
developing more diverse, reliable, and renewable sources of
energy.

In the case of energy, the interdependence of nations

is especially plain.

For heavy energy users, like the United

xvi

States, conservation -- getting more out of each barrel of oil
and ton of coal -- can be the cheapest and safest available
source of the benefits we seek from energy -- comfort, mobil
ity, jobs, economic growth; at the same time, it frees more
oil for the world market. In many of the poorer countries,
replanting of forests for fuelwood, development of other local
and renewable energy sources, and conservation can contribute
greatly to economic development while lessening demands on the
world oil market and reducing needs for financial aid to buy
oil.
Trade.

International trade is forging ever more impor

tant links among all countries, rich and poor.

The United

States benefits greatly from trade with the developing na
tions.

More than one-third of U.S. exports are now bought by

developing countries, and by the end of the century their
share will probably be higher.

Some 800,000 jobs in U.S.

manufacturing alone depend on exports to developing countries,
and well over one-half of our agricultural exports go to them.
As nations develop and achieve larger incomes and growing
economies, they are likely to be still better trading part
ners.
Conservation of genetic resources.

The earth's diversity

of plant and animal life is an essential storehouse of genetic
material for meeting human needs.

In particular, the develop

ment of new medicinal drugs and new crop varieties depends on

xvii

genetic materials found .in wild species or locally cultivated
strains.

In the future, new foods, fibers,

fuels, building

materials, and biological controls for pests could be drawn
from these same sources.

Entire natural ecosystems also

perform valuable services for mankind, and all humanity will
suffer from the massive loss of species expected over the next

20 years if present trends continue.
Climate change and pollution of the global atmosphere.
The problems of rising CO 2 levels in the world's atmosphere
and depletion of ozone in the stratosphere are especially hard
to manage because they are truly global in scope and require
concerted international action for effective control.

Acid

rain problems often cross several international borders.

The

United States has a strong interest in achieving international
understanding of the risks involved in these climate and
atmosphere changes and in taking common action to reduce the
risks.
The United States has not been blind to the concerns de
scribed above.

We are strongly committed to protecting and

enhancing environmental quality at home.

Internationally, in

our development assistance programs; in international organi
zations, conferences, and treaties; and in our relations with
neighboring countries, we are leaders in support of wise
management of resources, control of population growth, and
care

th- environment.

Other nations are also taking
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action on these problems.
Valuable -- indeed indispensable -- as these efforts are,

they are clearly not enough.

To respond adequately to the

enormous and urgent challenges before us will require an
unprecedented degree of global cooperation and commitment.
The United States itself can take important steps -- such as
continued and strengthened efforts to conserve our soil,
farmlands, and energy resources.

But beyond that, we must

expand our collaboration with the rest of the world in a
spirit of generosity and justice as well as enlighted self
interest.
C.

Shaping U.S. Response
In July 1980, with the release of The Global 2000 Report,

President Carter asked for a review of U.S. government pro
grams related to the most serious issues identified in the
study and for recommendations for needed changes.

This report

was prepared wit!i the assistance o2 a score of government
agencies, many institutions outside the government, and hun
dreds of intensely concerned individuals.
are presented

i.;ithe

Its recommendations

spirit not of a fixed or final program

but as a body of good ideas for the first rcund of an effec
tive response to the immensely challenging problems before us.
Based on the thoughtful efforts of a great many experienced,
knowledgeable people within and outside the U.S. government,
the report is intended to suggest answers and options -- to
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open a fruitful discussion involving both the public and the
government leaders who will develop and excaute U.S. policy in
the coming years.
The recommendations are for both fresh starts and con-
tinuing efforts in the areas identified as needing priority
They emphasize our special strengths -- especially

attention.

scientific and technical -orship in

and they look to others for lead

their areas of special strength.

The report stLresses that international cooperation is
imperative in maintaining a productive and habitable earth.
No one nation can tackle the problems alone.
intensified U.S.

The success of

efforts will depend on strong efforts by

other countries and international organizations as well.
objective is
problems,

Our

to focus new international attention on the

to strengthen our contributions in ways best suit-ed

to our own talents,

and to manage our own resources and envi

ronment in an exemplary manner.
In thinking about ways to meet the global challenge,
those working on this effort kept in mind several basic guid
ing ideas. One of them is the urgent need for sustainable
economic development.

Such development is essential to inter
and environ

rupt the cycle of poverty,

population growth,

mental degradation that is

putting unsupportable pressures on

croplands, pastures, forests, and fisheries in much of the
less developed world.

It is not realistic to expect people
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living at the margin of existence, struggling for their day
to-day survival, to think about the long-term survival of the
planet.

Economic development of a sustainable nature, far

from being antagonistic to protection of global resources and
the environment, is absolutely necessary to its success.
This report concludes:

"Only a concerted attack on the

socioeconomic roots of extreme poverty, one that provides
people with the opportunity to earn a decent livelihood in a
nondestructive manner, will permit protection of the world's
natural systems.

Nor will development and economic reforms

have lasting success unless they are suffused with concern for
ecological stability and wise management of resources."
key concept here is sustainable develcpment.

The

Economic devel

opment, if it is to be successful over the long term, must
proceed in a way that protects the natural resource base of
the developing nations.
There are many opportunities to shape development in ways
that protect renewable resources for long-term productivity -
opportunitie3s that Ere open to both rich and poor countries.
For example, dams or new industries can be better planned to
av,,id adverse impacts on croplands or fisheries.

Transporta

tion systems may be developed that, unlike the auto highway
system, do not encourage sprawl and are not solely dependent
on petroleum.

Agricultural systems can be built on a more

sustainable resource-conserving basis, which makes use of
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organic as well as chemical fertilizer, interplanting of
legumes or development of new nitrogen-fixing crops, use of
farm machinery that is the right size to fit the job, and pest
control methods that use natural predators and selective
pesticides rather than broad-scale application of persistent,
destructive chemicals.
There are many ways in which the United States, other
developed countries, and international organizations can con
tribute to sustainable economic development in the Third
World.

One of them is international development assistance.

Foreign aid is only a part of the complex of trade and mone
tary issues, domestic policies, and availability of investment
capital from many sources that influence economic growth in
developing countries. Nonetheless, it is a vital element in
the mix.

A sustained commitment to development assistance by

the richer nations, including the oil-rich nations, is criti
cal to breaking this cycle of hunger, misery, and resource
degradation in tho Third World.
Several industrialized countries contribute to develop
ment assistance the amount proposed as reasonable and neces
s iry by the United Nations -- 0.7 percent of annual gross

national product.

Contrary to a widely shared public impres

sion, the United States no longer leads in giving aid for
development.

Although we do make the largest contributions in

absolute amounts, in terms of share of GNP contributed we are
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15th out of 17 industrialized nations -- just ahead of Austria
and Italy.
This report recommends a substantially increased U.S.
commitment to development assistance programs. Far from simply
"throwing money at problems,"

this report's proposals would

single out programs that are strategically well-planned where
the U.S. contribution is meshed with those of other countries
and international organizations and where recipient countries
both need the assistance and are able to use it effectively.
An example is

the World Bank's 5-year fuelwood-forestry pro

gram which would double the present rate of tree planting in
low income developing countries.

Another example is the

proposed doubling of resources available to population assist
ance worldwide.

Today there are more demands for family

planning services than can be filled -- even in countries that
formerly seemed unresponsive to population programs.
Direct financial assistance for development projects is
just one way to encourage sustainable economic growth.
Another is the provision of technical assistance, not only to
the neediest countries that are recipients of foreign aid but

also to middle or higher income developing countries.
Many of the recommendations in this report emphasize
tapping U.S. scientific and technical know-how, using our
experience in inventory and assessment of natural resources,
resource management, and institution-building and training -
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as well as our scientific research skills.

Promising ideas

for applied scientific research are to be found throughout the
report. Energy, tropical forests, biological diversity, and
pollution control are particular examples of the emphasis on
sharing U.S. technical expertise.

Private as well as public

institutions have much to contribute.

For example, the report

recommends a partnership between government and industry in
tropical forest resource management and calls attention to a
demonstration project for reforestation in Southeast Asia,
proposed by U.S. forest industry leaders.
Many of the federal agencies contributing ideas to this
report noted the frustration felt by highly competent techni
cal people -- U.S. government foresters, land use planners,

wildlife managers, pollution control enginerLs

- who cannot

easily respond to foreign countries' requests for technical
assistance in resource management and environmental protec
tion.

Several institutional impediments stand in the way.

Chapter 10, Institutional Changes, discusses possible reme
dies, including a special budget process by which technical
assistance programs of many agencies would be considered
together and a total budget allocation parceled out among
them.
Indeed, in the hundreds of letters and comments offering
suggestions for a U.S. response to global resource, environ
ment, and population problems, the most fiequent recommenda
xxiv

tion, by an overwhelming mnargin, was for institutional changes
to assure enduring, effective attention to these long-term
global issues. The same concern was strongly expressed in
The Global 2C00 Report.

That Report documented in detail

our government's present inability to anticipate and evaluate
global problems. To muster a coordinated respoise is still
more difficult.
Among the dozens of suggestions for developing institu
tions ard laws that will assure steadfast, adequate attention
to global Jssues, two stand out.

One is to centralize author

ity for fostering the development of an integrated U.S. strat
egy on global resources, environment, and population in one
single government institution.

The other is to establish a

hybrid public-private institute to supplement the government
effort, to stimulate independent analysis, and to involve
private groups -- industry, labor, environmental, population,
academic, and others -- in a creative dialogue with the

government.
This central government body would cope with a gamut of
needs from data collection and analysis to policy development.
As this report repeatedly points out, some of the critical
information needed for analysis of global resource and envi-.
ronment problems simply does not exist.

A central coordina

tinq body should stimulate global data collection and provide
for easy access. It should also project trends and analyze the
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probable results of different responses to global problems.
The weaknesses in the government's modeling abilities, de
scribed in The Global 2000 Report, can be cured only by a more
holistic approach, achieved through better coordination.
Finally, coordinated development of policy is absolutely
essential.

All the pieces must be evaluated and brought

together in a coherent whole -- a job attempted in this report
for the first round, but one that must be continued, expanded,
and made a permanent, high priority part of government opera
tions.
The ideas and work summed up in this report are a begin
ning.

Some of the recommendations rest on a very comprehen

sive body of work.

For example, the chapter on Tropical

Forests distills recommendations that grew out of a 2-year
effort -- led by the Departments of State and Agriculture -

to devise a comprehensive U.S. strategy for protection and
wise management of the world's tropical forests.

This effort

evaluated national and international activities, public and
private; identified the most urgent needs; and looked for the
best ways to use American talents.
In other areas of priority concern, our understanding is
far less sophisticated.

This report calls for efforts similar

to the one completed for tropical forests in three major areas
of concern: world agricultural lands and soils, biological
diversity, and global water resources.
xxvi

These strategy studies

will lay the basis for better informed and more refined recom
mendations for action in these areas.
In general, the reconendations in the report are initial
steps, the first increments in what needs to be done, efforts
which must be duplicated, enhanced, repeated, and expanded
upon many times over by other nations and international organ
izations, by private institutions, by business, and by indus
tries.

A guiding hand at the center of the U.S. government's

share of the response is critical -- not only for coordination
but for staying power.
Americans -- and citizens of othcr nations throughout the
world -- must make a commitment and stick with it.

Global

population, resource, and environment problems will not be
solved tomorrow, or even in 10 years or 20.

Yet it is essen

tial to act promply, to begin to bring these problems down to
manageable size.
With each year of inaction, the problems become harder to
cure.

The opportunity to stablize the world's population

below 10 billion, for example, is slipping away; the longer it
takes the world to reach replacement fertility levels, the
greater the ultimately stablized world population will proba
bly be.
Provided we manage the earth's resources wisely, future
generations will not be faced with a crisis in which our
planet will cease to support the number of people living on
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it.

But that specter is now visible.

To restore and protect

the earth as an ecologically and politically stable habitat
20
for the human race may be the most serious task of the last
years of this century.
D.

Summary of Recommendations

1.

Population
Problem:

Between now and the year 2000, almost 2 billion

of
more people will be added to the present world population
Ninety percent of the growth will occur in low

4.5 billion.

income countries, where populations are predominantly young
and have their childbearing

years ahead of them.

At the very

explosive population growth makes the provision of

least,

decent conditions for the world's people more difficult.

In

some areas, it is already overwhelming efforts to educate,
And the attempts of growing

house, and employ the population.

numbers of people to wrest a living from the land is under
mining the very soil, water, and forest r-esources on which
long-term stability and improvements in standard of living
depend.

Population growth in richer countries, though much

slower, is also of concern, because consumption of resources
per capita

(especially commercial

energy and other nonrenewa

ble resources) is very much higher.
U.S. interests:

Unless population growth can be brought

under control,

the world's efforts to solve a broad range of

environmental,

resource,

and economic
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problems will he under

cut.

Thus, the many important interests the United States has

in solving these problems -- reducing the potential for social
uilrest, political instability, international conflict over

"ontro]. of land and resources,
,

.~

massive migration of "ecologi

and deterioration

Ilugees,"

of world prosperity and

trade -- are at stake.

U.S. strategy:

The United States is by far the world's

international population assistance,

.Jin

.n one-half
;of total governmental aid.
'. population assistance
hi i

declined in
nb,,ore is
,K:.CI5d

providing more

However,

overall

(including U.tS. as'ist .

real terms during this decade.

mounting evidence that

proLar..-.

V)opulatizn

for family planning are growin;

At the

U.S.

strategy

i, } .K:
bec based on cooperation with other nations and inter-
,,:::',i

z

(qani.:atio

to raise population assistance substan-

e':::ouraq-;ing others no incrca se tI e.r cn
. ena

tional awareness

of population

L:: b'utions
piobLems,

n-,< understanding of relationships between populatiol:
-:owth
and national security, and strengthening research into
* : ::: *ff{-ctive
:.c.;i'_bejj>
L..ut
V~

population control measures.

It

hat overall economic development --ition and health,

especially

lowered infant mortality,

eiuc,at..ion
*L
and employment opportunities --

ssential role in

must also be

lowering fertility
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rates.

and

plays an

Recommendations:
o

The United States should:

Together with other donors and international organizations,

launch a program aimed at significantly increas

ing family planning over the next decade by doubling
resources available and improving maternal and child
health care.
o

(p. 7)

Expand government assistance for research in more effec
tive contraception methods suited to the needs of recip
ient countries. (p.

o

10)

Develop a U.S. national population policy that includes
attention to

issues such as population stabilization;

availability of

family planning programs;

ent, and workable immigration
needs;

improved information

and institutions to ensure continued attention to

domestic population
2.

laws;

just, consist

issues.

(p.

11)

Food and Agriculture
Problem:

Population increases will place great stress on

world food supply.
percent

Although food production may expand 90

(under optimistic assumptions) by the year 2000,

the

increase will be less than 15 percent on a per capita basis.
And this global estimate disguises regional disparities; food
availability and nutrition levels may scarcely improve in
South Asia and the Middle East and may actually decline in the
poorer parts of Africa.

Of particular concern is the ability

to improve world agricultural yields in the face of pressures

xxx

leading to degradation of agricultural soil and water
re
sources and the conversion of some of the best cropland
to
other uses.
U.S. interests:

The potential for political and social

instability in a world with large numbers of hungry
and star
ving people is well known.
roy

Under such conditions,

the demand

food assistance from the United States, the world's
larg

est bread basket, is likely to grow.

Th:s means difficult

policy and economic decisions aboCUt exransion of
U.S. food aid
to poor nations on concessional terms.

urther, protection of

the agricultural resource base is one of the global
problems
the United States directly shares with other countries.

Our

own croplands are already under heavy pressure, with
erosion,
loss of soil fertility, and conversion to nonagricultural
uses.

If food production capacity declines elsewhere in
the

world, U.S. trade may prosper (in good times); yet the
pres
sures will also be great to overuse and abuse U.S. agricul
tural resources.
U.S. strategy:

The U.S. approach in recent years has

been to assist other nations to expand food production
through
giving high priority to agriculture in the U.S. development
assistance program.

The United States has also tried to

strengthen international bodies (e.g., the Food and Agricul
ture Organization) in this area and has maintained the
world's
largest food relief program.

The proposed U.S. strategy calls
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special
for a continuation of these efforts, but also for
the

attention to a new dimension of the world food problem:

world's aqri
deterioration of the productive capacity of the
Moreoever, while helping to build the

cultural resource base.

we
capabilities of food-deficit nations for self-sufficiency,
must at the same time maintain our own production capacities.
Na
U.S. studies already underway or now concluding -- the
tional Agricultural Lands Study and the appraisal of

the

Conser
nation's soil and water resources under the Resources
vation Act -- provide the basis for a strengthened domestic
program.
Recommendations:
o

the
Expand significantly U.S. development assistance to
crucial

o

The United States should:

food sector in low income countries.

Establish an
Lands

(pp- 18-19)

Interagency Task Force on World Agricultural

(on the model of

the Interagency Task Force on

Tropical Forests) to assess world agricl1tural

lands and

trends affecting their productivity, review current
international responses,

dinated U.S.

strategy as part of international efforts

to address
proposals
o

recommend a coor

national and

the problem, and provide the
for an

foundation for

international plan of action.

(pp.25- 2 6 )

Lead by example in protection and wise management of U.S.
agricultural lands;

elements in the program should

include:
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-

Federal technical and financial assistance to state
and local governments wishing to develop land pres
ervation policies and soil and water conservation
programs.

-

An Agricultural Land Conservation Fund to help
finance state and local conservation programs.

-

Financial incentives to help preserve farmland.

-

Examination by federal agencies of programs affect
ing agricultural lands (e.g., federal loan and loan
guarantee programs, sewer, water, and highway pro
grams) to ensure that their actions do not unneces
sarily encourage farmland conversion.

-

Examination and use by state and local governments
of growth management tools to discourage farmland
conversions.

-

o

New initiatives to improve soil conservation. (pp.27-29)

Propose

n international technical conference on conver

sion of agricultural lands.
o

(p. 29)

Strengthen national and international programs to pre
serve crop germ plasm. (PP. 33-34)

o

Through assistance, cooperation, and research programs,
domestic and international, encourage the use of sus
tainable agricultural management techniques, including
integrated pest management, more efficient use of com
mercial fertilizer, and biological fixation of nitrogen.
(pp. 36-40)
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food
Work actively toward a better international

o

reserve system. (p. 41)
3.

Prsources and Conservation

Renewable

Lnergy

Problem:

While most of the world,

having to adjust

to soaring oil

prices,

rich and poor,

the developing coun

hit.
tries without their own oil resources are hardest
are now spending
twice

$50

billion

per year to buy oil

the amount they receive collectively

sources for development assistance.

is

--

They

almost

from all outside

At the same time, the

traditional
world's poorest half, most of whom rely mainly on
another
fuels such as firewood and agricultural waste, face
This com
energy crisis: dwindling supplies of firewood.
ecological
bination is aggravating already severe economic and
economic
problems and adding to the difficulties of achieving
growth.
U.S.

interests:

The link between U.S. national interests

and those of other countries -countries --

is

especially the developing

nowhere more obvious than in

use of energy conservation

energy.

Greater

and development of renewable energy

resources can benefit rich and pooi nations alike.

Success in

and
these areas would ease pressures on the world oil market
from
give the world a longer time to make the transition
overdependence

on oil.

Greater use of conservation and r:cnew

developing countries can contribute gr-auly

able energy

in

sustainable

economic growth of the Third World,
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in

to

which the

United States has broad foreign policy and national security
interests.

Moreover, the United States and other developed

countries are interested in reducing demands for financial aid
because of high oil prices and in reducing pressures for
expensive high technology energy alternatives such as nuclear
power.

Use by developing countries of new renewable energy

and conservation technologies can directly benefit U.S.
research, development, and demonstration efforts -- and vice
versa.
U.S. strategy:

A broad effort, including energy conser

vation and increased efficiency; accelerated production from
nonrenewable commercial sources, such as oil, gas, coal, and
hydropower; and expanded and sustained production of energy
from renewable sources is needed to meet developing country -
and indeed global -- energy needs.

A 1 S. strategy to promote

energy conservation and renewable energy sources both at home
and abroad is

just one element in that broad program,

key element.

Long-term environmental and natural resource

but a

constraints point to the need for sustained priority attention
to renewable sources and conservation.

The strategy proposed

here includes a boost in U.S. development assistance for
energy, principally for a share in a coordinated interna
tional program to plant trees for fueiwood.

ItL also includes

strengthened technical assistance to a broad range of devel
oping countries -- rising middle income nations, as well as
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Agency for
the low income developing countries in which the
International Development (AID) efforts are concentrated.
Recommendations: The United States should;
o

Support recent World Bank proposals for a major increase
rvation. (pp.
in assistance for fuelwood growing and consc

4 8 4 9 '

As our part of th2 effort, AID should substantially
increase its assistance for fuelwood pla-.ting.

The pro

gram should be designed according to eco~ogical.y sound
principles.
o

Encourage the World Bank to accelerate lending for renew
able energy and conservation activities and support the
idea of a new World Bank energy facility.

o

(pp. 51,58)

Develop mechanisms for easier access by developinQ coun
tries to new energy technologies developed by the U.S.
government and also, so far as possible, t-, privately
owned technologies.

o

(Pp. 52-53)

Study ways to make U.S. government technical experts in
renewable energy and conservation more readily available
to a broad range of developing countries, including a
voluntary program of short-term technical assistance that
(P. 55)
would tap the abilities of the private sector.

o

Participate actively in the 1981 UN ConFerence on New and
Renewable Sources of Energy.

o

(p. 60)

Establish an interaqency task force to develop a realis
tic strategy for achieving the goal o[ 20 percent of U.S.
enerqy from renewable sources by 2000.
xXvi
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4.

Tropical Forests
Problem:

The conversion of forested land to agricultural

use and the denand for Ffuelwood and forest products are de
pleLing tho wor-ld's forests at an alarming rate --

as much as

18-20 milLion hectares annually,

an area one-half the size of

Ca]ifornia.

in the tropical regions of

Most of the loss is

devel-oping nations where some 40 percent of the remaining
forests may disappear by 2000.

Hundreds of millions of people

a re already directly affected by this extremely serious and
growing global environ .ental problem.
U.S.

interests:

The loss of wood products and forest

derived drugs and pharmaceuticals,

the unprecedented extinc

tion of plant and animal species with loss of tropical forest
habitat, and the potential risk of large-scale climate change
argue strongly for U.S.

concern and involvement.

Tn addition,

accelerated erosion and siltation from deforested watersheds
are undiercutting development assistance investments in agricul.tuLre and water sapply projects,
States.

U.S.

ly in demand

and international disaster relief is

strongly for U.S.
t,

increasing

to cope with floods and droughts directly tied to

tropical deforestation.

suffering

many financed by the United

Humanitarian concerns also argue

assistance for the many millions of people

omn floods,

drought,

deteriorating agriculture,

dimin.ishi_ng su:pplies of firewood due to loss of tropical
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and

U.S. strategy:

The United States has taken the lead in

the past 2 years to bring the deforestation problem to inter
national attention in the United Nations and elsewhere.

World

awareness of the problem and commitments to action are
increasing, and the first steps toward a coordinated global
plan of action

(based on a U.S. initiative) have been taken.

Domestically, U.S. government and privaLe institutions are
beginning to mount new efforts.

The U.S. Interagency Task

Force on Tropical Forests reported to the President in July on
a comprehensive "Policy, Strategy, and Program for the United
States."

The proposed near-term strategy for the United

States is to continue to promote international awareness and
action; selectively to support key international organizations
that would play lead roles in a worldwide attack on the prob
lem; to strengthen the capabilities of U.S. public and private
sector institutions Lo contribute; and to insure that the
limited tropical forests of the United States are properly
managed.
Recommendations:
o

The United States should:

Press for adoption by the international community of a
"global plan of action" on tropical deforestation. (p.71)

o

Provide financial and technical assistance to enable the
FAO to fulfill the international leadership role. (p. 72)

o

Coordinate U.S. programs closely with the FAO and World
Bank t:.optimize use of resources.
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(pp. 73-74)

o

Designate and support the Forest Service's Institute of
Tropical Forestry (Puerto Rico) and Institute of Pacific
Islands Forestry
tropical

o

(H1awaii)

as "national centers" for

forest research,

education,

and training. (p.

76

)

Call upon the World Bank to design and support an inter
national cooperative program on reforestation of larce
watersheds.

o

Expand

(P.

8_I1)

the tropical

forest management capabilities of AID

ano the Peace Corps.
o

Pursue,

through

t:.o

a new part

and private industry to broaden

planning and to improve U.S.

contributior
5.

79)

the Interaqency Task Force,

nership of government
base of U.S.

(p.

international

programs.

the

technical
(pp.

77-78)

Biological Diver sity
Problem:

habitat

The accelerating destruction and pollution of

for wild animals and plants threaten extinction of

species in

the next 20 years on an unprecedented

scale.

As

much as 15-20 percent of all species on earth could be lost in
the next 20 years,
degradation

about one-half because of the loss and

of tropical

forests and the rest

fresh water, coastal, and reef ecosystems.

principally in
Estimates of

species loss often include only mammals a .d birds or all
vertebrate :nIi,,s.

The estimate here also includes insects,

other inver Leb atL.j2,

and plants.

U.S.

I tr:;

The U.S.

interest in

x ix

preserving biolog

ical diversity is truly global and long term.

A great many of

the species under threat have not even been classified or
given scientific names, much less studied for their possible
benefits.

The potential for new pharmaceuticals is extremely

significant; about one-half the commercial drugs now on the
world market were originally derived from living organisms.
Wild plants and animals provide a wealth of materials and
chemicals, such as woods, fibers, oils, resins, and dyes.

The

locally cultivated varieties and wild relatives of the world's
major food crops are sources of genetic traits essential to
improving crop yields and resistance to pests and diseases.
Wild plants and local cultivars and wild animals may also
prove invaluable sources of new foods.
U.S. strategy:

The United States has long been a leader,

domestically and internationally, in the conservation of wild
living resources and biological diversity.

State wildlife

conservation laws, the U.S. Endangered Species Act, the Con
vention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora, the International Whaling Convention, and
many other laws and treaties bespeak this concern.

The pro

posed strategy would continue these efforts and add to them an
emphasis on cooperative international action toward selection
of priority areas worldwide for conservation of ecosystems and
habitat of wild plants and animals; and toward multiple use of
natural ecosystems to serve human rurposes, to conserve the

xl

fauna and flora of the ecosystems, and to maintain their con
tinued functioning as well.
Recommendations:
o

The United States should:

Establish a federal Interagency Task Force on Conserva
tion of Biological Diversity to develop a comprehensive
long-term strategy to maintain biological diversity,
integrating national and international programs. (p. 89)

o

Examine and select for increased U.S. support existing
international programs to identify priority areas for
protection of biological diversity.

o

(pp. 91-92)

Consider proposing the establishment of an international
fund to help developing countries protect and manage
critical ecological reserves and habitat, especially in
tropical forests.

o

(p. 93)

Increase support of national and international efforts to
inventory the world's flora and fauna and to collect
species and germ plasm.

o

(pp. 92,94)

Increase U.S. assistance for training wildlife management
and conservation professionals of developing countries,
especially at selected institutions in those countries. (pp.97-98)

o

Expand our ability to offer U.S. technical expertise in
conservation of biological diversity to other countries. (p.100)

6.

Coastal and Marine Resources
Problem:

Growing threats to coastal and marine ecosys

tems come from urban and industrial development and destruc

xli

tion of productive coastal wetlands and reefs;

pollutants

washed from the land, dumped or discharged into the ocean, or
deposited

from the atmosphere;

of world fisheries.

and uncontroIled exl.oitation

The worldwide harvest of fish -- a major

component of the world's food supply -- has leveled off and by
the year 2000 may contribute less to the world's nutrition, on
a per capita basis, than it does today.

A

.,poci"L.concern is

the lack of data regarding the degree of pollution and dis
turbance and the longevity of impact
U.S.

Interests:

in the open oceans.

Increased pressure on traditional fish-

erie" may lead to collapse of major sources of protein.
Conversion and pollution of coastal wetlands

in the United

States and throughout the world undermine the resource base of
fisheries and wildlife.

They can also destroy the ability of

wet]ands to assimilate waste and cleanse water and to buffer
coasts from adverse weather conditions.
U.S.

stratey:

The United States should improve manage

ment of its own fisheries on an ecologically sound basis and
share this expertise with other countries.

Similar]y, U.S.

programs to inventory, monitor and protect coastal resources
should be improved and the results shared internationally.
Common action with other nations is the only means for achiev
ing protection of many ocean resources, such as migrating
species -- especially the oreat whales.

Anarctica represents

a special opportunity for internationa1 cooperation for

.lii

ecological Ly sensitive management;
continue

to provide strong

Recommendations:
o

Prepare

for a U.S.

technical

that objective.

conference

to review and

sound fisheries management. (V.106)

Expand support of fisheries management in
countries bilaterally
to the FAO.

o

leadership toward

The United States should:

improve ecologically
o

the United States should

(p.

developing

and by means of increased

funding

107)

Inventory and map coastal

resources and assess the inputs

and impacts of major pollutants into coastal and marine

o

areas from land-based sources;

cooperate with other

countries

111-112)

to do likewise.

Expand efforts
international

(pp.

to establish marine sanctuaries and seek
agreement on the protection of habitat of

migrating species. (pp. 114-115)
o

Continue to support a moratorium on all commercial whal
ing until the continued survival of whales can be
assured.

o

(p. 115)

Undertake research needed
Living Resources

Treaty;

to implement the Antarctic
continue efforts

exploitation of Antarctic mineral

resources will not take

place until a decision has been made -sufficient
acceptable.

information -(pp.

108,117)
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to assure that

on the basis of

that such development is

Water Resourt*cos

7.

Problem:
over

Human needs For water will greatly increase

the next 20 yea rs;

world, population growLh

in

one-half

the countries

alone wil.l cause demands

of the
to double.

Data on water ava. Ial i 1i.ty and quality are excepti~ona]1]y
but it

is cle0ar1

in many regions.

thai

poor,

p roblems of water supply will he serious

Parts of the world, especial I

the Third

World, are already su ffering severe water shorLtages and

clrouqht,

and water-borne

disease is

endemic

in

many areas.

Without concerted efforts to the contrary, reliable water
suppl ies will be disrupted increasingly because of damage to
watersheds, and contamination is likely to increase in the
17ut re.
U.S. interests:

Unless water supplies are managed suc

cessfully, U.S. development assistance efforts will be under
cut, need for drought relief will increase, and pressures for
mass migration will mount.

With 148 of the world's major

river basins shared by two or more countries, the United
Skates must anticilpate an increasing number of conflicts among
countr;ies over competing uses of water.

International cooper

at ion and inFormation exchange on water manaqement techniques
can directly benefit the United States because there is much
to

learn from other countries on the management and conserva

tion of water resources.
U.S. stragegy:

A major U.S. goal is to heighten aware

xliv

ness of water management issues.
the development
able --

ol- an adequate data base -

problems slmiltll

now simply unavail

Ihe U. S. contribution to global water
,mphasize

and m0nito rim 1, po

U. S.

resource development

RecommedaLions:

strengths in

uLution control,

tives to such projec ts,

o

turn requires

and subsequently a coherent strategy on world water

needs by region.

water

This goal in

data collection

environmental

projects,

assessment of

nonstructural

alterna

and water conservation.

The United States should:

Establish an Interagency Committee on Global Water Supply
and Management

to assess data and monitoring of world

water availability and needs,

identify potential areas of

conflict over water resources,

and propose ways for the

United States to cooperate with other nations in
area by sharinq expertise and knowledge.
o

Improve U.S.

(p.

bilateral technical assistance

resource manaqement and increase financial
FAO for training in
o

Increase

(p.

121)
in

water

support of the
122)

resca rch efforts to reduce water needs for

irrigation.
o

water management.

this

(p.

1.23)

Participato actively in

international

efforts to assure

safe drinking water as a major development goal. (p.
o

1!'ncourZage

ments

the creation of conflict resolution

to anticipate

124)

arrange

and help resolve international dis

putes over water supply or quality.

xv

(pp.

124-125)

8.

Global Pollution
Problem:

The earth's life

support systems are threatened

by certain byproducts of economic development
growth.

waste,
C0

2

,

Con tamina t.i on

from hazardous

to

the stratospheric

itation

could adversely

earth's

ecosystems
U.S.

ozone

affect

of contamination

from domestic

in

of agricultural

in

increasing

addition,

byproducts,

this

manner protects

ests

of

in

the United

felt

the effects
substances

trade and indus
is

increasingly

natural

ecosys

our own country and globally
on

the international

the larqest
has a

front.

sources

of polluting

special

obligation

other countries.
the reputation

to help

To act responsibly in

and

foreign policy

inter

States.

U.S. strategy:
over

in

the United States

prevent pollution

contamination

systems,

cooperation

as one of

industrial

interest in protecting and main

taining the healLh

and human populations

increasing

the

mankind.

sources of hazardous

other countries,
The U.S.

dictates

ultimately,

the world's most

With

global in nature.

tems,

and acid precip

every aspect of

States has already

from acid precipitation.

trialization

layer,

base and,

As one of
the United

from the builldup of

virtually

and resource

interests:

ized countries,

and

substances and nuclear

man-induced climate modification

damage

and industrial

The United States has worked actively

the past several

sus on the goerousness

years
ol

to build an international consen

certain

xlvi

global

pollution

problems.

This effort should continue as well as efforts to involve and
support

international

agreements,

and

organizations,

to institute

Recommendations:
o

o

domestic controls as appropriate.

The United States should:

Work toward improving
hazardous
Improve

international

substances and waste.

the U.S.

to work toward bilateral

(pp.

agreements

to control

128-129)

system for notifying recipient countries

of the export of hazardous substances that are banned for
all

or most uses in

the United States,

and,

in

excep

tional cases of extremely hazardous banned substances,
provide

for control over their export.

(p.

130)

o

Improve U.S.

o

Develop procedures for regulating the export of hazardous
wastes.

o

(p.

ability

to handle hazardous wastes. (pp.130-131)

132)

Take national and international measures to reduce
amounts of nuclear waste and control their disposal and
to protect the global commons from radioactive mater
ial .

o

(pp. 135-137)

Analyze alternative global energy futures with special
emphasis on CO, buildup and work toward an international
consensus on action to reduce CO 2 buildup.

o

(pp. 138-139)

Support further research on acid precipitation,
bilateral

continue

work with Canada on transboundary air pollu

fion,

and intensify

tion.

(pp.

legal efforts

141-14.2)

xlvii

to control acid deposi

o

Support more research on ozone depletion,
action by international organizations,
more effective action
layer.

encourage

and move toward
ozone

to protect the stratospheric

(p. 140)

o

Improve national and international climate programs. (pp.1

9.

Sustainable Development

Problem:

Many of the world's most severe environmental

part a consequence of extreme poverty:

problems

are in

deprived

people are forced

to undermine the productivity of

the land on which they live in their necessary quest for food,
Fuel,
tinq

and shelter.

People who have no other choice for get

their living plant crops on poor,

erodible soils,

graze

their stock on marginal land that turns to desert from over
use,

cut trees that are needed to stabilize soils and water

supplies, burn dung needed to fertilize and condition agri
cultural soils.
U.S. interests:

The U.S. government has long recognized

the importance to U.S. national interests of global e momic
progress and protection of the global environment.

Increasing

poverty and misery in large parts of the world add to the
potential for political instability, depress trade

(one-third

of U.S. exports are now bought by developing countries),

and

increase pressures for mass migration. Moreover, if degrada

tion of the earth's renewable resource base continues, the
United States, like the rest of the world, will be faced with

xlviii
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higher prices

U.S. SLrIa Leqv:

Phe

tnited States is

countries,

developing
sys tem,

inLenati.onal

tr.ies hard hit by oi

trading

including an open international

f[inan cial assistance for poorer coun
price rises,

and international
between

The close relation

assistance.

committed to mca

for .2conomic growth in

that will impr-ove prospects

sures

ment

systems provide.

mate iials natural

othot

and a host of

building materials,

for food,

develop

sustainable

economic qrowth and protection of the global environment
added reason

long-term U.S.

for a strengthened

The proposed U.S.

sLrategy is,

first,

our present level of development
increase

health and carefully coordinating
programs of

international

A second strateg ic

element

commitment.

to increase considerably

assistance,

to the key needs of food,

is

energy,

targeting

the

and population and

the whole program with

organizations and other countries.
is

to concentrate our technical

assistance in areas where we are strongest:

scientific and

technical know-how, resource management, and institution
building.

Private sector as well as government talents should

be put to better use.

Finally, U.S. and international devel

opment assistance should be explicitly planned to contribute
to long-term sustainable use of the natural resource base of
developing

na tions.

Recommendations:
o

N

The United States should:

Lakeits overdue obligations to the World Bank and
up

x1 ix

other dlevelopiment Funds and contribute its share to the

o

Worl d Bank's general capitLal

increase.

Provide a major expansion in

U.S. development

targeted

(p. 149)
assistance

to food, energy, population and health and coor

dinated with programs of other countries and interna
tional orqanizations.
o

(p. 132)

Urge the World Bank and other international organizations
to integrate resource and envi ronmental considerations
more fully

o

into their planning.

(p. 151)

Increase resource management expertise in AID programs
and encourage all U.S. agencies with significant activi
ties abroad

to integrate resource and environmental

considerations further in-o their decisionmaking. (p.154-155)
o

Develop ways to use the scientific, technical, resource
manAgement, and environmental expertise of U.S. govern
ment agencies more effectively, both in AID programs and
in other

10.

initerna tional cooperation programs.

InstiLiut ional Changes:

(p. 155)

Improving Our National Capacity

To lQespoyl
Problem:

The U.S. government currently lacks the capac

ity adequately to project and evaluate future trends;
take global population, resource, and environmental consider
ations into account in its programs and decisionmaking;

and

work with other countries to develop transnational solutions
to

these pFroblems.

U.S. interests:

As detailed in previous chapters, global

population, resource, and environment problems have the poten
tial

for serious adverse impacts on the domestic and interna

tional i nterests of

the United

States.

As a large consumer of

world resources

and,

tific

the United States should act in

know-how,

at the same time,

repository of scien
concert with

other countries to resolve future problems. To do so effec
tively, the U.S.

government must have the capacity

to project

long-term global problems and to act on them.
U.S. strategy:

To date, U.S. strategy on long-term

global population, resources, and environment problems has
been formulated largely on an ad hoc basis.

The proposed U.S.

strategy is to create a stronger capability in the federal
government to: project and analyze global trends, coordinate
policymaking on long-term global

issues,

put into place

action-forcing mechanisms such as budget review procedures,
encourage

involvement of the private sector,

and increase

public awareness.
Recommendations:
o

The United States should:

Establish a government

center as coordinator to insure

adequate data collection and modeling capability as the
basis for policy analysis on long-term global population,
resource, and environment issues.
o

Improve
global

(pp.

the quality of data collection

160-161)
and modeling

issues and promote wider access to data and

li

for

(pp.

mod.''s.

o

162-163)

Establish a Federal Coordinating Unit,
Executive Office of the President,

preferably

in

the

to develop federal

policy and coordinate ongoing federal programs concerning
global population,
Activities

resource,

should include coordinating

efforts described

above;

data and modeling

issuing biennial

assessing global population,
problems;

and environment issues.

resource,

reports;

and environment

and serving as a focaL point for development

of

policy on long-term global issues. (p. 168)
o

Adopt action-forcing devices, such as budget review
procedures, a Presidential message, creation of a blue
ribbon commission, establishinq an office in each federal
agency to deal with long-term global issues, or passage
of legislation formalizing a mandate to federal agencies
to address long-term global issues and creating a
federal coordinating unit and hybrid public-private
institute. (p. 173)

)

Create the Global Population, Resources, and Environment
Analysis Institute,
to strengthen

a hybrid public-private

and supplement

on long-term global analyses.

o

Improve

the budget process

institution,

federal government efforts
(p. 179)

to make

technical expertise of

U.S. agencies more readily available to other countries.
(p. 175)

lii

o

Assure environmental

review of major U.S.

government

actions significantly affecting natural or ecological
resources of global importance;
forests,

croplands,

designate

tropical

and coastal wetland-astuarine and

reef ecosystems as globally important resources. (p.177)
o

Continue to raise global population,
ronment issues in

appropriate

resource,

international

and cnvi

forums; work

with and support appropriate international organizations
and other countries
o

in

formulating solutions. (pp. 181,182,185)

Enlist the business community
long-term global problems.

o

Increase

in

(pp.

formulating responses to
187,192)

public awareness of global population,

and environment issues.

(pp. 189,

1 i ii

191)

resource,

CHAPTER 1

POPULATION

The next several decades are likely to see unprecedented
population growth.

It took mankind tens of thousands of

years to reach the first billion about 1800.
needed

for the second billion, one--half that

billion,

less than half that for the fourth.

and the year 2000,
people.

A centry was
for the third

Between now

mankind will add almost 2 billion more

Three-quarters of the people who have ever lived

are alive today.
slowdown in

Even allowing

for continued moderate

the rate of growth, from 1.8 percent per year to

1.7 percent,

world population is

billion by the year 2000 --

expected to exceed 6

an increase in

only 2 decades

almost equal to the entire world population as recently as
1930.

Although population density varies widely among regions
and among countries,

90 percent of this growth will occur in

the low income countries.
countries'
decline
2000.
is

population in

The proportion of industrialized
the world total will probably

from 33 percent in
Moreover,

popu]

1950 to 20 percent by the year

tKon growth in

developing countries

primarily the result of recent Oeclines

ity,

resulting in

these populations.

a disproporLionate

in infant mortal

number of children in

Because the childbearing years of these

1.

young people is still ahead, there is a builtin momentum
toward population growth.
As is discussed elsewhere in this report, the potential
is still great for expanding the ability of the earth to
support people, both by making more productive use of the
earth's resources and by distributing the benefits of pro
duction more equitably.
support life

is

Yet the ability of our planet to
Eventually the world's popula

not infinite.

tion will stabilize -- the question is:
of human and social life?

Under what conditions

At the very least, explosive

population growth makes the provision of decent conditions
for all

In many areas of the world,

people more difficult.

it is severely hampering development by overwhelming all
attempts to educate, house, and employ the population.

In

addition, attempts by growing numbers of people to wrest a
living from the land is undermining the very soil, water,
and forest resources on which long-term stability

and improve

merits in the standard of living depend.
Many developing countries, including some of particular
importance to U.S. national security, are currently experi
encing some combination of rapid population growth, food
scarcities,
r.ent --

massive rural-urban migration,

particularly among urban youth.

and high unemploy

Most poorer countries

must expect at least a doubling of their populations within
This growth is

the next two or three decades.

2

likely to

generate intensifying pressures for migration, which is
already beginning to create political problems for receiving
count ries on all continents.
These factors add up to an increasing potential for
social unrest, economic and political instability, and
p)ossible internataional conflicts over control of land and
resources.
control,

Unless population growth can be brought under

the world's efforts to solve the broad range of

environmental,
'he

G;lobal

resource, and economic problems signaled by

2000 Report will be undercut.

The si tuation
hopless.

is obviously serious, but it is not

Signif7icant fertility declines have been achieved

in many developin

q

nations,

including China, Thailand,

ndonesia, Colombia, and, most recently, Mexico.
Jenp.ra] consensus among population experts that
growth may be influenced in two ways:

There is
population

by making

planning services available and motivatng people

family
to use

them and through development, in particular, broader educa
tional and employment opportunities.

Development, discussed

elsewhere in this report, is critical for many reasons.
However, certain aspects of development appear to nave an
especially close bearing on population growth ttrends.

As

the World Bank stated in its ].980 World Development Report:
Better nutrition and health, by lowering infant
mortality [and thus the family's expectations

3

are essential

about survivai

or

ingredienLs of

fertilihy decline.

children,]

So is education,

especia]lly of women, since it delays marriage,
alters attitudes about family size, and makes modern
contraception more acceptable.
Education of women is also of value in that it makes women
eligible for other forms of employment which can be of
greater overall benefit to a family's welfare than having a
larger family.

The report of the UN World Population Confer

ence, held iln 1974, also stressed the importance of education
for women.
Actions which the United States and other governments
take now could make a significant difference in population
trends.

For the first time, government requests from develop

ing countries for population assistance substantially exceed
contributions from donor countries.

Family planning services

are currently believed to be available to approximately one
third of all couples in developing nations and used by a
quarter.

Demographers have concluded that i.f availability

and usage in the developing world could be doubled by the
end of the decade, world population in the year 2000 would
be one-half a billion lower than The Global 2000 median
projection of 6.3 billion.

E:ven more striking, this effort

could also mean that g]lobal population would eventual.y
stabilize an 8 hill Ion, versus the 12.2 billion that would

4

result if
period.

higher fertility

rates continued over a longer

The difference of 4.2 billion is

almost equal to

the total current world population.
Controlling population growth is not a problem only of
developing countries.

Though developed nations have much

lower population growth rates,
resources per capita is
experience

their consumption of the

very much higher.

of these nations illustrates

slowing or halting population growth.
nations,

growth.

the USSR,

and Italy have natural increase

of

A number of European

are already experiencing

The United States,

the

the possibilities

including East and West Germany,

Un ited Kingdom,

Nonetheless,

Sweden,

and the

zero population

Japan,

Austria,

France,

rates of under 1 percent per

year and could feasibly approach zero population growth
by
1985.
A.

Population Assistance
Tronically,

although demand for family planning is

growing and population stresses on resources
pronounced,

overall

support

become more

for international population

efforts has recently declined in real terms.

U.S. assistance

in FY 1980, at $185 million, amounted to only about 5
percent
of total aid flows and was lower in constant dollars
than in
P'Y 1972.

Even so,

the United States remains by far the

world's leader in international population assistance,
providing more than one-half of total government aid.

5

The

total amount of aid from all sources is more than matched by
the developing countr'es

themsAves.

The U.S. bilat- ral p-o-gram for population assistance
currently accun Ls

For abouit one-fourth of the population bud

got of the Aguncy for

International Development

operates in 22 countris.

AIlD's strengths

(AID) and

in population

control efforts derive from its use of in-county missions,
ability to provide gqrant:s as we1.1 as

loans, and its capacity

to draw on American scientific and professional. experience.
The Peace Corps' widespread network of community health
projects could provide the basis for accelerated dissemination
of integr-ated health and family )la:nning activiti.es.
An integrated, exoanded _rogram
1.
FxperLs believe if all the resources

(in real terms)

available to family planning programs were doubled in the
next few years, the result woul]d he a major surge in contra
ceptive use within the following 5 years.

To meet this

recommendation, AID's budget for population assistance would
need to be raised in steady increments to about $500 million,
with similar incrceses from other donors.

AID's health

programs, which are integrally related to population stabili-
zation efforts, would need to grow to $350 million.
event, because

,f the youth of much of the world's population,

the number of woven of reroduct:w
for many years.

In any

increatses

oj , wil.

in ass istAne w.'i

e increasing
he required to

reach all these women and to maintain birth rates even at
present levels.
Recommunenda t ion : During the coming decade, the Uni ted
StaLtes, together with other bilateral and multilateral
(lon)rs and aqrncins, should launch a major new international
population-health initiative aimed at a major surge of
family planning practice by doubling resources available and
improving maternal, and child health care in the developing
count ries.
2.

Multilateral

assistance

Bilateral programs are not always the best vehicle for
assisting developing countries.

Private and international.

organizations also have sound programs already operating
which can be used more effectively.

About one-half of AID's

population budget currently goes to the United Nations Fund
for Population Activities

(UNFPA), the major international

population organization, and to private intermediaries, many
of which have extensive local level grass roots programs.
UNFPA, as the most broadly acceptable organization offering
population assistance, is able to work with some countries
that would not accept any other donor.

It has the additional

advantage of attyacting a broad range of financial assistance
from a great many donors who might not otherwise contribute.
In a little over a decade, it has funded almost 3,000 projects
in

131 geographic entities.

At present, UNFPA is able to

meet only two-thirds of the requests it receives for assistaMOO.e.

The U.S. contribution to UNFPA has declined from 21

peru.nt of the

total AID population budget in 1977 to 16

7

percent in 1980.

The role of other multilateral institutions

should also be strengthened.
UNFPA should continue to receive about
Recommendation:
as
the same share of AID's population budget (15 percent)
that budget increases.

AID should also take the lead in

strengthening the roles of other internatiouai insti
tutions, such as the World Bank and the International
Planned Parenthood Federation, in extending family planning
services.
B.

Biomedical Research
The contraception revolution begun two decades ago

has slowed greatly, despite the acute need for more conveni
ent, inexpensive, and safe contraceptive methods.

Even in

1974, when funding for contraceptive development was at
its peak, financial support was believed to be less than
one-third of that needed to pursue the existing leads.

Today, expenditures are 25 percent below 1974 levels.
government currently provides more than one-half

The

the

research dollars spent in this field in the United States.
In general, private pharmaceutical companies are tending

to invest in low risk advances that may improve, but are
unlikely to revolutionize, contraceptive use.

Long-term

contraceptives are often inherently less profitable products
to market; moreover, the risks of side effects or physio
logical changes they entail mean that lengthy and costly
periods of testing are required.
funding is
situation.

The fact that research

insufficient and insecure has aggravated the
As a result,

longer-term contraccptives are
8

not being studied sufficiently,
played its

hoped

Research is
globally,
eeting

for role i.n developing

new me thods.

needed for products that will

not only,

U.S.

and industry has not

as at present,

domfesLic

needs.

be used

f-or those perceived

The United

Sta teS

as

should

consult with other donor countries and particularly with
developJng

countries

on health concerns and contraceptivc

nteeds.
[n addition,
r:eproductive
More emphasis

present U.S.

research
is

iiew contraceptive

is

government support for

weighted

toward basic research.

needed on turning research

findings into

products and developing ways to encourage

greater use of the products.

Several measures could help to regain the lost momentum
in biomedical research.

Of primary importance is increased

fundi.ng for development of contraceptives and research on
their safety.

The most effective way to manage this

increased funding for research and development may be to
create a new coordinating institution -- possibly a new

government or quasi-government organization.

One possibility

is a National Population Institute within the National
Institutes of Health

(N11)

Funding of research,

methods to increase incentives for

.

In addition to direct government

research by the pharmaceutical

industry and suosidies for

the large-scale clinical testing phase of safety evaluation

9

should be considered.
Recommendations:
o

Government assistance for research directed at
development and use of new contraceptive methods, now
funded at $20.4 million annually, should be doubled
and thereafter increased by at least 10 percent
annually for the next decade.

o

The United States should formally consult, at both
the policy and technical levels, with other donor
countries on contraceptive research needs and with
recipient countries on their health and con-raceptive
needs.

o

A scudy undertaken by NIII, other appropriate government
agencies, private foundations, and industry should
determine the feasibility and need for a new government
or quasi-government organization that could coordinate
and fund research necessary for development of new.
contraceptives.

o

An additional study should be undertaken by NI1 in
cooperation with The food and drug Administration
(FDA),

the Patent Office, the Department of Justice,

and industry to propose steps which might be taken to
increase incentives for the pharmaceutical industry
to develop new contraceptive methods.
C.

Policy Development
In 1975, President Ford assigned to a National Security

Council (NSC) interagency group, under the chairmanship of
the Department of State, responsibility to develop inter
national population policies.

The NSC Ad H1oc Group on

Population Policy, consisting of 19 U.S. government agencies
and departments, has functioned effectively and should
continue, as presently constituted, to address matters of
international population policy.
Over a decade ago, President Nixon and the Congress
10

established the bipartisan Commission on Population Growth
and the American Future.
hearings,

and research,

After 2 years of effort, public
the Commission

range of recommendations
Nevertheless,

despite

ment agencies

in

Unite(

--

issued a broad

many of which are still

the involvement of individual

population and family planning,

States still

valid.
govern

the

lacks an explicit domestic population

pol icy.
Recommendation:
The United States should develop a national
population policy which addresses the issues of:
o

Iopulation stabilization

o

Availability of family planning

o

Rural and urban migration

o

Public education on

o

Just,

0

The

consistent,

programs

issues

)opu.lation concerns

and workable immigration

role of private

sector

--

nonprofit,

laws

academic,

and business
o

Improved information needs and capacity to analyze
impacts of population growth within the United States

o

Institutional- arrangements
attention

D.

to ensure continued

federal

Lo domestic population issues.

Public Awareness
There is

a great need

throughout

the world

for more

people to be aware of the nature of current population
trends and their economic,

political,

environment,

and

resource implications.

In order to create a strong and

sustained

consensus which can support and

international

11

influence national leaders in their approach to population
issues, the United States should take action to insure
that population issues are at the forefront of the world's
agenda.

Recommendatiol: The President should prepare a special
message on the subject similar to that of President Nixon
Senior American officials should make every
in 1969.
attempt to discuss the issue in their public statements
and place population on the agendas for meetings with
The
heads of qov rnment and other foreign officials.
United States should promote meaningful resolutions on
population

in

the UN and other international

12

fora.

CHAPTER 2
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

Global 2000 projects a difficult
portion of the human race that
a per capita increase

in

is

future for the large
underfed today.

Worldwide,

food output of less than 15 percent

between 1970 and 2000 is projected, even under the study's
optimistic assumptions regarding future
vances.
o

capita

in

improvement in

developing

o

An approximate

o

Increased

U.S.

the food consumption per

countries of the Middle East and

South Asia and a decline

poor,

in

Africa

doubling of real prices for food

annual variability

addition

to their grim

in

food production.

imp1L"G.ico:,

these projections imply sharply rising
citizens and environmental

For Lhe world's
food costs for

stress in the United States

and other deve].oped countries caused by the need
production

Lo raise

substantia, ly for export.

Yet there is
Heritage

ad

The study also foresees:

Very slight

In

technological

nothing

Foundation's

immutable about this future.

Report on Agriculture

The

to President-Elect

Reagan put the matter this way:
Hunger is man's oldest enemy.
There is now :he
scientifi.c knowledge and
nstituLiona] arrawIeient
which makes it possible to overcome huneVr, rot only
within the United States but thr,.ngahou
th worId.
This can be done within the Lifu time o..u
!l
y ,ep:
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to do

now living, if there is the political will
so.

The World Bank has recently projected that India, once
to the worldwide

viewed as a substantial contributor

the foreseeable
years.

This is

India.

Far

decade

not to say that hunger has been vanquished in
there is

from it;

raising
is

very real.;

significantly
in

effective agricultural

cal assistance

pl.ished with help
is

possible

(in

support

Indian population.
from international

creation of a strong

I rt

with U.S.

techni

and slower-than
India has accom

What

donors suggests

that it

to improve the future food s ituat ion worldwide by

increased production in

developing

countries.

Equally impor

to raise the incomes of the poor and malnourished so

tant

is

that

they can benefit from greater food availability.
There are stil

Feeding

1979

higher in

policies by the Indian government,

extending over two decades),

expected growth in

the last

involved were adoption of

availability of much improved technology,
framework of institutional

in

cereal grain production has

with output 35 percent

Some of the factors

1970.

Yet India's accomplish

to the poor.

the trend

making

much to be done in

still

food production

been strongly upward,
than in

for

some

future and perhaps to export grain in

food available

adequate
ment in

domestic food demands

should be able to meet its

deficit,

foodgrain

innumerable obstacles

to overcome.

the world's population demands a coordinated approach

14

to a web of complex interrelated problems:
rapidly crowing population;
good

SoCils caused

of locail.y

soil

erosion

and degrada

].ncluding deseELifica tion;

costs of ener(gy-intensive
pesticides;

watershed disruption and loss of

by deforestation;

t ion 17irom many causes,

the world's

inputs such as

increasing

fUrtil]izers and

wcr.-ening regional shortages of water;

extinction

grown strains of food crops and their wild rela

tives needed for breeding desirable qualities in plants
are part of the food problem.
These resource and technical
all.

-- all

problems are by no means

Social and economic factors are equally important to food

production.
Bank in

its

Many analyses -World Development

most recently that of the World
Report 1980 --

emphasized

the importance of land

Experience

in

many countries

have particularly

tenure to food production.

supports the commonsense

judgment

that people will generally work harder ano coax more growth
from a plot of ground in

which they have a personal stake

than

they wil, on land where they are replaceable hired workers or
insecure tenants. Other factors, including agricultural pric
ing policy and availability of technical assistance and credit
to small

farmers,

In addition,
"hunger"

are also critical
solving

the "food"

problem are not the same.

because of severe economic

to food production.
prohl--.,m and solving the
Hunger

inequality,

is

which

widespread today
leaves the

poorest quarter of mankind unable to purchase an adequate
15

The March 1980 report of the President's Commission on

diet.
World

array of recommendations
In

array of recommendations

have

for overcoming

them.

we have not tried to duplicate a full

this report,

on national and international poli
from the planet.

to eradicate hunger

cies needed

social,

roots of the hunger problem and a wide

and political

economic,

statement of the

an excellent

provided

Hunqer

Rather,

we

focused on issues of special relevance to the production

and resource findings of Global 2000, albeit with a sensitiv
social and economic aspects that underlie

ity to the critical
the hunger problem.

The following sections provide recommen

dations on increased assistance to accelerate
among the world's poor,

and incomes

food security,

it

Throughout,

socioeconomic

sion report.

ndeed,

and technolog

food output over the long term.
mind that agricultural

must be kept in

change cannot be isolated

ment and technological
broader

the enhancement of global

sustaining crop and range land,

ical measuras to increase

food production

concerns analyzed in
if

technological

develop

from the

the Hunger Commis

change is

pursued

in

isolation from a more general program of social and economic
reform, the plight of those on the bottom can actually be
worsened.
A.

Assistance and Cooperation
1.

for Agricultural

Progress

,xanied agricultural aid pro ram

An Luqen

task facing the community of nations is
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to he]p

the poorest countries build a sustainable foundation of food
production and raise incomes su fficiently
the food.

for people to buy

Rest estimates a ire that the low income devoelopAqnj

countriLes need at least $5-$10 billion per year in new capital
investnen ts in
that:

the

aqr icultui;.

poor count rie s

The Brandt Commission,

concerned

woullc

meet

a ssin i.Mr

one-half

hailf

the

cap ita]_ costs and H0 peorc ent of the recurrent costs of an ado
quaCe agricultural

prociram, called f-or additional

on the order of $5.4 bil.ion per year

Eoreiqi aid

(in 1980 dolLars).

1t is in the interest of the United States Co con tribute
to such an

internationa. prog ram.

Obviously, oil . :xl)( rCjnq

count ries with larqe ca sh surp.uses as well as other tradi
tional donors must (o

fair share.

their

It will also take a

greatly expanded U.S. assisLance program in agricu1ture
meet our appropriate share and reestablish U.S.
responding to the critCical
erty.

U.S. willingeiss

leadership in

problems of hunger and

to do more would

to

ruira.

pov

in turn be a sqinfi

cant stimulus to ot:her donors to do likewise.
AID is currently spending at the rate of $635 million per
year for its assistance programs in agricultuire, rural deve].
opment, and nutrition, with a projected rise
by mid-decadc.

These

costs butt

al.so cove r

opment

traini.nq ,

--

funds not only are used
some of

technical

the

-ecu rront

to $1.4 billion
to mee t capital

costs of

assistance, staff

the like.

]7

(level1

support, and

There are opportunities for effective use of an increase
in food and agricultural assistance on the order of 30-50
percent over planned expenditures for the next few years.
This increased expenditure by the United States would be
expected to generate three times as much additional investment
by other donors, private enterprises, and the developinq
countries themselves.

With the expected snowball effect, the

additional investment would help 25-30 million more people
each year to attain adequate diets.

At this rate of increase,

almost one-half the people in the Third World who would other
wise be undernourished would have adequate diets by the year
2000.
An expanded food and agriculture program should include a
special emphasis on small farm development and on off-farm
employment and, as appropriate, assistance for agrarian re
form, food security, research and training, development of
Lnfrastructure and transport, extension, credit, marketing,
and other areas.
sior,

Peace Corps activities in small farm exten

alternative energy technologies, and integrated rural

development would contribute to the U.S. strategy.

The

soundness of host country agricultural policies would be taken
into account in the allocation of aid funds.

In future pro

grams, special attention should also be given to the problems
of energy use and efficiency on farms in developing countries.
Recommendation:

The United States should undertake a signifi
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cant expansion in U.S. bilateral assistance to the food sector
in low income countries.
2.

Institution building

During the 1960s and early 1970s, a substantial amount of
U.S. foreign assistance was devoted to building developing
country institutions in agricultural policy, education, exten
sion, and research.

The Department of Agriculture

(USDA) and

U.S. universities played major roles in these efforts in
collaboration with AID.

Without doubt, these institution

building activities made a major contribution to the agricul
tural development of many countries.
In recent years, the emphasis on and funding for our
bilateral training and institution building hds declined.
Despite the successes achieved by the earlier projects, there
are still not enough well-trained professionals in the agri
cultural and rural development institutions of developing
countries.

This manpower shortage severely impedes agricul

tural progress.

Moreover, training and institution building

are still needed in many middle income developing countries
where AID no longer operates.
A renewed U.S. effort to support the strengthening of
agricultural institutions in developing countries should
include participation by U.S. universities and the business
community as well as AID and USDA.

Options for a U.S. con

tribution must be developed and analyzed within a broad frame
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work,

international

as well as national.

Thiey shoul.d be

coordinated with efforts of the Consultative
national Agricultural

(CG.AR) , a ma jor intenatlional

Research

network off agricultural research and training
international

1980,

Group on llInter

centers of other
In early

and of other countries.

institutions

CGIAR established a new International. Service

National Agricultural
institutional capacity
national agricultural

for

(ISNAR) , which seeks to improve

Research

developing countries and link

in

training and reseairch prolirams with the
centers.

work of the international

In cooperation with international instituRecommendation:
private sector, AID and USDA should seek
U.S.
tions and the
capability in agri
ways to support and improve institutional
ies.
countr
no
management in developli
cultural
,.

Sustaining Cropla

sand
and

Of the world's land area

j

I
lds
only about

(ouLtside Antarctica),

The

11 percent offers no serious limitation to agriculture.
land not readily arable suffers
(nutritional deficiences
stones or gullies,
to erosion,

or toxicities),

shallow depth,

land is
bility

lack of fertility,

excess water,

from people and

infrastructures,

for sustained use as crop-

termined.

susceptibility

.arge uncultivated areas in

(such as the vast savannahs of Brazil),
far

mineral stress

or permafrost.

Although there are still
world

from drought,

much of this
and its

or rangeland is

still.

suita
unde

The poor but populous countries of Banqladesh,

") f

the

India, and Egypt have little if any room to expand.
into consideration
requi.ed
Global

the capital

Taking

investments and technology

to open new lands and the location of the lands,

2000 projections

indicated a net increase in

the

arable

lalds of no more than 4 percent between the 1.971-75 period and
2000.

Globally, arable lands per person were projected to

decline from four-tenths of a hectare

(about one acre)

qur rter of a hectare by the end of the century.
new lands are available
tural

for cultivation,

system also requires experienced

structure as well as machinery,

water,

to one

Even where

an eifective agricul

farmers

and infra

and capital.

The prospects for feeding the growing world population
thus depend

less on the opening of some new breadbasket

on improving yields and,
i~nq the crop-

to an increasing

and rangeland

that is

section focuses on the last issue.
Linds

for agriculture and stopping

extent,

already in

than

on sustain

use.

This

Saving good agricultural
further deterioration of

the soil base are both critical.
Conversion of agricultural lands.
salinization,

Although erosion,

or other results of agricultural mismanagement

may be reversed and the productivity of the soil restored
albeit at a definite cost and over time --

conversion of

farmland to other uses usually means a permanent
agricultural

resources.

-

loss of

Land converted to urban or industrial

use accounts for a growinq amount of some of the earth's best
21

In Egypt, for example, addition of newly irrigated

soils.

lands has barely kept pace with losses of agricultural lands
The present rate of conversion of agricul

to development.
lands in

tural

the United States is

not particularly high for

a developed country -- it is currently 2.92 million acres per
year from a base of 1.4 billion acres.

But about I million of
In

these lost acres are croplands of considerable potential.
this much land would

fact,

be capable of producing most of the

food aid needs for drought-stricken countries of Sub-Saharan
Africa.
The World Conservation Strategy concluded:

"In view of

the scarcity of high quality arable land and the rising demand
for food and other agricultural products, land that is most
suitable for crops should be reserved for agriculture."

The

location of housing, roads, airports, and factories is flexi
ble;

the location of high quality agricultural land is fixed.

Besides preserving an irreplaceable resource, a policy of
giving precedence

to agriculture on good farmland reduces

pressure on marginal

lands which may degrade rapidly under

intensive agricultural

use.

Degradation of soil.

Soil is a crucial life-support

system. Although quantitative worldwide data are not availa
ble,

there are many examples of soil deterioration

world:

around the

loss of topsoil through water and wind erosion, loss

of organic matter and porous soil structure,
22

buildup of toxic

salts and chemicals.
For example, a recent General Accounting Office study of
prime farmland in

Iowa and Illinois revealed losses of 10-20

tons per acre per year on one-half the farms surveyed.
U.S.

The

Soil Conservation Service considers soil losses of 5 tons

per acre even on deep soil to be the maximum possible without
loss of productivity.

The limit on poorer soils may be as low

as 2 tons per acre annually.
in the tropics, soil erosion is often much worse than on
temperate farmlands because of the kind of soils and the
nature of rainfall, which is often torrential.

On irrigated

soils, degradation by salinization and alkalinization is
widespread; one-hal f the world's irrigated lands are damaged
to some deqree.
Desertification, primarily from overgrazing, is accele
rating in many parts of the world.

Grazing lands are the most

extensive land use type in the world -- occupying 23 percent
of the earth's land surface.

They are generally in areas of

low and irregular rainfall and are usually unsuitable for
crops. Nonetheless, grazing lands and forage support most of
the world's production of meat and milk.
Technology and management techniques are available that
can halt or reduce soil deterioration both on croplands and
grazing lands.
easy.

Putting the techniques to use, however, is not

Even farmers

in rich countries may consider them too
23

In poor countries, the economic and political diffi

costly.

As The Global 2000 Report

culties are many times Qreater.
observes:

fate of soil systems depends on societies'
willingness to pay the short-run resource and
econom i.c costs to p-eserve soils for long-run
. The political difficulties cannot
benefits.
be overemphasized. Often solutions to soil prob
lems will require resettlement, reduction of herd
sizes, restrictions on plantings, reforms in land
tenure, and public works projects that will fail
without widesprad cooperation from the argarian
Tho costs will be immediately apparent;
populat ion.
the beneCILs wi1I seldom be seen in less than half
a decade.....
[TIhe

1.

A

eOI[pr!hfUVe

U.S.

Strateq

1

The UIILteCd :;tares needs to take a thorough,
sive,

coordinaited

look at the interrelated

comprehen

problems of na

tional and global losses of agricultural lands and soils and
to deelop a strat:eqy to address the problem.

A process

modeled on that of the Interagency Task Force on Tropical
Forests

(described in a later chapter) is called for.

the case with Tropical

a U.S.

forests,

with those of: other countries

As is

strategy must be meshed

and international

organizations.

A U.S. study could provide the foundation for proposals for an
international

plan of7 action.

Domestically, the U.S. has taken the first necessary
steps. The Council on Environmental Quality
established
evaluate

the National Agricultural

the ecornomic,

environmental,
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(CEQ) and USDA

Lands Study

(NALS)

to

and societal effects of

conversion

or retention of agricultural

lands.

Concurrently,

the trends affecting the nation's soil. and water resources are
being

appraised under the Resources Conservation Act

In addition,
assistance

CEQ and USDA are studying ways to make U.S.

possible incentives

for conscrvation.

The proposed Task Force should broaden
the professional

and

lands and soils

assessing the seriousness of the problem,

and international programs now underway
and recommending

so far as

evaluating the many national

daLa now available will allow;

problem;

the inqCi iry , using

technical capabilities of relevant agen

to include the global agricultural

problem:

farm

programs more consistent with conserva tion goals

and are exploring

cies,

(RCA)

improvement

in

to deal with the
both the assessment

of the problems and the response.
While the Task Force does its work, new actions in this
area will of course be undertaken.

For example, many recom

mendations of NALS, now concluding, may be promptly adopted;
other issues will also be addressed and resolved during the
course of the Task Force review.
Recommendations:
o

An Interagency Task Force on World Agricultural Lands
and Soils, including the Departments of State and Agri
culture, The International Development Cooperation
Agency (IDCA), AID, the Peace Corps, CEQ, the National
Science Foundation, the Smithsonian Institution, other
federal agencies, and interested public and private
The Task Force would
groups, should be established.
assess the problems, review current national and inter
national responses, and recommend a coordinated U.S.
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strategy to address the problem.

The Task Force would

identify priority activities for U.S. and multilateral

support; outline fields in which the United States has
special competence; define research, development, demon
emonstration, and training needs; address the responsi

bilities of U.S.
propose
address
oping a
consult

firms and institutions operating abroad;

more permanent institutional arrangements to
While devel
these issues on an ongoing basis.
coordinated U.S. strategy, the Task Force should
with other nations and encourage the United

Nations Food and Aqricultural Organization and Environ
ment Programme to consider the development of an inter
national plan of action.
2.

Domestic actions

More than in any of the other global problems that this
report considers,

the United States has the opportunity to

lead by example on conserving soils and agricultural lands.
Despite a long history of conservation and unparalleled
achievements

in agricultural technology, our own land base

continues to deteriorate at a rate which threatens long-term
productivity.

In the words of W.E. Larson, the current Presi

dent of the Soil Science Society of America:
[A]s the year 200G approaches, mounting evidence
suggests that our cropland resource base may be
unable to satisfy projected domestic and foreign
demands for food and fiber without sufficient
Our physical
increases in the real price of food.
cost may
reasonable
a
at
food
produce
to
capacity
farmland
and
erosion
if
even become questionable
conversion trends continue unabated through the
remainder of this century.
Agricultural
Lands Study is

lands.

The CEQ-USDA National Agricultural

focusing on the conversion of agricultural

to nonfarm uses;

land

the social, economic, and environmental

consequences; and possible ways to reduce the rate o! conver
9';

sion.

Several actions are recommended on the basis of the

NALS findings.
Recommnenda 4 ions:
The federal government should assist state and local
governments to develop effective programs to reduce the
conversion of agricultural land to nonfarm uses. This
program of assisLance should include:
Provision of technical, financial, and educational
assistance to approved programs of state and local
government wishing to develop agricultural land
v1Lion pol1icies
prese1
lProvision of information and assistance to state and
local governments to rank local agricultural land
accordinq to agricultural productivity, probable
development pressures, and other factors to deter
mine which land is most in need of protection in
an agricultu ral land retention program.
0

The federal government should establish an Agricultural
Land Conservation Fund to help finance state and local
conservation programs, including programs for erosion
control and agricultural land retention. Financing of
the Fund could be tied to major sources of demand on
agricultural resources while still maintaining the
competitiveness of U.S. products.

o

The federal government should establish a program of
financial incentives to help preserve farming on land
best suited to agriculture and to channel other uses onto
land less suited to agriculture. Options to be con
sidered include modification of the capital gains tax,
offering investment tax credits for spending needed for
sustained agricultural production and conservation
practices, coordinaLin' agricultural land preservation
efforts with soil conservation programs, and establishing
special agricult:ural development districts which include
agricultural land retention provisions.

o

The federal government should establish and articulate
a national policy for protecting and conserving the
nation's agricultural land base. In addition, federal
agencies should thoroughly examine their programs affect
ing agricultural land to insure that federal action does
not unnecessarily encourage conversion; agencies should
27

also take action to mitigate the negative impacts of
In
on prime agricultural land.
federal activities
appraising the results of their actions, agencies should
consider how prime agricultural lands are affected by
federal loan and loan guarantee programs; home mortgage
assistance; capital improvement loans; sewer, water, and
highway prolrams; funds for development proposals; and
other direct or indirect subsidies for scattered devel
opmen t.

o

State and local governments should examine, adopt, and
available growth management tools, such as
better utilize
zoning, minimum lot size, and sewer regulations, to
discourage conversion.
Deterioration

substantial

of soils.

The United States has spent

sums of money over the past four decades to combat

soil deterioration, particularly soil erosion.

Yet fertile

topsoil continues to wash and blow away at distressing rates.
A good start

has been made under the RCA to evaluate the

dimensions of the soil erosion problem.

While much has been

learned about erosion, additional efforts are needed.

Conser

vation program tools, education, and technical assistance
should be offered

to farmers

in

order

to curb the loss of

topsoil from soils where poor management practice has led to
declining crop yields and rising production costs.
Recommendation:
The federal government should assure that
findings and recommendations of the RCA study are implemented.
USDA, in consultation with other interested agencies, should
expeditiously consider a full range of alternative soil and
water conservation programs, drawing on an objective appraisal
Three novel policy
of the effect iveness of existing programs.
initiatives
should be studied in the context of pressing new
agricultural resource conservation needs in the 1980s:
Bindinq multiyear contracts between farmers and the
federal lovernment stipulating effect ive, conserving
practci.s Cu be used in order to receive farm prog ram
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benefits
o

A conservation incentive program integrating commodity
support programs with efforts to encourage soil con
servation

0

Use of the Agricultural Land Conservation Fund recom
mended above to support ongoing and proven state and
local
nservion programs.
International actions

3.

Several international activities related to agricultural
lands and soils should be undertaken promptly while the Task
devel.oping a comprehensive

Force is

the United]
tise

States should

with other countries

lands.

strategy.

seek opportunities

For example,

to exchange exper

for conversion of agricultural

AID sholld continue and expand emphasis on soil con

servation

in

.its development assistance projects

for agricul

ture.
Recommenda tions:
o

The United States should seek an appropriate forum, for
example through the Organization for Economic Cooperation
FAO, or UNEP, for a technical
and Development (OECD),
conference on possible incentives, land use controls, and
other methods to minimize conversion of agricultural
land. Conversion problems in developing countries should
The results
be specificalLy addressed in the conference.
of the National Agricultural Lands Study and the recent
study could provide basic information
OECD rnte-futures
and a starting point for the conference.

0

The programs of AID and the Peace Corps should give more
emphasis to preventing soil deterioration and sustaining
Food and agricultural programs
long-term prooductivity.
especLally should include cons idera tion of watershed
impacts as well as on-farm productivity.
4.

Assessing and monitoring
aricultural

lands
29

the condition of world

Impr ..2d capacity to inventory, assess, analyze and
monitor the extent, current use and productive potential of
global land resources is essential.

Data on losses of agri

cultural land and soil degradation are needed both to provide
country-by-country information on food production potentials
and to increase awareness of the lands and soils problem.
Special attention should be paid to identification and
measurement of desertification.
scmi-arid lands of

An inventory of the arid and

che world describing present conditions of

the resources and changes would help to guide prevention and
control actions.

Special attention should also be given to

identification of prime farmland.
FAO is the most appropriate organization to monitor
chanqcs in global agricultural lands and soils.
actior

FAO is the

agency for the UN on matters related to food, agricul

ture, and rural development and commands strong support from
its 120 members. FAO's recently created Soils and Water Divi
s.inn needs more backing and financial support in order to take
e.ec.pve action.
Ptc:Coflfmfe n da t ions:
o

'iThe U.S. Interagency Task Force on World Agricultural
Lands and Soils should develop a recommendation for a
]l.obal program, centered in FAO, to assess world agri
cu Ilaral lands and trends affecting their productivity.
The recommendations should include the level and timing
of a U.S. special voluntary contribution to FAO for the
program; efforts to involve other countries; plans to
fit into the programs of federal agencies, including
USDA's Comprehensive Resource Inventory and Evaluation
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System, which has begun collection of soi s and ,thr
resource dai ta onii. in ternationa]1 basis; and possil)'
funding of and cont ributions by U.S. uni vsrsi.i as, is
part of the pro(Jr am.
0

!and
,.,
lTysis ol tr 'I,.CIs in l1.,-t
nila
AID should include
.
i
,
l
"
'ountt
inc',,.its
avai labilitv and soil (t,,:S l i
in this
are discussed telsewhere
AID's countty profiles
9, Au t i nail . Developiment
in ('hal-er
estjscia]l-I
:eport,

C.

Technical
in

1977,

A-s LIIes 'T" Increas l
the

National

and deve alopment capabili-
research
.

and Nut r i t i on
Instead,

the

focused

to basic agriculttural
1.

report.,

that

Oaw

on a

resource

t

World Food

tre,

.imperils future progress

sea rch•
rel aLd

in

food production.

the general subject in
issue

c_1 I_.t-lucC

and an ima1 gene tic
The

to the paotent:ia I loss

of hundreds of thousands of pllant and animal

Here the general

) fR
Fs _

issues.

Global 2000 RLI. 2 ort has drawn attention

Diversity.

this section,

echni cal measures

P rese rva t Ion o f _ r ini . ii d-P). afor .a i

report discusses

In

ns
Potont i a I can t r ihut on

The global, loss of crop,
resources

of

findIs

; t. udy_: 'I_

we have

hunIur.

the problom of world

we do not duplicate

1,111)li shed a

of Sc ioni',es

Acadmy

comprehensi ve evaluat.on o
ties to address

lpltpt

l

O}(

species.

Chapter 5,

i.s related

This

Biological

to the specifics

of agricultural development.
Agricultural genetic

losses involve mainly the extinction

of subspecies and varieties of cereal grains,
and livestock.

Four-fifths of the world's

useful trees,

food supplies are

derived from less than two dozen plant and animal species.
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Wild and local domestic strains are needed for breeding
resistance to pests and patL;ogens into the high-yielding
varieties now widely used.

Local domesticated varieties of

cereals and other food cropk,

often uniquely suited to local

conditions, are being lost as higher-,yielding and/or marketed
seed varieties displace them.

The increasing practice of

monoculture of a few strains, which makes crops more vulnera
ble to disease epidemics and plagues of pests,
the same time

that the genetic

asters are being lost.
financial

support

resources

is

occurring at

to resist

such dis

The current level of activity and

for genetic preservation and utilization in

the United States and worldwide is inadequate.

Once lost,

natural genetic diversity can never be retrieved.
Genetic engineering

is

hailed by many as a potential tool

for the development of new qenetic diversity and as a replace
ment for proven plant-breeding methodologies.

It

is

clear

that genet:ic engineering can make substantial and unique
contributions to crop improvement in
in

this new area should be encouraged

same time,

the future,

and research

and supported.

greatly expanded plant breeding research

to develop superior varieties

in

At the
is

needed

order to meet the challenge

of providing an adequate supply of food and fiber in

the

future.
Domestic germj lasin program.
tion in

the National

USDA is

Plant Germplasm System
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the lead organiza
(NPGS),

a cour

dinating network of scientists
fedora]

from the private,

sectors of the agricultural

ing the re'scue,

maintenance,

state,

and

research community promot

and use of a wider base of

genetic diversity among our crops.
Recommenda tion
Th2_. U.S. government should take steps to
strengthen the National Plant Germpt.asm System, including an
acceer,-i.ton i., the crop (ierrm p1 a sw coIlection
prog ram and
r-,ihanceement o-)[ U. S. abilities
to cooperate in international
Iproc rams.

1.ii to rn at
ona _..o rm
Board

m

for Plant- (, onetic ReseGl rces

i.n Rome,

is

(Gr)up

I torIaCtiona]1

on

Thas [I ternational
The

(-jran!.

(1 BPR ) , with headquarters

funded under the auspices of the Consultative

ost-:dahishod in

1974

in

loss of crop germplasm,
seed-colloction,

Aqgricultural

l esearch.

response to gl-obal, concern about the
and is

storage,

promoting a variety of regional

and documentation efforts.

United States has pledged $750,000
total

protection of tree and

.ivestock germ plasm,

particij.)a tes

cal. agreements
recent

for

national programs,

budget.

FAO has programs for the
and

in a number of scien Cific anid
the exchange of germ plasm ---

i.s wi.th China

involving soybeans.

some observers

The

to the TIBPGR for 1980,

about a quarter of its

States

The IBPGR was

feel

the United
technologi
the most

Despite these inter

that current global

efforts are i nadequate.
Pecommenda t ion:
The USDA should .ead an -interagency evaluaLion of the effectiveness of the Internati.ona.1 Board for Plant
Genetic Resources and of FAO germpl]asm pr og rals, an1d be pro
parod to promoto increased dono- fundi n i as necessa-y to
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accelerate global germ plasm protection efforts.
International agreement.

One way to raise the visibility

of and support for cooperative international germ plasm pro
tection would be the development of a multinational agreement
on the subject.

A formal intergovernmental agreement would

promote the establishment of appropriate regional collection
and storage efforts, and of on-site living preserves.
interiiational

could facilitate
exchange.

't

It

research and informat ion

could put the full weight of governmunts behind

the needed programs.
Recommendation:
The State Department should lead an inter
agency effort to explore the desirability and feasibility of
an international agreement on the preservation of agricultural
genetic resources.
2.

Techniques for sustainable agriculture

Over the past several decades, chemical. fertilizers,
pesticides, and herbicides have played an important role in
raising agricultural yields worldwide, and especially in
developed countries.

The Global

2000 projections assume that

global use of agricultural chemicals will accelerate.

Ilo

ever, continued rapid increases in their use may not be
feasible. The manufacture of nitrogen fertilizers, and to a
lesser degree pesticides, is based on
subjected to steeply rising costs.
chemicals produce a wide
consequences,

fossil fuels and will be

Tn addition, many of these

range of serious environmental

some of which adversely af fect agricultural
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production.

Alternatives that can contribute to raising

agricultural yields on a long-term sustainable basis are
available and should be encouraged.
pest management

(IPM)

Among them are integrated

and soil enrichment techniques.

are many promising areas

There

for research and demonstration,

example,

the potential

Finally,

national

research

to develop sustainable,

for

for underutilized native species.

and international

support for on site

stable met)-:ds of farming are

highly desirable.
Integrated pest management.

Pesticides can provide many

benefits to agricultural production;
rise in
enor7mous.

pesticide

use,

global food

At the same time,

however, despite a rapid

losses to pests remain

increased pest resistance

avlilable chemicals often undercuts

to

the effectiveness and

boosts the cost of pesticide applications,

and pesticides

cause a multitude of serious environmental. and health problems
both in countries with developed agricultural
those seeking
Mleetinq

to increase yields substantially.
the demands

tion for food,

fuel,

to pest control.,

use of mul.tiple

reliance on chemical

of a rapidly increasing world popula

and fiber crops will require a more

sophisticated approach
te(Irated

systems and

tactics,

involving the in

particularly

since extensive

pesticides has created pest resistance

and secondary pest damage problems.
ment offers the most efficient

Integrated

Pest Manage

methods of maintaining
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pest

resulting

populations at tolerable levels,

in

health and

tive agricultural economy and a reduction in

pesticides.
pest management

Integrated

the United States.

Since 1972,

their pest management

modifying

and assistance proyrams
agency

reliance on

hazards associated with extensive

environmental
chemical

both a produc

APM Coordination

June 30,

has become widely accepted in
federal agencies have been
research,

The Inter

to adopt IPM strategies.
Committee reported

education,

control,

to the President on

1980, that significant progress was being made and

included several recommendations to enhance the implementatior.
of

1PM further.

The recommendations of the June 30, 1980,
Recomnendation:
Report to the President on IPM should be implemented by all
These agencies should also develop
relevant federal agencies.
and implement 5-year research, extension, and education pro
grams in IPM.
The United States also has strong

begun to devote attonLion

to pest management , as

lateral agencies such as the FAO.
technological agrecem.nts
exchange of
pesticides

Bilateral

AID has
pv ,

However,

project design.

to 1PM can be strengthened
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multi

for

extreme misuse of

developing countries remains prevalent.

in the proces. Qf

attention

the ac-

scientific and

ef fective, considetration of an IPM alternative
early

in

provide an additional vehicle

information on IPM.
in

recent years,

In

celera ted use of TPM wol wide.

interests

To be

should occur

In ATD programs,

by using IPM specialists

regionally as is being done in Central America.
The United States was asked by the NATO Committee on
Current Challenges of Modern Society

to

)rganize a multicoun

try research project on Integrated Pest Management.

This

project will involve not only NATO countries but also Aus
tralia, China, Hungary, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, Poland,
Spain, Switzerland, and Yugoslavia.

NATO ma, also invite

Brazil, Egypt, Sudan, India, and Pakistan to participate.
Recommendation:
State, USDA, IDCA, AID, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and CEQ should develop a c"o:LKinatel
international effort, including field capabbiitv, to promote
11-.%..
Enhanced bilateral technical assistanl ce involving EPA as
wcll as AID, expanded attention to 1PM by mu ltilatera],
aid
([l(anizations, and actions by other internat]onal .institutions
should be stressed. The feasibility of estabLish:iing an inter
national IPM Information System should be studi,d.
Efficiency

of fertilizer

use.

vrsearch and farmer education
tuchniques
used.

One pr:omisino area

for

involves development of farm

to increase the efficiency with which

fertilizer

is

The efficiency of nitrogen recovery by crops averages

about 50 percent with current U.S. cultural practices, but a
recent review of this subject indicates

that substantial

increases in efficiency are achievable. Current USDA research
programs on all

asperts of nitrogen

pollution and basic research,-to-ta]
all

fertilizer,

including

about. $3.3 million, and

the states have modest programs.
A new federal-state

research program with finding of $3.8

mill ion per year for 10 years should be able
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to develop

if

and systems that,

techniques

average nitrUo(len

I-erti-l. i :er1

widely adopted,

recovery on U.S.

could increase

fLa rms from its

:mpha sis would be placed on

cuirrent 50 percent to 75 percent.

zer,

estiig , more timely a[pplications of fortii

ifl-provod soil

and new techniques
for conservation

to soils.

for application

needs

Fertilizer

This

tilIage systems would also be stressed.

research prog ram woul.d have

to he followed

up wiLh e>:tension

Assuming the results were

and other dissemination activities.

the eventual payoff from this research could

widely adopted,

run over $500 million per year

in

saved

costs

ferti.izer

by
This research would also reduce water pollution

alone.

The program should develop extensive

fertilizers.
international
research

agricultural

links with

research centers and national

institutions abroad.

research program to
A n,%%w fedora 1-state
Recommendat icn:
use should be initiated.
increase the efficiency of fertilizer
countries and the
developing
in
Techniques of special interest
and links
program,
research
tropics should be includod in the
stressed.
be
with international research pro irams should
3i.o.ogicil
atmo.;pheric

fi::ation of nitrogeii.

nit rooen by both associative and symbiotic mech

anisms shows great promise
cial nitrogen
furLheri.ng

Biological. fixation of

fertilizer.

for lessening reliance on commer
This area of research refers

the abil.ity of some plants to take nitrogen from

t:he air and tran:.-form it: into the amino acid needed
growth.
ment in

to

Resea rch underway suggests
the abi 1 ity of

legumes

for

that signi.f icant improve

to fix nitrogen symbioticilly
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can be developed.
research

is

The potential international impact of this

substantial.

Associative nitrogjen
imipLiLant

cur:rent

potentia],

Limited

assuciative

for range and grassland applications.

research

systems,

fixation by grasses also holds

indicates some progress

array o[f species adaptnble
is

proposed

associative

developing

particularly with wetland grasses.

research should be expanded and intensified

it

in

Th

This

to include a wide

to different ecological

situations.

to expand the research on both symbiotic and

fixation mechanisms by developing a joint federal

state program with additional

funding of $3.0 million per year

for at least 10 years, aimed at reducing U.S. reliance on
commercial

nitrogen by at least

15 percent.

Recommendation:
An expanded federal-state research program on
biological nitrogen fixat-ion should be initiated, with
r-eoarch needs of rel,.vance to the tropics included and
mechanisms developed to enhance international cooperation in
this area of research.
Onsite

research.

Many of the techniques

for sustainable

agr.icultUral, management have been tested under a variety of
conditions.

Others,

however,

are at an earlier stage.

demonstrations are an essential part of developing
te.

.. i uc'sfor i;se all

ci i~m !I< and Le rr at~n

,

over in
in

the world,

0'.,

thesc

many ki.jA:.;

17ich countries and poor.

'c:,,,:e
.

in

Field

rw::' f-i.
en.
The DepCirt:ment of Agriculture in cocjra-ian
::;oh .ternation1A].
insLituttions as CGTAI and
A(O, Al U,
, * int,:'rested U. ,..
gencies , should help develop an
., .,I progra),r! 0i ,an s].t: ,-c search into ,:r
-ni
i-,.ch
.K
. are t::coiucicaily and economically sound.
Th,_
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program should include projects in the humid and semi-arid
Coopera
tropics, tropical mountain areas, and the savannahs.
program
a
such
tion of the U.S. private sector in developing
should be encouraged.
D.

Food Security
Since the crop failures, the severe regional

food short-

ages, and the drawdown of the world's grain reserves of the
early 1970s, much international attention has been given to
the need for more effective management of grain reserves to
provide security against fluctuations in food supply.

The

crop failures and grain shortages of 1980 lend new urgency to
this subject.
sis.

The findings of Global 2000 add further empha

With a rapidly growing world population, agriculture in

many regions will spread into more and more marginal

lands,

where fluctuations in production are most likely and severe.
In this situation, the effects of a year cr t,"

of bad weather

can be critical. The recently passed Food Security Act is a
step in the right direction, but more is needed.
1.

InternationaL. reserves

The 1974 World Food Conference called for the establish
ment of an internationally coordinated syLev of nationally
held grain reserves, a goal to which the Unitod States and
other nations agree in principle.

Howver,

this principle has

not yet been embodied in an effective agreement.
Attempts to negotiate a buffer stock agreement

failed in

February 1979 over the issues of stock ob.igations, price
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bands and special provisions
participants in

for developing countries.

those negotiations then requested

The

the Inter

national Wheat Council

to develop a new approach.

emerged

that maintains the concept of nat-ion

is

ally hol(d

an approach
r

consul-tations

res
rso

but:, bases international

in ti mes of market st:ess.

Counci l wil1.1 decide
no, ct i ations

in

1981 whether

What has

coord i.nation on
Mcmleb ers of the Wheat

to be

in the process of

on the new approach.

Bocommonda t i on:

The United

St.a tes should

actively work

toward

a ssu red storage of basic food to a.low for an effective and
timely response when wor ld( weather or other even ts brinj about
Lhe next major shortfall in food supplies.
The Uni. ted States
should participat-e .in the internation a]1 Wheat Countcil'.s
dul.iberations on an int.rnational reserve system in ordor to
compiete an effective and equ.itable agreement in 1981. i f
poss ible.
2.

National

and

regional reserves in

(lOveoping

countries
An a:ditionai outcome of

the 1974 World Food Conference

was an increase of assistance
and reserve management.

stora(e

iniia.

to developing

ated new activit ties

coontries,
pci.icies

especially

on their own

in

FAO and other agencies

to these ends.

India,

countries

food
have

A few developing

have developed effective

reserve

initiative.

Rec:.oi111enda tion
11n collaboration with FAO and the
he ;i. te-d Sta t.should give increased assistanct,
dtev lopmuent. of food storage in developing count i

World Bank,

r,,epva prog rams at both the nat ional and rn gi nal

1,eve s.

to

the

and

to

'Ii,
Urlited Status should, where appropriat.,
etrm.:
a portion
oL. ft.ore P.1. 180 food assistance for dove.opi, i
co nLtry
wa,i
r
reserves.
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CHAPTER 3
RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION

cannot be an extrapolation of

The world's energy future

The finite nature of the resource, combined with

the past.

political and economic factors, means that world oil consump
tion will not continue its
can

Nor

steep climb of recent decades.

that cheap, plentiful

the inefficient energy-use patterns
long.

oil made possible continue for

At the same time that the world's "modern sector" confronts problems of oil price and supply, the world's poorest
half, most of whom rely mainly on traditional fuels such as
another energy crisis:

firewood and agricultural waste, face
a dwindling suppl,, of

to sevure economic and

firewood, leading

ecological problems.
face the necessity of a rapid

Hence rich and poor alike
to

transition
use.

lives,

two --

tion --

were

Other

energy

the mix;
neglected

and

potential

this

focuses

of renewable

These alternatives are widely

in

on the

energy

available.
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this

report.

must also be included

strategies

report

productive

and energy conserva

attention

for particular

sources

however,

comfortable,

enerqy sources

renewable
chosen

can help people

that

achieve decent,

the world

of energy supply and

pattern

the energy alternatives

Among

throughout

sustainable

a more

still

relatively

and conservation.
Carefully

selected

in

and managed, they can be environmentally benign and sustain
able over the long-term future. Their potential has hardly yet
been tapped.
The strong U.S. commitment to developing renewable energy
sources and conserving energy through more efficient, produc
tive use is highly significant to the world at large.

The

commitment, of the United States and success in carrying it
out can demonstrate to other countries the worth and practi
cality of renewable sources and conservation in the mix of
alternatives to meet human energy needs.

The United States is

building the hardware and know-how which other countries will
afterwards be able to use.

The United States, in turn, has

much to learn from others.

Most important, every barrel of

oil conserved, or replaced with diverse renewable sources,
gives the whole world a little longer to make the transition
away from an overdependence on oil,

and eases current pres

sures on the world oil market.
Indeed, the links between U.S. national interests and
those of other countries -- especially the developin- coun
tries -- are nowhere more obvious than in energy.

Just as use

of renewable energy source and success in more efficient use
of fossil fuels by th(. United States are important to the
Third World nations, so are theirs to us.

The United States

has broad foreign policy and national security interests in
the Third World's economic progress; high energy prices and
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threatened scarcities are jeopardizing

The

that progress.

United States and other affluent nations are not only gener
ally inter'sted in reducing the worldwide demand for oil, but
are also interested in reducing demands for
to high oil pr ices.
renewable sou rces

f inancial, aid due

An accelerated transition to use oif

in developing countries

can in some cases

relieve the pressure to adopt high technoloqy ene rgy alteraLives such as nuclear energy. International cooperation in the
development, demonstration, and acceptance of new energy and
conservation technologi es can directly benefit domestic RD&D
efforts.

Finally,

f oreign adoption of new technologies can in

some cases cont ribute to their commercialization in the United
States,

as gobal demands for related produc ts, components,

and patents make possible production economies.
A.

International

Proposals

The World Bank estimates the oil importing developing
countries now spend about $50

oil.

bill on annually to purchase

The total net oFficial development assistance from all

sources
amount.

to a1.1 developing countries is
To

just over half

that

.ift the increasingly heavy burden from developing

countries requires a prompt beginning in

a broad-oanqe

effort,

including ene rgy conservation and increased efficiency,
accelerated

p roduction of oil, gas, coal,

and hydrol.owur,

and

sustained prodllction of energy from renewable sources.
The Worlid Bank has proposed a 5-year program of
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energy

investments in the developing world that includes investment
in oil, gas, and coal,

large-scale power generation, and

increasing production of renewable energy.
create a special affiliate

to finance

It wishes to

these i nvestments.

While such a balanced energy program will help meet
development needs,

long-term environmental

and natural,

resource constraints point to the need for sustained priority
attention

to energy conservation and

essential

role of renewable

smoothing

the global energy transition are increasinyly being

recognized by governments

and individuals worldwide.

ble sources and conservation
at least in

renewable

ofFort

to promote renewa

internationally are already

rudimentary

are rapidly increasing

The

energy and conserxvation in

Many of the elements of a U.S.

place,

renewable sources.

form.

in

AID and the Peace Corps

their support

for enerly anl1ysis,

energy experimentation and appl ication,

and

fuelwood

planting to help meet the basic energy needs uf the world's
poorest people.
ning

With U.S.

to get involved in

support,

the World Bank is

promotion of renewable enei gy,

already embarked on an ambitious fuelwood program,

renewable

energy

of international
Energy Assessment

(DOE)

research.

The U.S.

provides si.jn iiicant support for
DOE is

also involved

cooperative programs,
program,

has

and has

drawn up plans for energy conservation activities.
Department of Ene rgy

begin

inctqidin.

a program designed
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in

a number

ile Country

to help level

oping countries identify energy resources and demand and
develop energy strategies compatible with their particular
energy situation.

The U.S. private sector

--

including cor

porations, universities, voluntary organizations, grassroots
organizations,

and other groups --

is extremely active in

research, experimentation, arid use of renewable and conserva
tion technologies.
Thus, an expanded effort to promote renewable sources and
energy conservation internationally need not be built from
scratch.

What is needed now is to enhance and develop coher

ently the incipient programs and to establish some new pro
grams to fill in gaps.

Described below is an interwoven set

of initiatives, involving a variety of agencies and programs,
which together would constitute a dramatically increased U.S.
effort to expand the global use of renewable energy and to
promote energy efficiency.

In

addition,

the United States

will learn much of use at home as a result of greater energy
cooperation abroad.
1.

Global fuelwood proqram

Traditional fuels -- firewood, charcoal, dried dung, and
crop residues --

provide essential cooking and heating energy

for half of mankind.
virtually

"L1 1

In many low income countries where

rural residents and many of

th. urban poor

depend mainly on wood for meeting household
consumption is

fast outpacing

uo rgy needs,

the growth of new supplies,
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with

severe economic and environmental consequences.

Eignty per

cent of all wood used by the 3eveloping world is

burned for

fuel.

Current rates of tree planting must be increased

fold if

the needed wood is

five

to be available by the end of the

century.
U.S. support for a global fuelwood program that would
double the rate of tree planting in
a 5-year period is

highly desirable.

at least three forms:

support

World Bank fuelwood-forestry
Bank,

developing
U.S.

countries over

efforts

should take

for the large expansion of

lending recently proposed by the

a major expansion of AID and Peace Corps fuelwood

assisLance,

and support

program at the 1981

for adoption of a global fuelwood

UN Conference on New and Renewable Sources

of Energy.
Expanded world

bank_Iroram.

World Bank and others make clear,
(ma inly

in

fast

As recent analyses by the
the production of wood

girowing plantLations)

is

the most cost-effec

tive way to mot a u(ood share of rural household energy needs
in

de've.opin

count-ries throug h the year

has concluded that mra:ssi ve
recommends
from 1 .25

roforestat ion

raisinq the global

2000.

The World Bank

i.s essential,

rate of tree planting fivefold,

million acres a year to 6.25 million acres.

near-term,

i.n stit.ut ions in

hank

In

the

,:eve lopinq countries are not capa

ble of handl i-sq a program that would entirely fill
However, th,

and

in 1980 ",l]ni:d

1 7'

the gap.

a feasiible five-year, $2

billion LDC fuelwood-forestry program that would double the
rate of planting

in

developing countries and set the stage

an expanded effort in

the late 1980s.

for

This proposal is based

on a counLry-by-country analysis of fuelwood planting needs
The Bank itself has proposed

and institutional capacities.

providing rouiqhly half the financing for this global program,
expecting host countries and other donor agencies to provide
the remaincder.

The program would include village or family

woO(dIlots, major efforts to improve the efficiency of firewood
use through better cooking stoves, fuelwood plantations,
research and development for improved tree species

(especially

fast growing species and spcies suitable for arid lands),
erosion control measures,

improved ana].ysis and survey tech

training programs and pilot projects

niques,

inent to build stronger national

in

forest manage

institutions.

In carrying out this program, it is important to analyze
careful-Tv the possible ecological effects of introducing non
native tree species.
The United States should support recent Worl.d
R<ecommendat.ion:
Bank proposals for a major increase in assistance for fuelwood
The United States should encourage
growing and conservat:ion.
the Bank t-o seek ecoLogi-al analysis in implementing the
program.
Expanded AID program.
to make a substantial
program.
ex'.,a

ing,

The United States is well. situated

contribution to the proposed global

AID's fuelwood, forestry, and related activities are
and valuable experience
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is

being gained.

With more

personnel, in the field than most donors, long experience in
community development activities, and the opportunity to use
the talents of communi Liy-oriented groups such as the Peace
Corps and U.S.

voluntary organizations, AFD is able to

ia
-to

promote the types of community parti.cipation that are essen
tial to successful

viilage woodlots.

A very substantial

expansion of AID's fuel.wood assistance, combined with support
of the World Bank effort, would do more than any other feasi
ble U.S. action to help meet the basic energy needs of the
world's poorest billion, and, if undertaken in an ecol.ogically
, would entail major global environmental

sensitive ma ne

benefits as well.
Recommendat.ion:
AID sh1ould substantially increase its assist
ance for fuelwoc.
plantations and related activities, adding
perhaps $100 million a year over a period of at least 5 years.
This would conKi Lu w a reasonable ana significant share of
the World Bank's piop}osed gioba]l program.
2.

ker'o.l onLrjy

E1

rld

inrt

i n deve I oping coui iries
nk--wanonbIe

energy program.

The World

Bank has cnn.Awne.i

that maj or needs and cost-effective oppor

tunities exist

in

for

rc.ased lend ing for renewable energy.

In

addition tc the Foe.] wood-forestry program described above, the
Bank ploposes

LO suopo r.-production of alcohol from biomass L.l

selected trup iri
planned $200 m
85.

c)unLtries, increasing loans from an earlier
in

up to $650 mill ion for the 5 years 1981

The Bank see:- this program as feasible without impairing

food prodtuc'tior or- harming

the environment.
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In addition, the

Bank expects to incorporate use of renewable technologies,
such as biomass-based energy, solar, thermal and electric
technologies, small hydro, and wind power, into many of its
development

projects.

At the Venice Summit, the United States joined in a call
for a

feasibility study of a new World Bank energy affiliate

or facility that, with support from the Orc-anization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC) as well as Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Developing
would channel major additional
ment in the Third World.

The

(OECD) countries,

resources into energy develop
Bank has indicated that it would

undertake an expanded fuelwood-forestry program and the other
renewable energy programs mentioned above if

funds available

for its five-year energy program rise from $13
billion.
on

Such an expansion of

billion to $25

lending may well be dependent

the establishment of a new energy fund or affiliate.

United States should

The

strongly support establishment of this

affiliate while pursuing the renewable energy lending oppor
tunities already identified by the Bank.
The

Bank's proposed fuelwood and alcohol additions

together total $1.125 billion above planned lending over the
5-year period --

and hence comprise one-tenth of

the $12

bil

lion increase the Bank desires for energy lending overall.
This allocation of funds recognized the dire straits of devel
oping countries

in trying

to meet their current oil
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import

bills.

Helping them meet the current crisis is clearly the

first priority.

However, the Bank should analyze the energy

return of marginal Bank funds devoted to renewable energy
sources versus oil exploration, other fossil fuel investments,
and conservation.

Moreover, the unique long-term benefits of

renewable energy activities in helping countries prepare for
the inevitable transition away from primary dependence on
petroleum should be taken into account when weighing the
priority to be accorded renewable sources.
Recommendation: The United States should urge the World Bank
to accelerate its renewable energy lending. The United States
should support the idea of the new energy facility. If a
major capital expansion for energy does materialize, the Bank
should be urged to examine carefully the relative priority
given to renewable energy sources as opposed to fossil fuels.
Easier access by developing countries to U.S. technology.
One of the attractive features of renewable energy sources for
developing countries is the potential they offer for reducing
dependence on foreign sources of energy, and for contributing
to the development of indigenous industries and employment.
As the use of renewable energy grows, developing countries
will inevitably import increased amounts of equipment and
components, but will also strive to establish local capacities
to manufacture energy equipment to meet Jocal needs.
With a solar research program of $700 million, and major
support for conservation-related technologies, the United
States is the world leader in renewable and conservation
technology development.

The terms on which new technologies
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that have been developed with federal

funds are available to

companies or other parties appear to vary, with patents held
by the yovernment in some cases but not in others,

and

dis

tinctions between U.S. and foreign firms sometimes in effect.
However, it is extremely difficult to obtain qood information
on this complex topic.
potential

(This in itself may be a deterrent to

foreign users of newly developed technoloqies.)

The U.S. government could hasten progress

in

renewable

energy use and conservation in developing countries by helping
to gain access to new technologies

their governments or firms

developed with federal funds, and also, to the extent possi
ble, by reducing barriers to the transfer of proprietary
technologies.

In addition to its practical merits, such an

effort would be of political va.ue in

the upcoming UN Confer

ence on New and Renewable Sources of Energy, where access
to technology is certain to be a major issue.

but these would probably be offset

disadvantages might accrue,
by broader energy,

economic,

could be major beneficiaries

and political

that any of its
with other

gains.

U.S.

the Third World.

the United States should attempL

to insure

actions form part of a comprehensive

technologically

firms

of larger-scaIe est:ablishment of

renewable energy markets and industries in
At the same time,

Some trade

advanced

effort

nations.

DOE shoul.d survey the ter(ms on which new
Recommendation:
f unids are availa
:nerqv technologies developed wit:h f n,,i
developing
t in
ble, and should develop mechanisms For :,wi li
,te ly owned
country access to both federally owned and ii
K

technologies.

The fullest feasible access to government

controlled technologies should be provided.
New programs of technical assistance.

Several U.S.

government programs reflect the importance we attach to
encouraging use of renewable energy sources and energy con
servation in other nations as well as our own.

AID's rapidly

growing energy assistance programs now place primary emphasis
on new and renewable energy as do bilateral cooperation pro
grams with developing countries implemented by DOE, the
Departments of-Commerce and Housing and Urban Development and
DOE's commercilization programs.

The International Develop

ment Cooperation Agency's (IDCA) Trade and Development Program
transfers U.S. energy technology from the public and private
sector at the cost of the recipient.

Country Energy Assess

ments being performed by DOE and AID have alerted other
countries to the realities of their energy situation and can
help avoid wasteful use of foreign assistance.
Nevertheless, some gaps exist in our bilateral programs.
AID activities are limited to poorer countries where our
development interests are paramount, but where commercial
energy use is generally low, and the impacts on the world
energy market from conservation and renewable sources will not
be great.

Moreover, AID concentrates its limited funds on

rural poverty and is not involved on a large scale in the
modern-sector energy problems of developing countries.

Sev

eral of our bilateral technology cooperation programs do
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involve the better off developing countries -- but DOE empha
sizes activities in countries and programs that will also
yield significant technological benefit
energy programs.
reasons

For energy,

for our own domestic

foreign policy, and trade

it would be desirable to have greater flexibility for

energy cooperation with middle- and upper-income developing
countries.
in view of these broader U.S. interests, IDCA has pro
posed that DOE undertake a cooperative technology adaptation
and development program focussed on Third World needs.

Such a

program would put U.S. expertise to work on the technical
aspects of energy supply and demand in both the comparatively
neglected higher-income and in the modern sector of poorer
developing countries.

The proposed set of activities would

have importance not evident from their low budget costs,
because they would also strengthen our political and technical
links with developing countries and would indirectly benefit
domestic development and commercialization programs.
Chapter 10,

Institutional Changes, discusses the general

issue of providing technical assistance, without reimburse
ment, to requesting foreign nations.
The opportunities for short-term technical assistance to
lesser developed countries in the energy area are
range

legion, and

from advice on specific scientific or technical ques

tions to assistance with more general energy analysis and
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policies.

Aid agencies or developing country governments

often fill this need with expensive consultants.
there is evidence

However,

that many U.S. professionals might be

willing to provide technical advice on a voluntary basis for
two or

three weeks at a time.

Contributions in the areas of

energy conservation and renewable energy sources could be
stressed.

Such a program would differ from existing voluntary
programs

(Peace Corps, The International Executive Service

Ccrps) by tapping the skills of professionals at the peak of
their careers --

individuals who would not consider the

lengthy commitment involved in a regular Peace Corps assign
ment.

Past experience with limited UN and private efforts

along similar lines indicates that a program could provide
beneficial technical assistance at a cost of roughly $2,500
per expert

(for short consultancies) plus management expenses.

Issues to be considered include the relative roles of the
federal government

(through the Peace Corps) versus profes

sional associations in managing such a program, and mechanisms
for linking specific development needs with U.S. volunteers.
Potential conflict of interest problems would also have to be
analyzed.
Recommendation:
AID and IDCA, in consultation with repre
sentatives of relevant professional organizations, should
study the desirability and feasibility of a voluntary program
of short-term technical assistance in energy.
Financinq renewable energy systems.
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AID should also

focus on removal of the financial barriers which now place
renewable energy beyond the reach of the rural poor.
tute sources of eriergy,
prohibitive

first

costs.

of new ennrily svstems

--

and conservation as well,
Assistance

in

Substi

may require

financing the adoption

possibly by means of incentives,

soft-credit institutions, and cooperative purchasing arrange
ments --

may be as

impor-tant as improving

the technical merits

Rural credit programs

of n.e-w enrgy systems.

country agriculture which have been in

for developing
for many

operation

years 7ould be the source of ideas and experience.
ATE) should devote increased attention to
Recommendation:
building appropriate institutions for the financing of renew
able energy systems by potential developing country users.
3.

Energy Lfficiency

in Developing Countries

Although conservation has become a major concern in
industrial countr'i(s,

its va].ue has not yet been so widely

perceived in de,.velopinq countries.
efficiency

as a competitive energy

The potential of increased
"source"

has up to now been

largely ignored by international aid agencies.

Yet recent

studies by the World Bank and AID consultants indicate that
vigorous efforts to improve efficiency of petroleum use could
markedly reduce developing country oil-import costs.

For the

remainder of the century, increased efficiency has the poten
tial to provide major energy and financial benefits to Third
World and world markets.
Increased AID assistance for energy efficiency.
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Because

AID operates in the poorest countries and focusses particu
larly on the poor within those countries its overall emphasis
on rural energy and fuelwood -of fuelwood
priate.

(e.g.,

including more efficient:

use

improved cooking stoves) -- remains appro

Still, AID programs and cooperative programs with the

Peace Corps

in

technical assistance,

training,

information

dissemination, financing, and research in the area of fossil
fuel efficiency could have a significant payoff in terms of
development

and basic human needs.

AID is currently develop

ing a small scale program with these objectives.

Even if

these programs are increased somewhat, AID's role would still
necessarily be restricted to laying the groundwork for larger
conservation

investments by others through

institution build

ing, feasibility studies, and pilot projects.

The large-scale

implementation of economically sensible conservation tech
nologies could then be financed by the World Bank or local
governments.
Recommendation:
AID should accelerate its activities to
promote energy efficiency, especial].y efficiency of petroleum
use, in developing countries.
New World Bank program.

The World Bank's recent report,

.nerqy in the Developing Countries, drew attention to the
considerable scope for improved efficiency of oil use in
developing countries.

It concluded that effective policies of

demiiond manageme2nt, energy efficiency and increased production
could reuco

the oil

import bill

of oil importing developing
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countries by 25 percent in 1990 -- a massive financial and oil
savings.

The greatest potentials for conservation are in the

industrial and transport sectors.
To date the Bank has done virtually no work in this area,
and its "current" program for FY 1981-85 includes no conserva
tion lending.

In its newly proposed expanded 5-year program,

the Bank would spend $1.25 billion on "industrial retrofit
ting,"

)ne key part of the efficiency challenge.

The Bank's own analysis, like that of others, suggests
that in the long-term technical assistance, training, and
equipment investments in oil conservation would have a greater
payoff than the shorter-term benefits of many planned invest
ments in oil exploration or renewable energy sources in devel
oping countries.

The initiation of a major Bank program to

increase the efficiency of oil use should not be dependent on
the proposed overall energy capital expansion or on the
establishment of a new affiliate.
Recommendation:
The United States should urge the World Bank
immediately to initiate oil conservation lending activities,
and to monitor closely monitor the adequacy and scope of its
conservation lending program. The Bank should be encouraged
to incorporate energy efficiency concerns into all its new
industrial, housing, transportation, and other projects, and
also into the terms of its structural adjustment lending.
4.

Interagency coordination and planning of developing
country energy programs

As more federal agencies become involved in energy activ
ities in developing countries, problems of coordination have
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appeared.

The expanded DOE role suggested above could accen

tuate the problem, and in any case, it must be incorporated
into a broader, coherent strategy.
Effective use of limited U.S. resources in assisting
developing countries with energy analysis, development of
renewable sources energy efficiency, and other energy tech
niques requires coordinated planning and budgeting, and the
development of a comprehensive strategy.
cies
lar

--

The involved agen

AID, DOE, State, IDCA, and the Peace Corps in particu
should build on the interagency steering group which

--

has helped alleviate many potential problems in the past 3
years.
In view of

its mandate to oversee U.S. government activi

ties influencing economic development in developing countries,
IDCA will play an important role in such a planning effort.
However, the major U.S.
development per se.

interests at stake go beyond economic

They include foreign policy,

national

security, and energy interests, and thus would be an appro
priate responsibility

for

the Department of State.

Recommendation:
Stat(e,, in cooperation with IDCA and DOE,
shou ld establish an i ntLe rarjency task force that will develop a
strong new coordinatingj and planning mecha n i sm for all
U.S.
energy prog rams in deve loping countries.
5.

1981 UN Conference on New and Renewable Sources
of

The UN Conf erence on New and Renewable Sources of Energy,
scheduled

for August

1981,

provides a unique opportunity
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to

accelerate the global development and use of alternative
energy sources.

The Conference should help to legitimize

renewable energy, and should help countries determine which
new and renewable technologies can fulfill national energy
needs in

the decades ahead.

A properly designed plan of

action adopted by the Conference

could include promoting

necessary research, reducing barriers to the use of new and
renewable energy,
and renewable

accelerating global

technologies,

developing countries
The U.S.

commercialization

and building the capacity of

to solve their pressing energy problems.

qovernment

has already established a set of

ambitious general objectives for this Conference.
conmittees
issues,

of new

are now developing

the U.S.

Interagency

position on Conference

including research and development, information flows,

transfer of technology,

finance,

education and training,

industrial issues, and rural energy.

It

is

premature at this

point to make detailed recommendations on specific Conference
proposals.
important

In preparing for the Conference, however, it is
that

the United States continue to emphasize the

imporLanc-., we attach to it.
ReconmifenIdation:
In future energy and other messages, the
Presiden~t ard senior officials
should stress the importance
the Unite(d States attaches to having this Conference hasten
the g.lobal. doe(:])opmeiit and use of new and renewable energy
tecnnolog is.
B.

Domestic Pecommendations
Tho flnitr -lt

ls,

despite progress in
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energy conserva

tion, is still a heavy user, compared with the rest of the
world.

With 6 percent of the world's population, we use 30

percent of the fossil fuel energy each year.
Evidence

is mounting

that U.S.

sured by Gross National Product
similar energy growth rate.

economic growth,

(GNP),

as mea

need not be tied to a

The most important reason is that

the U.S. economy, including much of its building and trans
portation stock, its industrial processes and machinery, is
inefficient in its use of energy, compared both with other
economies and with the technological and cost-effective
options that already exist.

The opportunity is enormous for

improving the energy efficiency of U.S. capital stock --

in

effect creating "conservation energy" -- to get the same
desirable end result of warmth, comfort, jobs, and mobility
that fossil fuel energy provides.

Conservation, coupled with

achievement of a national goal of getting 20 percent of our
energy from solar and renewable sources by the year 2000,
gives us the opportunity to make a significant difference in
the world's energy budget.
U.S. federal policy is relatively inexperienced in deal
ing with conservation and renewable energy.

However, conser

vation is currently the cheapest source of domestic supply.
U.S. policy should recognize the fundamental appropriateness
of allowing the market to work in this situation.

Thus the

policy of pricing energy at its true cost should be continued
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and natura
fact,

gas price decontrol should be accelerated.

the major conservation gains maiy result: pfimar

broad price and

tax policies.

An e:copti ion

is

In
from

the lu i I ii 1is

sector where pervasive institutional. barriers interfere with
the potential for conservation.
Some forms of renewable energy currently compare with
other sources less favorably than conservation.
ment will

have to improve

The go%/ern

its existing programs to stimulate

this market if the 20 percent goal is to be met.
The U.S. government does not yet have a complete set of
policies that will ensure achievement of conservation and
renewable goals -- for understandable reasons.

A massive

renewable energy program has been built quickly almost from
scratch, and must find a way to promote and complement the
large, varied efforts underway in the private sector.

Renew

able energy is inherently more disparate and decentralized
than other major energy technologies, making the management
and planning task more difficult.
The Administration and the Congress have recxently created
valuable new programs such as the Solar and Couservation Bank,
and are considering many other new policies and programs.
Numerous potentially valuable federal actions have been pro
posed by private groups.

Spurred by federal tax credits and

grants, the private sector -- including universities, corpora
tions, grass roots organizations, and individuals -- is
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engaged in massive research, experimentation, and implementa
tion of conservation
I.

and renewabI.e

technologies.

1nteq rated conserva tion- renewable enerqy strategy

The federal government has not yet: developed a coordi
nated strategy for achieving
energy from renewable
programs without

its

curren '

sources by 2000.

the means to evaluate

and we have not established sectoral
will allow us to measure progress
Obviously,

goal of

20 percent of

We have a plethora of
their actual effects,

and near-term goals that

toward the long-term goal.

such a strategy can not be too detailed or rigid

given the uncertainties,

but a more systematic planning

frame

work and strategy is necessary if federal funds are to be well
spent, federal programs sharply focussed, and our vital goals
achieved.
Recommendations:
o

An interagency task force should be established to chart
a realistic path for achieving the goal of getting 20
percent of our energy from renewable energy by the year
2000. A national energy conservation plan, with near- and
long-term sectoral goals, should be developed as part of
the integrated st:rategy. The active involvement of the
private sector in design and implementation should also
be ensured.

Examples of elements that should be included in the plan are
the following:
o

Existing DOE and Internal Revenue Service incentive,
grant, and R&D programs should be evaluated and funds
directed to successful programs.

o

Federal regulations and programs which are directly or
indirectly impeding energy productivity in the economy
should be identified and changes recommended.

6

2.

improvinq energy data

Below a ver-y gross level of aggregration, there is little
data on how and where energy is used throughout the economy.
It is important that the government continue to gather and
analyze data on the end uses of energy.

This information will

allow it to analyze policy options which work with, instead of
In addition, the

against, the operaticn of the market.

federal government should develop a means of documenting
actual conservation progress, and uses of renewable energy, by
The present lack of conservation and solar data makes
sector.
it difficult
to gauge the nation's progress in improving
energy efficiency.
vantage in

And it puts these programs at a disad

cornpetit.ion

for research funds,

fuel production pr-ograms that result in

in

comparison with

visible and well

documented amounts of new energy.
The devlopiment
cators is

of useful conservation and solar indi

no simple task.

Each major sector

(housing, commer

cial buildings, transportation, industry) has its unique
qualities

ni factors that must be taken into account, and

field sampling will be necessary

in

some cases to supplement

other sort-s oF dat.ta.
Preliminary anialysis of this topic
gram to provide

i:eliable conservation

indicates that a pro

and solar indicators

would event-ally cost about $3 million per year.
tors are established,

Once indica

they could be translated into a set of
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simple national and sectoral conservation and solar indices.
The

"conservation

index" and

"solar index"

educate the public and put conser-vation
the public mind with oil production

could help to

and solar on a par in

figures.

Recommendations :
o

DOE should develop a system of national conservation and
solar monitoring by major secLors.
Simple conservation
and solar indices should be developed and publicized.

o

The Department of Fnergy/F:nerjy Informa tion Administra
tion should receive necessary budgetary and personnel
support to expand its
collection and analysis of energy
end use data.
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CHAPTER 4
TROPICAL FORESTS

The world's tropical forests are disappearing at
alarming rates as growing numbers of people seek land to
cultivate, wood to burn, and raw materials for industry.
The best projections indicate that unless governments
individually and collectively take action, much of the
world's tropical forests will be scattered and highly
degraded remnants by the first quarter of the 21st
century.
The loss and degradation of tropical forests cause
numerous social, economic and ecological problems which
already are affecting the lives of millions of people
around the world -- particularly the poorest.

Intensified

seasonal flooding with loss of lives and property, water
shortages in dry seasons, accelerated erosion of agricultural
lands, siltation of rivers and coasta± waters, and the
disappearance of plant and animal species at rates without
precedent are major consequences of tropical deforestation.
The potential

for local and regional climate modification

also exists as large areas of tropical rainforest are

cleared.

In many tropical forests, the soils, terrain,

temperature, patterns of rainfall, and distribution of
nutrients are in precarious balance.
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When these forests

are disturbed by extensive cutting, neither valuable
trees nor productive grasses will grow again.

Even where

conditions are more favorable to regrowth, extensive
clearance destroys the unparalleled ecological diversity
of the original

forest.

Worldwide recognition is growing that tropical
deforestation is an urgent problem of global significance.
Although the United States possesses only about 1 percent
of the world's tropical forests, we share with other
nations important interests in their conservation and
wise management.

Tropical forests are already a significant

source for specialty woods, foods and pharmaceuticals
exported to the United States and other nations.

With

their enormously rich diversity of species, they are a
genetic storehouse of potentially great future value to
humankind.

Moreover, tropical deforestation is at the

center of a complex of immediate, large-scale human
oroblems of worldwide significance.

The flooding, loss

of cropland, and growing scarcity of fuelwood caused by
loss of forests combine to deepen human poverty and
misery, thus adding to pressures for massive migration of
impoverished people and to the potential for political
instability.

Many development assistance efforts are

undercut by the effcects of tropical forests loss.

AID

missions, ior example, report that a number of projects
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financed by U.S. investments such as water supply systems
or agricultural imprro\vement programs, are failing due to
the flooding,

At the same

loss.

disaster relief

caused by forest

e rosion and siltation
time,

are mounting for U.S.

calls

to help victims of flood and drought in

places where such conditions are linked to the removal of
forests.
Thus,

for many reasons, tropical deforestation is

high on the list of the world's most pressing resource
management
lead in

The United States has taken the

problems.

stimulating an international
the issue in

Our government raised
1979,

attack on the problem.

the United Nations

in

and successfully urged the UN Environment Programme

(UNEP) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) to
work toward an international plan of action for management
and wise use of tropical forests.
The United States has also begun action at home to
shape a more effective U.S. response to the world problem
of tropical forest loss and degradation.

A federal

Interagency Task Force on Tropical Forests submitted to
the President in May 1980 recommfendations for a U.S.
policy, strategy, and program.

The Task I.'orce report

analyzed the trends, causes and consequences of tropical
deforestation;

defined

provided a blueprint

the U.S interests involved;

and

for future action by the United

() 8

States, other nations, and international organizations.
In his 1979 Environmental Message the President
called for stronger U.S. and international actions to
protect and wisely manage tropical forests.
agencies

Many U.S.

(AID, the Peace Corps, the Forest Service, the

National Science Foundation, the Department of the Interior)
have announced plans to intensify efforts for better
forest management.

Interest from many quarters of the

public in improved management of tropical forests has
proved to be strong. Representatives of industry, conserva
tion groups, and universities worked with the Interagency
Task Force and support its recommendations.

Congressional

committees have held hearings on the subject and media
coverage has been extensive.
The recommendations in this chapter are thus based
on a strong foundation of recent, intensive work by the
U.S. government to define central needs and next steps.
They are supported by commitments from a broad range of
U.S. private organizations, and they fit with the recently
expressed intentions of other governments and international
organizations to attack the problem.
The recommendations are distilled from the extensive,
detailed program mapped out by the Interagency Task Force
on Tropical Forests.

They are directed at certain broad

problems that are at the heart of the overall tropical
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forestry situation:

conversion of forests by impoverished

people seeking land,

food, and energy, and permanent

forest cover by poorly managed industrial

removal of

development

They emphasize

operations.

logging and ranching

plan of action

of an international

the

for tropical

re;ponsibilities for meeting

forest management, with

urgent needs divided among nations and international
strengthening forest management

organizations;
in

tropical countries;

public and private
The
tropica]
ity

--

capabilities

and expanding U.S. contributions -
to a new international program.

rapid awakening of worldwide concern about
forest

of talents,

the availabil

loss over the past two years;
technology,

public and private

and institutions

-- to address

--

the problems;

new commitments by governments and

both
and the

industry to ecologically

sound forest management, all create good prospects for
progress.
A.

World Program for
1.

Improved Tropical Forest Management

International plan of action

An effective program for conservatio, and wise
management of

tropical forests requires

international

cooperation and assistance as well as action at the
national and

local

levels in tropical countries.

A

number of national and international bodies are already
active.

But the need is

clear

for better delineation of
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the most essential and most urgent problems on an
inter
nationa]

basis;

for a better aggregation of international

resources to address critical
division of tasks.

In

needs;

and for an agreed

1979 at the UN General Assembly,

the United States proposed an International
Action on deforestation
F"o.lowinlg

U.S.

plan began in
second

Plan of

to meet these objectives.

initiatives

in

UNEP,

work on an action

March 1980 at a meeting of experts.

meeting is

scheduled

for August-September

A
1981.

Recommendation.
The United States should continue to
press for adoption of an international plan of action
on
tropical forests, supporting completion and implementation
of the plan as promptly as possible.
2.

Strengthening

Pending
action,
oF

Soveta

U.S.

international

leadership and coordination

forest activities

needs to be strengthened.

organizations are already conducting or

planning activities,

many of which overlap and at the

samo time are inadequately
act. ivities,

funded.

coordinating

In view of its

these

' Il, oF action and,
t.rop)ical

is

adopted,

a strong

body must be designated.
present mandate,

pn:i ion within the UN system,

to 0:.sA

To improve

and also to provide a focal point for an

international plan of action once it
c( .t ra

leadership

the completion of an international plan of

present

tropical

international

in

the focal point

general,

Forest

past experience and

for international efforts

problems,
71,

for the

should be the Food

and Agriculture

Organization

(FAO) of the United Nations.

about
The entire Forestry Department of FAO receives only
4 percent of the entire FAO budget, and the forestry
program lacks a coherent

tropical component.

A special

voluntary contribution would help FAO overcome these

U.S.

deficiencies and help it play a central

role in designing

and implementing an international action plan on tropical
forests.
The United States should make special
Recommendation:
contributions to FAO over a period of at least five years
to support an expansion of its tropical forest activities;
encourage FAO to take a leadership role in the international
plan of action; promote limited support for FAO technical
assistance to developing countries to improve forest
management; and employ U.S. professionals in FAO to help
design and implement an expanded FAO tropical forest
First year funding should be at a level of
program.
deter
about $750,000, with funding for later years to be
the
of
success
mined on the basis of FAO performance and
from
U.S. initiative in prompting similar contributions
other nations.

Strengthening U.S. Capabilities

B.

The United

States has been a catalyst in evoking a

world response to the loss and degradation of tropical
forests.

To continue this

leadership role, we need to

strengthen both our organizational and our scientific and
technical abilities.
mechanism to pull

The government needs a continuing

together U.S.

tropical

into a coherent program, to see that
by

the Interagency Task

that

forest activities

priorities set

forth

Force receive attention, and

the interests and abilities of
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the private

sector

are

integrated

effective,

into

the government

lasting contributions

of tropical

forests,

and assessment,

U.S.

training,

need to be strengthened
universities,

effort.

Moreover,

to improved manaqgmenL

abilities

for research,

education,

and mobilized.

Federal

begun to launch new scientific and technical
their activities

Consortium of Universities
Greater improvement is
1.

for

needed,

ad hoc basis.

U.S.

pI-oqrams and

Initernational

new

Forestry).

however.

tropical

Its mandate

to cover several important
including:

and budlet;

Forests has

forest activities

on an

should be expanded and strengthened
tasks over

the next year or

assemblin(q and preparing

agency submissions a coordi

Ated

annual

from individual

federal program

coordinating efforts by AID and other

institutions with those of the World Bank,
Organization of American States
coordinating

the U.S.

(OAS)

FAO,

RKoommendaLion:

and the

international

and encouraginq

participation of nongovernment organizations,
citizens'

U.S.

to avoid duplication

part of the

plan of action now under preparation;

industry,

already

Coordinat ion

been coordinating

of effort;

ajencies,

(an example, in; tklat

The Interagency Tiask Force on Tropical

two,

monitoring

and demonstration

and other private institutions hav,

better coordinate

for

inludinq

groups and universities.

The Interagency
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Task Force on Tropical

Forests should coordinate U.S. programs on tropical

a consolidated
forests including the preparation each year of
the opportuni
explore
should
and
federal program and budget,
World
the
with
programs
or coordinated
for joint
ties
Bank, FAO, and OAS.

(OMB)

by an Office of

Initiated

program.

budgeting

Management

to ensure government

and management

long-range U.S.

commensurate with

Antarctica

program provides

the Antarctic

circular,

program could be

similar to the U.S.

a manner

in

coordinated

Forest

the Tropical

As an option,

and Budget
centralized
attention

policy interests.

Program planning and coordination is carried out by an
interagency body headed by a

centrally justified and appropriated, and
to

centrally

the tropical

are

then disbursed
option

A third

action agencies.

the various

would be to assign

Funds

lead agency.

forests coordination role

to a single agency, possibly the U.S. Forest Service.
U.S.

2.

research, education, and training

The United States has unique strengths

in research,

education and training which should be applied more
effectively to tropical
government

agencies,

forest management needs.

industry

and private

universities

Federal

should all intensify their efforts to increase scientific
knowledge
ability

of

the

to manage

professional

provide additional

forest

tropical

education

biome,

forest

tropical

in

tropical

resources,
forest

training opportunities
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improve our

to

improve

issues,

and

for experts

to

both in the United States and abroad.
Recommendation:
The National Science Foundation (NSF)
and the Board on international Food and Agriculture
Development should jointly conduct a study of measures
U.S. government, industry, universities and other private
institutions can take to strengthen U.S. research and
training in tropical forest management. Governiment
agencies (particularly the NSF and AID) should immediately
seek to increase funding to U.S. universities for tropical
forest research, education and training, and to support
other U.S.-sponsored programs with the same purpose.
3.

National centers

The "national center" and "center of excellence"
concepts, used elsewhere successfully, could have important
symbolic and practical value in tropical forest management.
The U.S. Forest Service Ins-itute of Tropical Forestry
in Puerto Rico and the Institute of Pacific Islands
Forestry in Hawaii could both meet the requirements.
Both conduct research on tropical forests

(including

management of plantations and natural forest ecosystems,
wildlife and endangered species, watershed management,
insect and disease control).

Both have outstanding

capabilities for training and information dissemination.
As designated national centers for tropical forestry
research, these institutes could receive increased funding
and staff, with core staff supplemented by visiting staff
from other federal and state agencies, universities,
industry, and from tropical nations.

These national

centers would concentrate on areas in which the United
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forest inventory,

States has special expertise, such as:

including remote sensing and data evaluation;
renewable r(-sources

full use of

including low grade timber,

tive use of forest products,

and use of sma].l sawmi i]s;

and planning;

land use clas,;ication

alterna

ecosystem and

forest mianagemen t ; and wildlife habitat management.
The President should designate the
Recommendatiion:
Institute o: Tr-opical Forestry and the Institute of
tropical
Pacific Islands [orestry as "national centers" for
(1) demonstrate furLher the U.S.
forest manacjem-nt to:
commitment to addressing the qlobal tropical deforestation
of government
problem; (2) prcvid&' enters for the clustering
(3)
and
information;
and
c:,.,-tise
and privat-e sector
experts
for
opportunities
education
expand traini-ng and
from other nat-ions.
4.

UN Associate Experts Program

As de.monst:rated by the European countries, participation
is
by professionals in Lhe FAO Associate Experts Program
an effective way to build a country's corps of qualified
tropical. forest specialists, while at the same time
contributing

to international

For a numb r of years,
(USBA) , ALL),

resource management efforts.

the Department of Agriculture

ain(l many universities have urged that the

United ?tars

provide the necessary

professionals

to work in

and through FAO.

,LIteers with forestry,
Corps ,.(j)
F r.a
'ouse

ro)AI-lems

'.,

:i

1 J }
i'1 SU -..

funding to enable

its

Returned Peace

resource, and

fi rsthand

skii.lis and understanding of ThirJ Wo'rld

a pot entially rich source of U.S.
,;7
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plarti.cipants

Recommendation:
The United States shoul.d promote the
necessary funding to use the FAO Associat:e L : Ls. Program
as a means for training
junior profess. Ia
LropLcal
forest management and, in tht, process,
. pu,
the
cadre
of U.S. experts. At least four U.-.
unin .-D
-ofess i onIal.s
should be placed in the FAO Program t-o bqin with, spc-ifical
ly to work on tropical forest manajemerit.
Tht U.S.
should commit itself
to expanding iLs !articipation in
the FAO Program, reaching a level of 10 tiuopjical fCrest
management candidates annually within a few ytears.
5.

Private sector particjLation

The Interagency Task Force on Tropical Forests
called attention to the major contributions U.S. private
industry can make
judged

in

tropical

industry abiiities

forest- mcanagitent;

to be 'underut, i] lzah

government planning and practice.
for a new partnership between

this area.
cooperate

its v:V

both independentl.y and cooperatively

nB.

f

Business Council

in:n
in

ss to
roi-<st
management,

with the c:oern tent.

at a meeting of the Associati:i

Asian Nations/U.S.

U.S.

.rnisty

toward improvement of tropica]

As an example,

in

Th ' Task FP1c,
c cal.led

government

Industry has indicated

it

in

()ct.bc,

Southeast

oi

.iJB,

the

Weyerhauser Company announced its intenti-,n +o co

l aborate

with other U.S.

reforesta

forestry firms on a demonsiration

tion program in Southeast Asia.
Recommendations:
0

The Interagency Task Force on Tfi a

,

"

sts

should assicqn high priority
to i plo.rO" :!' 'j.'I.
i.:1m11
nt
private
industry collaboraLioi on .
v,
,] {.. (!S L
mna(eriient , working in close
,i.,s .-.
Clh.
' :
..
Nationa]. Forest vrodu :2-3 - .,
..
.

.

(i'hcimbe r of Comme rce.
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.

.

4
explore
The Departments of Commerce and Sta e should
to
cooperation
possible modes of government-industry
implement the proposed Southeast Asia demonstration
promote
program. They should also examine ways to
forest
industry research and development in tro'pical
and
manaqement, and a sharing of U.S. technology
'-,)r example, one area
expertise with other nations.
in which the United St-ites might make a special
products
contribution is waste reduction in the forest
industry.

0

o

The Interagency fa,.ik Force on Tropical Forests
"inter
should work with U.S. industry to dove]op an
products
forest.
the
for
national code of conduct"
industry, w.th a view toward gaining international
to
agreement on such principles to avoid pervflties
integrated
be
possibly
U.S. industry. This effort might
into the UN negotiations already underway to establish
a general code of conduct for multinational corporations.

C.

U.S. Support for International Pro,{rams
with
The United States must improve and expand its work

to im
other nations and international bodies in the effort
prove tropical forest management.

Direct U.S. support of

to devel
international efforts includes technical assistance
oping countries to help them to build management institutions,
management
to train experts, and to conduct demonstration and
programs.
bodies

It also includes working through multilateral

and
(World Bank, the United Nations Education, Science

Culture Organization (UNESCO), FAO, UNEP),

both to draw on

to influ
pioneering work some of them are carrying out, and
ence the nature of their activities.

U.S. financial contribu

tions provide major support of most of these bodies.

To make

the best use of U.S. funds and manpower requires closey
coordination of our own programs and their-s.
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L.-.

public

and private institutions must carefully target their
programs on the basis of a good understanding of what the
rest of the international communit-, is doing.
U.S.

1.

technical

In the past 2

assistaoce

ears AID and the Peace Corps have

increased their efforts to address tropical forest problems,
and they plan to do more.
increases still,
of effort.

These present and planned

however, add up to rather modest levels

Both agencies need Executive Bran.ch and

Congressional support to continue buildinc their programs
to assist developing countries with tropical forest
management.
Recommendations:
AID and the Peace Corps should expand
their technical and financial support to developing
countries for tropical forest management, concentrating
on high priority areas in which the United States has
strong or unique capabilities:
resource monitoring; land
use planning; training and institution building; research;
and park and forest resource management.
AID and the Peace Corps will need to rely on other
agencies (for example, USDA, the Department of the Interior,
and the Smithsonian Institution) and priva.te institutions
for technical advice and professional specialists.
These
agencies and institutions
should attempt to lend technical
resources more readily to U. S. development assistance
programs, and also to incernational bodies such as FAO.
Recommendations for improving the supply of qualified
people and resources from other Federal agencies to U.S.
development programs are discussed further in Chapter 10,
Institutional. Chlan ges.
2.
In

Joint proramm-ing with international organizations
recent. months,

and FAO asked

representatives

of the World Bank

to work more cUoely with U.S.

government

agencies to ensure thai

Lheir expanding activities in the

U.S.
tropical forest sector are better coordinated with
bilateral activities.
Bank,
will

VAO,

Joint progrrmming with the World

and possibly other multilateral

ensure that U.S.

institutions

investments are not duplicating

those of others and may enable the United States to
influence the direction of international efforts to a
greater degree.
The U.S. Interagency Task Force on
Recommendation:
Tr-opical Forests should work with the World Bank and the
FAO to achieve closer cooperation and joint programming
between the United States and national organizations in
tropical forest management. The Task Force should also
explore opportunities for similar cooperative relationships
with other international organizations, also including
the Organization of American Stases.
3.

World

Bank Watershed

Reforestation

Survey

A major gIoal recommended by the Interagency Task
Force on Tropical Forests is to double the current rate
of forest planting worldwide by 1985.

The World Bank's

new fuelwood forestry program (described in Chapter 3,
Energy) would help to meet the goal.

It would pay dividends

directly in providing trees for fuel and saving the
inordinate share of income or labor many Third World
famil±es lavL

to spend for fuelwood, freeing them for

morte pe,,iictA.,c pu-poses.

It will also relieve some of

the [r:eure'; on rL-ma ining natural forests and thus
min

:<7' r

p to protect a variety of forest values,
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including habitat and watershed protection.
The fuelwood-forestry
address
Asiar

of

forest

erosion,
in

to protect and restore

the need

in

Latin

program does not directly

America

planting

is

siltation,

and Africa.
quickened,

downstream

dry seasons will. worsen.

large watersheds
Here,

present problems
flooding,

however,

are likely to succeed,

in

recent experience

the Bank could develop

an analog for watershed reforestation,
-eforestation is

of soil

and water shortages

Drawing on its

with the fiielwood program,

areas where

unless the pace

selecting watershed

most needed and where efforts

light ot local political and

social conditions.
Recommendation:
The World Bank should be encouraged to
survey needs and opportunities for replanting in large
deforested t1ropi-cal watersheds, and to recox,.end a
cooperative program to be undertaken by the Bank, other
multilateral institutions, and bilateral donors.
4.

Agrofouestry

A key elee Pen
clearcuttinq

in protecting tropical
agricuLture
.is

practice of agro Lorestry.
of

in

forests

from

the wider and more successful

agroforestry,

the raising

trees can he atternated or interspersed with the

raising of crop plants,
destructive

ow,>t ropical
of
.

Because

the

is

in-: i pa.

the

and beau5'

allowing for relatively non

o

land on a continuous basis.

to open up forest lands for agriculture

contributor
o rst;:

is

to tropical deforestation,
widely perceived as a possible

solution to the conflict, greater attention to this
technoloqy deserves high priority.
The United States has little expertise in this area;
we should look to other nations and international organiza
tions to carry out the bulk of the work, and support
their efforts.

At present, however, several international

bodies are vying for leadership in this field, seeking
U.S. endorsement and financial contributions.

To achieve

a rational, effective international program in agroforestry,
the roles of various international, regional and national
institutions and the proper division of responsibility
among them, must be sorted out.
Recommendation: The U.S. government (specifically the
Departments of Agriculture and State, IDCA, AID and the
Smithsonian Institution) should conduct a study to identify
the most effective international institutions for agroforestry
research and development and examine what the U.S. role
should be.
5.

Protecting critical areas

Certain unique tropical forest ecosystems are sure
to be destroyed if action to preserve and protect them is
not carried out on an urgent basis.

Increasingly, tropical

developing countries are acknowledging the threats to
these resources of global importance but indicate that
they are unable to shoulder alone the financial burden of
protecting them from destruction.

The richer nations

must confront the issue of whether they are prepared to
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contribute to the costs of protection.

Several European

countries have broached the concept of an international
fund.

Chapter 5, Biological Diversity, contains recommenda

tions for protection of unique, representative, and
vulnerable tropical forests and other such ecosystems.
Finally, the United States is recognized as a world
leader in calling attention to the extraordinary value of
tropical forests, and arousing world interest in protecting
and using them wisely.

Thus the U.S. government should

take particular care that its actions do not cause signifi
cant adverse effects on tropical forests, as a result of
carelessness or ignorance.

Chapter 10,

Changes, discusses such a proposal.
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Institutional

CHAPTER 5

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

An irreplaceable source for food, fuel, fibers, medicines, and building and industrial materials needed by a
growing world population is

the 5-10 million

and animal species which nature has provided.
tinued rapid alteration,
with the overexploitation

pollution,

and

now living plant

Yet with con

loss of habitat

of some species,

nd

as much as 15-20

percent of all species on earth could be lost in the next 20
years.

This estimate includes plants, insects, and inverte

brates as well as manumals, birds, and other vertebrates.
About one-half the loss would occur as a result of tropical
deforestation.
The full direct costs to human interests from such losses
cannot be counted.

A great many of the species under threat

have not been studied for their potential or even classified
and given scientific names.
be great.

Beyond question, the loss would

The potential for new pharmaceuticals is extremely

significant; about one-half the commercial drugs now on the
world market were originally derived

from living organisms.

Wild animals and plants pFovide a wealth of materials, such as
wood and fibers, and chemicals, such as oils, resins, and
dyes, which benefit humankind.
ties and wild relatives

The locally cultiv:,ted varie

of tho- world's major .focd crops are
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sources of genetic traits essential to improving crop yields
and resistance to pests and diseases.

Wild plants and local

cultivars -- and wild animals as well -- may also prove inval

uable sources of new food crops.
Besides the practical human-centered reasons for con
serving a diversity of species, many people find broader
philosophical or ethical grounds for restraint in destroying
our fellow inhabitants of the earth.

Respect for nature or

reluctance to interfere with productive natural systems is for
I:lany a compelling reason to conserve the irreplaceable
fo)rms of tropical forests, coral reefs,

life

islands, freshwater

systems, deserts, grasslands -- indeed, of all

the earth's

li*fe zones and major ecosystems.

The recommendations that follow include several ap
o:oaches to conservation of species and biological diversity.
'he>

species-in-the-wild approach concentrates efforts on

soecics that are of recognized value or that are known to be
in (anger of extinction.
.S.

This approach is embodied in the

Endangered Species Act, the Convention on International

rade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
and

the International Whaling Convention.

what may be called
lr<ct

Another approach is

the Noah's Ark strategy --

in a safe place,

(CITES),

to try to col

such as a zoo or seed bank,

samples of

species judged most important.
A more comprehensive approach, and one with greater
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likelihood of long-term success, is to conserve entire eco
systems --

the web of which species are a part.

This approach

conserves not only the species that enjoy public concern, such
as the Bengal tiger, but also the less conspicLous animals
that it feeds on, their prey, and the plants and nutrients
Likewise, protection of marine

that nourish the whole system.
ecosystems

can help preserve the inconspicuous coral reef

invertebrate which secretes a powerful chemical that future
research may find invaluable as a drug as well as the humpback
whale.
Natural ecosystems themselves provide essential, though
unpaid and often unnoticed, services to human beings.

Eco

systems cleanse water, providing natural sewage treatment;
remove pollutants from the air; recycle some essential ele
ments and nutrients.
In addition, although some unique ecosystems, samples of
representative ecosystems, and species which are intolerant of
human disturbance need special protection, a multiple-use
approach is certainly the most effective way to conserve a
great variety of plants, animals, and functioning ecosystems.
As a practical matter, much of the world's fauna and flora may
be conserved only in marine, freshwater, and terrestial
habitats which are used for other more human-oriented purposes
as well.

With foresight, scientiric knowledge, and technical

skills, human activities can be planned to avoid as much as

R6

possible disruption of nonhuman forms of life and allow
fruitful coexitepce.
Many parts of the world that are rich in genetic re
sources are poor in income and in resources that have current
economic value.

It is of the greatest interest to the United

States, the developed world, and all humanity to protect the
biological storehouse from which necessities of life will be
derived in the future.

At the least, poor nations in the

tropical belt, where the greatest diversity of species exists,
need technical assistance for protection and management of
biological resources.

The support and cooperation of the

wealthy nations are essential to ensure conservation of bio
logical diversity and areas of high biological productivity
for the whole world's benefit.
tainable economic development
report) can be a powerful

Moreover, well-conceived, sus
(discussed throughout this

force fc-

conservation of biological

diversity, for this kind of development allows people to make
their living without the total destruction of the cropland,
pasture, forests, and water supplies which are essential both
to meeting human needs and to supporting the diversity of
other life
A.

on the planet.

Comprehensive U.S. Strategy
An Interaqoncy Task Force on Conservation of Biological

Diversity chaired by the Departments of State and Interior
should begir

a review of all U.S. programs to prevent species
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The mandate of

extinction and maintain biological diversity.
the existing

interagency Task Force on Wildlife could be

broadened to encompass this effort.

in an undertaking similar

to that of the earlier Task Force on Tropical Forests, this
Task Force shoal', set long-term goals and develop a coor
dinated strategy. for U.S. national and international programs
on protection and management of wild plants and animals.
Although the Bioloqical Diversity Task Force is proposed as a
vehicle for carryin5 out many of the recommendations set forth
below, some issues can be promptly addressed during the
course of the Task Parce review by individual agencies or ad
hoc groups

to address specific problems.

Mimei

issues need not and should not wait.

words, some a:, th
The Task ,'v, '.:
strategy whdck

K

on B:-iological Diversity should develop a
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Au ri c
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ini:er

Il l

ltoi,

arta
(iraniza-

s

tion

has
(FAO) Panel of Experts on Forest Gene Resources

selected and located 130 tree

species in need of site protec

Board for
tion, most of them in six regions. The International
Plant Genetic Resources has identified
regions

10 ten high priority

for the collection and pr:eservaton of crop genetic
The collection and storage of these resources are

resources.
discussed
protection

in Chapter
of

2.

At least equally important is the

these resources

where

on the sites

they are

the process of natural selection under

(Jrowing, thus allowing

includinj pests and disease,

local environmental conditions,
to continue.
is

A similar effort

the work on the

"Red

Data Book,"

an

the
inventory of endangered and threatened species throughout
underworld and an identification of their habitats, being
AID's
taken by IUCN's Survival Service 'Commission. Some of
useful
environmental profile and related studies also provide
information on a country-by-country basis.

Other than the

TUCN work on endangered species, priorities

for protecting

aquatic

species

and ecosystems

have

not been established;

of
nor have there been an adequate survey and identification
ecosystems of exc-ptional diversity or productivity.
IUCN has reviewed
or "biogeoqraphical

the world's representative

provinces"

193 ecosystems

identified,

tA.cted areas.

Another

and has concluded

ecosystems

that of the

35 are not represented

38 are inadequately covered,
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in

any pro
having

A beginning

only one park or reserve.
in

building a global network of representative

and unique eco

United Nations Education,

Science and Culture Organization's

Biosphere Reserves network,

(UNESCO)
Biosphere

(MAB)

program,

of plants and animals in

is

a part of the Man and the

intended to conserve the integrity

natural ecosystems,

safeguard genetic

diversity, and allow for research and education.

in

in the United States.

but many gaps remain.

an important begin

UNESCO('s capacity

to help coun

assess needs and establish further reserves is

tries
and

The program is

cially

in

the tropics,

I

The NAS study found a serious

trained systematists qualified

inventory work.

espe

has recently been analyzed by the

Ka tiona1 Academy of Sciences.
lack of

limited,

for inventory efforts,

The need

needs support.

it

1980,

including

there were 177 Biosphere Reserves in 46 countries,

in,,

The

designated and managed by individual nations.

systems,

il

however,

has been made,

to participate

in

This problem is discussed further below.

addition to international efforts in

which the United

States has participated, the United States should develop a
uniform classification of ecosystems for this country, using
systems

such as the MAB classification that can later be

incorporated

into an international

cation would make it
public,

state,

system.

Such a classifi

possible better to coordinate

and federal organizations

to conserve unique

ecosystems and samples of representative ecosystems.
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tt( , tn present levels of support for mairtaining
iit,,
v
Il ulsVums and herbaria.
i
cr h'
2
,
1
nidation:
.,coMe
t'1,FTm

' '

'mesl
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international fundinq for protection of critical

3.

areas
Because a

disproportionate

share of

the burden

for pre

serving globally significant ecosystems falls on poorer coun
the possibility of sharing

tries,
edged

as

The richer countries may have to pay

leqitimate.

part or all

the costs must be acknowl

the costs of protection and management of critical

areas that are of unique value to humankind.
are a particular case in point.

Tropical forests

They are unmatched in bio

logical diversity, serving as habitat for about one-half the
earth's species; they are rapidly declining in extent, due to
intense pressures

from various human activities;

located principally

in

and they are

poor countries.

A number of rich countries may be favorably disposed to
the concept of an international

exploring
protection
tropical

fund to assist with

and management of ecological reserves, especially

forest areas.

The Interagency Task Fc .e on Conservation of
Recommendation:
Biological Diversity should study the possibility of establish
ing an international fund to help developing countries protect
habitats and eco
and manage reserves in identified critical
The United States
systems, especially tropical forests.
should consider contributing a substantial share to such a
fund (perhaps one-quarter of a proposed $100 million per year
donors continuing over 10 years).
from all
4.

Collection and preservation of species and qerm
plasm

Although the protected area approach oitlined above is
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desirable and must be pursued, it cannot save all the species
that are fast disappearing from the earth,
rapidly dwindling tropical forest areas.
need

especially

those in

There is still a

for collection of individuals of selected species and

maintenance

of these organisms in

well-run institutions.

Many

plant and animal species of tropical. forests have limited
geographic distributions.

Once they are extirpated

they are lost forever --

habitats,

unless they are maintained

Present efforts

by humans.

artificially

from their

to inventory,

iden

tify, collect, and preserve tropical forests species in par
ticular,

and others as well,

are currently inadequate.

Recommendation:
The Interagency Task Force on Conservation of
Biological Diversity should study needs for species and germ
o)lasm collection with a special emphasis on tropical areas,
the :apabilities of existing institutions to serve as centers,
and the best ways to support a global. network of cooperatating
The Task Force should also evaluate U.S.
institutions.
national centers, including zoos, hotanical (iardens, museums,
Special attention should he g(iven to coordi
and seed banks.
nation of collections and efforts to avoid duplication.
5.

Bilateral assistance

for conservation of habitat

Along with the multinational. approaches described above,
consideration

should be given to an increased bilateral. pro

gram for conservation

ecosystems and habitIt.

of critical

This effort would go beyond present programs of technical
assistance

for research,

planning,

training personnel,

and

operation of reserves and would provide grants for protection
and management of important wildlife habitat or other areas of
outstanding ecological

importance in
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developing countries.

Proposals have been made to finance such assistance by means
of a small tax .n

trade

international

In the past few years,

wildlife.
integrate habitat

AID has be(Jun to
rural

conservation within some of its

development and water

Such multiple-purpose projects can contribute

shed projects.
very effectively
in

in

to the conservation

of biological

diversity

the project areas.

The Interagency Task Force on Conservation of
lecommenda tion
Biological Diversity should consider a prog -am of U.S. bilat
eral assistance to developing countries to protect and manage
important wildlife habitat, areas of ouLtstandingj biological
diversity, or representative samples of iluportiant ecosystems.
The Task Force should work with AID to encourage inclusion,
where appropriate, of habitat cons(ervation as an integral.
rural developmert and watershed prog rams.
aspect of its
Man and

U.S.

6.

The U.S.

the Di osphe r

Na tional Committee

just recommended

inland

forests,

grazing

and coastal waters.

recomme nded

addition

for Man and the Biosphere has
MA1

program

suich areas as tropical

forests,

the U.S.

a 2-year plan oxpand.i ii(g
in

for research and management
temperate

Pro(r im
_e

]ine-. 1tem

lands,
At:

fund ing

biosphere

the same
for

reserves,

time,

the U.S.

MAID

and

the Committee
program

i.n

to funds provided by var ious federal. aujences and

private sources.

As the U.S.

component of the maIor multina

tional program to protect diversity,

these recommendations

have a high priority.
es for the next
A budget for U. S . MAD activiti
2 years should be established that includes funds earmarked
for MAB in addition to present: contributions from federal
agencies and other sources.
Recormendation:
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7.

Implementing international conventions

Some of the important conservation

treaties

to which the

United States is party have not been fully implemented.

Only

in the past 2 or 3 years has the United States given much
attention to the 1940 Convention on Nature Protection and
Wildlife Preservation in the Western Hemisphere.
tial of

The poten

this treaty for protection of wild species and habitat

throughout the Americas

is

great.

The United States should

encourage its full implementation. Under CITES, the United
.5;tates does control trade in endangered or threatened species
(though enforcement should be improved, as discussed below)
flowever,

we can improve conservation efforts within our own

cuunt-ry for the species listed, and additional resources
sh1ould be provided to the Office of Endangered Species for
I is t i iqjnon-Uh. S.

endangered

species.

P commendaticnThe Interagency Task Force on Conservation of
ftioiogical Diversity should review U.S. implementation of
.'nsoe-vat-ioij treaties to which we are party and recommend
nee:ded impTrovlments.
The International Convention Advisory
Comissj on, estalb.islhed by the Congress to advise the Secre-
raicy of the I,ter
ior on his responsibilities as the U.S.
, e tLit ic Authori tv under CITES, should review domestic
offorts to conserve species already protected by that ConvenLori and sldId
sutjgest needed actions including expanded
fforts to ii
non-U.S. endangered species.
C.

Techr.ji.]

Assistance

The presence of
rich plant,
long-term

and

anMima,

for Training

and Education

trained professionals
resources

is

countries with

a basic prerequisite for

protection of genetic diversity.
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in

The United States

can offer training to professionals
provide support to an (
foreign countr ies,

a id

help

build up

from otI:1her count.ries,
i

1.rain

st:itutions in

itii
orn(:,
among

he.p encouira go comultti

wildlife management and conservation pro fossionalis of the
Third World.
countries

in providing technical

isspit-anwe to developing

for training these professio(nals,

tlie United States

and other donor countries should conce ntrate offorts where the
resources are richest and the needs qroa-atOst.

A number of constructive avenues existL for expanded
support by the United States and o the r coontries for training
in protection of species and genetic diversity.

The

U.S.

Canada-sponsored park training course offered to Foreign
professionals at the University of. Michigan
gois
useful

an example of

training that can be offered in the United States.

The

World Wi.ldlife Fund and the University of Michi gan are just
comp.eting a study for AlD and the National

Park Service to

identify natural resource training needs in lKaLin America.
The study proposes a multilateral

5-year proqram with AID

support of $8 million and a larger amournt

oLher donors and the host countries.

cont r ibuted by

Trai ning

in wildlife

management is being offered at two excel lent col leges in
Mweka, Tanzania, and in Garoua, Cameroon, both of which could
benefit greatly from a modest assistance program of approxi
mately $100,000 per year.
Recommendation:

The

Fnteragency Task Force on Conservation of
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Biological Diversity should evaluate and recommend
hensive

program of U.S.

assistance

for

training

a compre

wildlife

management and conservation professionals of developing coun
tries.
The effort. should be coordinated with those of other
nations and international orcjani zations and should include the
following elements:
o

The United States, in cooperation with other developed
nations, should identify institutions in key developing
nations that have the potential to produce strong self
sustaining curricula in the conservation and management
of wild l.ving resources and should provide seed money
to those academic and non-academ ic traininn- inst itutions
to help them achieve these goals.
Lmphas is should be
;liven to interdisciplinary studies that int(olra~e t manage
ment of wild living resources and rur. I development.

0

Undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctoral- scholarships
and fellowships at U.S. institutions should be offered to
the most promising students from key developini nations.
This assistance should include interdiscijpli nary training
in ecology, environmental law, and living resource man
agement.
The training of indigenous systematic biolo
gists is of great importance ir. establishing priorities
for conservtion for each country.

o

The United States and other developed nations should
consider sponsoring exchange of graduate students,
postdoctoral students, and professional conservation
managers between less developed countries; the need
for scientific communication within the community of
developing nations is especially great.
It is particularly important that awareness be ircreased

among the world's political leaders and policymakers of the
implications of environmental instability from the destruction
of the world's living resources as well as the multiple bene
fits to be gained from their appropriate utilization.
Recommendation:
U.S. ambassadors and other senior officials
should put the U.S. concerns with global maintenance of
biological diversity on the agenda of their meetings with
foreign counterparts and raise the issue in appropriate
multinational forums.
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D.

Institution Building in Other Nations
Ther-e are sevural means by which developing nations can

be encouraged

to improve their institutions that carry out

conservation activities.

Article II of CTTES obligates its

parties -- including the United States and 59 other nations

-

to designate national Management and Scientific Authorities.
The authorities'
stat-us of all

responsibilities

can include monitoring the

wild plant and animal taxa

in

their countries

to help insure that exploitation does not carry a risk of
extincti.on.

An effectively

functioning Scientific Authority

may well have a catalytic effect in many developing countries,
stimulating

the development of environmental

awareness.

Recommendation:
The United States should provide assistance
to selected nations that are parties to CITES, to help improve
(iovcrnment institutions' ability to carry out conservation
effor:ts.
Assistance would be offered upon request of the
-ore:in government, after consultation with the State Depart
mont:.
A funding level of about $200,000 a year might be
appropr i a te.
;.

Design of Ecosystem Reserves
The desiJn of ecosystem reserves is fundamental to con

serving biological diversity, but relatively few studies have
addressed such issues as the minimum size of reserves and
their optimum distribution.
United

-2tates usually have a smaller scope

descr-iptions
or else

Applied ecology projects in the

of biological communities

(for example,

for impact assessment),

they are pure research projects without

relevance to the design of reserves.
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immediate

The genetics of wild,

dwindling populations and the role of slight climatic changes
on community structure and dynamics are other areas of applied
U.S. ecologists should coop

ecology that need further work.

erate with scientists in selected nations, international
organizations, and private groups to study these phenomena.
NSF, the Department of the Interior, and the
Recommendtion:
Forest Service should place high priority on increasing
funding for domestic and international research on the design
of ecosystem reserves, the genetics of dwindling populations,
and other relatively neglected issues identified by the Task
Force on the Conservation of Biological Diversity.
F.

Improving_U.S. AM)" ities To Offer Technical Assistance
The National

Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife

Service offer limited technical assistance to other countries,
mainly to carry out the U.S. effort to protect global biologi
With modestly expanded budgets and higher

cal diversity.

personnel ceiLings, they could improve their own existing
programs and

lend

technical expertise to AID and Peace Corps

programs as wel.
Chapter

0, Institutional Changes, discusses the general.

issue of providing technical, assistance, without reimbursement
to requesting foreign nations.
ence in conservation

With its knowledge and experi

of wild ]iving resources, the United

States is well quali fied to lend such assistance.
Additional

authority to send conservation professionals

for short-term expert consultancies abroad upon request would
further strengthen U.S.

ef forts to help othcr countries con
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,re

living resources

inn professionals

and habitat.

Such a corps of conserva

should not. be a large permanent orqaniza

,n but rather a flexible system whereby U .S.
state,

ii

*'i

or private organizations

ex<perts

cou.di_

made avail

to other nations to help them develop programs,

.i
*:e,

or managers

from

inst. itu

to improve their ability to manage

living

' Ira
1 resources.

,mienda t ions:
The rnited States should establish a corps of park,
wildlife, and forestry professionals for temporary
a1ssignmont abroad to assist other nat ions in developinig
t-he expertise and infrastruictures to manage their living
na)turnl
resources ef foct i.v.el]y.
he

I nteragency Task Force on Conservation of Biological
Peace Corp~s, and
oK h'r
appropriate fedoral agencies should hav.,o on the
st aFf of some overseas embassies or missi on s at: least one
.;ineci al ist
in wild living resources.

I) iversiLy should explore whether AID),

"nforcement
U.S.

of Controls on Trade

ability to control trade in
under CITES,

-:*tion

- Act

is

in

Prot"ected

the sp ecies

the Endancered Species Act,

inadequate.

Increased

Spwec-

s

listed for
and the

funding and personnel

nu.s should be provided for enforcement

of these U.S.

ijt ions.
,nodation:
The number of poi t inspectors and spec ia
':;
n the Fish and Wildlife Service should be
otibled.
.'(,,
a substantial increase i n resources should be
,,.to the Animal and Plant lea]th Insperti on Service and
S. n Service for f' I fi lin ; their responsi i it:ie
CITES, the Endangered
po io Act, and th Lacey Act.
r ,uct

ion of

Exoti(

... ... . ... .. ..... . . ... : - : _._.

Sp)ecis
1 ()+I__ _t

The introduction and spread of nonnative species have
caused severe damage to some of the world's ecosystems.

The

survival of native wild plants and a,.iiwals is threatened by
competition, direct destruction, or transmittal of disease
from the introduced species.

The TUCN has concluded that

introduction of exotic species is the third most important
cause of extinction of vertebrate species, accounting for 19
percent of known extinctions, compared with 67 percent for
habitat destruction and 37 percent for overexploitation.
Executive Order 11987 requires that federal agencies
restrict the introduction of exotic species into natural
ecosystems, to the extent permitted by law.

Exceptions may be

made when the Secretary of Agriculture or the Secretary of the
Interior finds that introductions of exotic species will not
have an adverse effect on the natural ecosystem.
issued in

1977,

directs agencies to promulgate rules and

regulations to implement
issued in

final

The Order,

it.

However,

none has yet been

form.

The Department of the Interior, in conjunc
Recommendati onl:
tion with th.-Department of Agriculture and other appropriate
promulgate rules and regulations to imple
agencies, sh, ud
The
ment fully E:xecutive Order 11987 as soon as possible.
Diversity
Biological
of
Conservation
Interagency Task Force on
should review the adequacy of state and federal controls on
introduction of ::xotic species.
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CHAPTER 6
COASTAL AND MARINE RESOURCES

The waters of the oceans and seas that cover 71
percent of the earth's surface play a major role in
moderating the earth's climate and, with proper care,
will

remain a major source of

food and other resources

that can help mankind meet projected shortages in coming
years.

These waters are also home to hundreds of thousands

of species of animals and plants.

Despite their great

importance to all mankind, there are qrowing threats to
coastal and marine ecosystems.

The threats are in the

form of urban and industrial development and destruction
of highly productive coastal wetlands and reef areas;
chemical and radioactive pollutants washed from the land,
discharged and dumped into the ocean, or deposited from
the atmosphere;

uncontrolled exploitation of ocean

resources; and mounting pressure on the world's fisheries.
At the heart of all issues concerning the oceans is
the fact that the oceans are a shared resource.

Effective

action to protect the marine ecosystem requires international
cooperation.

The United States, with its considerable

scientific and technical expertise --

and also as a

n .i.ficant source of the pollution and coastal development
th.<

threaten ocean

resources

-
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should play a leadership

role in efforts to protect the oceans.
Sustainable Fisheries Management

A.

Fishes and shellfish provide an important source of
for much of the world's population

protein
continue

increasing

and the
are,

human population

to harvest

ability

basis depends
of

the ocean

on maintaining

the whole system, even

the

on

the

thereby raising

resources,

failure.

likelihood of overexploitation and resource
Human

waters

coastal

the pressures

intensifying

fishery

remaining

world's

increasing

of productive

pollution

combination,

in

The

needed.

to be

and will

resources

the diversity

though all

on a sustainable

and

stability

of the biological

production may not be converted to direct, usable value
to human beings.
Both national and international programs are needed
to conserve ocean resources.

For example, the U.S.

is estimated to contain

Fishery Conservation Zone

percent of the world's supply of
living marine resources.

traditionally exploited

Other countries also control

considerable portions of the oceans' resources
economic
within

zones.

The United

these proposed

20

in their

States and other countries

zones must develop and adopt new

management techniques, particularly those that take into
account

the

target

other associated

species'

species,

complex
including
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relationships

with

marine mammals and

endangered

spacies,

to avoid the decline or loss of both

target and other 1living resources.

The Draf t Law of the

Sea lruaty encoll r(Ies comp)rehensi ve coastal nation management
of

f i-sh stocks within proposed 200-mile economic
The hai-vest

of

heretofto re underutiiized

off ers some hope of- yielding more marine
for human use,

but

economic

ecological probl.ems wi.1

processing,

zones.

1 .ishstocks

living resources
marketing,

need to be overcome.

and

In add i tion,

al.though the harvest of new species could be an important
source of protein, the harvest of some
kril].)

(such as Antarctic

may create new ecological problems for

the oceans.

As human ability to cause Irreversible changes increases,
we need to understand better the intricate

processes

that

suistain marine ecosystems in order to protect their value
to all mankind.
1.

Fisheries manaqement in the United States

During the last 4 years, there have been significant
accomplishments

in

managing major

Fishery Conservation

the U.S.

Zone under the Fisheries Conservation

and Management Act of 1976
year,

fisheries in

(FCMA).

However, ear.lier this

the National Academy of Sciences noted that recent

experience in stock assessment "indicates the need to
introduce new theoretical concepts and experimental
techniques that will. increase ecological information to
management

."

A broader understanding of the optimum
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approach
yield concept and the dynamics of the multispecies
the use
to management can help the United States increase
of an essential resource.

By means of technical assistance

through FAO and AID, it can also help developing countries
manage their own fisheries resources

(see below).

A large U.S. technical conference -- involving federal
of
and state government fishery managers; representatives
Regional Fishery Management Councils; academic, industry
(commercial and recreational),

and other nongovernmental

fisheries specialists -- should be held.

The conference

would review implementation of marine fisheries management,
analyze problems encountered, discuss innovative management
techniques, and suggest improvements to the federal fishery
management process.

Jurisdictional issues

(state, federal,

international) might also be addressed at such a technical
conference.

Another subject might be the ability of the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA), under

present fisheries legislation, to protect habitat essential
to maintenance of fish stocks.
Preparation for a U.S. fisheries conserRecommendation:
vation and management strategy conference to be held in
It is anticipated that
1982 should begin immediately.
the preparatory research and conference itself will
require $100,000.
2.

Fisheries management in developing countries

A common fundamental problem faced by developing
coastal nations is lack of accessible and usable scientific
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and management expertise to realize, on a sustainable
basis, the potential benefits of their fisheries resources.
Although management techniques of the United States can
undoubtedly be improved, our knowledge can be more effectively
shared with other countries.

Besides AID and FAO programs,

NOAA has an international mandate through the Sea Grant
Program for cooperative

efforts with developing countries,

including exchanges respecting "assc.ssment, development,
utilization and conservation" of coas, a]. and marine resources.
At present, Sea Grant funds are used primarily for research by
U.S.

universities.

Recommendation:
The Sea Grant Program should explore with AID
the expansion of projects to develop fishery science and
management techniques in coastal developing countries.
In
addition, the United States should increase its bilateral
support, through AID and the Peace Corps, and its multilateral
funding of FAO for fisheries management projects in developing
countries.
3.

Needed research

Several areas involving fisheries need further
research.

The Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic

Marine Living Resources is one of the first to use an eco
system approach to fisheries management.

Research on this

approach could have wide applicability and deserves high
priority in the U.S. Antarctica program.
Incidental catch of nontarget species in the course of
fishing is one of the most economically wasteful and
ecologically destructive aspects of aquatic living resource

1]07

management.

For example, in warm water shrimp fisheries,

a large percentage of the total catch is discarded.
Applied resea rch is needed on equipment, design, and
alternyive c-tch techniques to minimize the catch of
nontargeL sp, ies.

The successful reduction of the

incidental catch of porpoises in U.S. tuna fishing should
be repeated for other marine mammals, sea turtles, and
seabirds affected by other fisheries.

Research is also

needed to find direct or indirect uses for some kinds
of incidentally caught organisms, which themselves may
constitute substantial protein sources.

What is now an

accidental catch may have substantial econoAic value to
the fisheries industry.

Before promoting increased use

rather than minimization of incidental catch, however,
we must also understand the ecological implications
from use of sich nontraditional species.
The National Marine Fisheries Service of
Recommendation:
,OAA should uiO'oitake research needed to implement the Con
vention on th,1 Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resourcor , t- devise strategies to minimize the impacts of
incidenLai Ik,- during commercial exploitation of marine
fish, and Or povide for the efficient utilization of the
protein obtKiwel incidentally.
H.

a]i habiitat Protection

;or1

sip'd proc
,,

where

ity of the ecosystems of the coasts,
Lcti''

mnuwoot: s the sea, is essential Lo alleviate

projecto, s;ho1tarjs of food.
percent

:

It is estimated that 60-80

c mme ,cial1.ly valuable marine fish ry species
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use estuaries, salt marshes, or mangrove swamps or other
nearshore oceanic areas for habitat at some point in
their life cycles.

The Chesapeake

Bay,

for

example,

accounts for 25 percent of the nation's $80 million crab
industry, and Long Island's Great South Bay claims a
hard clam industry with an annual retail value of $100
million.

Reef habitats also provide food and shelter for

large numbers of fish, invertebrate, and plant species.
Yet many indicators point to increasing destruction
or pollution of coastal ecosystems.
is

Rapid urban expansion

likely to continue claiming coasta1l. wetland areas for

development.
lives in

At present, 60 percent of the U.S. population

counties bordering the nation's

the Great Lakes),
1990.

shoreline

(including

a number which may reach 75 percent by

Of the world's 10 largest metropolitan areas, 7

border existing or former estuarine regions.

Historically,

coastal areas have been favored by industry, especially
for energy facilities, and by recreational development.
Upstream manipulation of estuarine river systems through
dams or diversion for agriculture and municipal water
supplies can also destroy estuarine habitats as irrevocably
as direct dredging, filling, or paving.

Federal leasing

of the outer continental shelf will also accelerate in
many areas.

If projected trends are realized, there will

be a substantial

increase in

coastal. and marine polution

such as aciriculture;

from land-based activities

disposal

logcing ; water resource development;
and energy production,

spols;

The diversity,

sy'stiems

and p-ouctivLty of

renewab Le marine resources wil] be severely
Pol lution in

the coastal zone,

sewage,

industrial wastes,

runoff,

is

the best hopes

one of

in

st ressed.

by domestic
f ertilizer

deve] opin,; countries

may threaten the development. of aquaculture -

it

wher-e

especially

and pesticide and

of special concern

of dredge

arinl distr-ibut ing

processing ,

stabili ty,

industry;

countries.

for protein-poor

U.S. coastal resources

1.

The Fish and Wildlife Service and NOAA are presently
(zonductinq
<coastal

inventories of

the nation's wetlands and

fish and wildlife resources and

their habitats.

These inventories will augment understanding

of various important. living resources of

sensitivities
i
coa s t:a

and maine areas to the impacts of deve I]oplient.
industri<es where

TIhe studies will not. attempt to tell
-11(,y

of the

can or cannot locate

,-lert industry and government
potential

--

facilities

but

to areas with

for conflict with environmental

rather will
the greatest

vailue-s before

i-,ources are committed.
)espi te the importance of wetland-estari-ne systems,
:

o
r-otec t: ion of

yev,-i\, d

i gecIIies

these ecosystems
include

is

the coastal
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serinus]I.y frqmented.
stat,s,

the Lnviron

mental Protection Agency

(under the Clean Water Act),

the Army Corps of Engineers (under the Clean Water Act
and the Rivers and Harbors Act:),
Inter ior
Act of

t:he Depaftment

oF the

(th rough planning mandated in the 13s!:uary Protection
and NOAA (with author-ity and Cand ing to

1968),

estahbish a nationa]1 system of es tuarine snctua ries
under the Coastal Zone Management Act of

1976, as amended).

Recomnmendation:
The Departments of Comm.o ce and Interior
should complete, as soon as pos.. b,
invet ories and
mapping of wetlands, estuaries, arri er i.linds, marshes,
mangroves, coral reefs, and other cos
a, ecos.'stems;
an interaqency working group should devo.] or a coordinated
program for protect ion of stuaries and a'',;"rshore oceanic
a rc ,s.

2.

International coastal resources

The United States should share information with
other countries on the importance of cu tstal wetland
estuarine systems, coral reefs, and other coastal ecosystems;
insure that its own efforts, either domettcal].y or in
foreign assistance, are not involved in
of important coastal resources;
internationa.

org.anizations

the destruction

supt

he efflforts of

that [ru tur rc.stal areas;

exchange .i.nformation with other countries;

and provide

scientif ic and technical assistance to nt:hor countries.
Recommendat i rs
O

NOAA'"s Off-ice of Coastal Zon, M.na;:lmen
should
nit:.rate exchanges and t:ra in in
p),-:;" ms with other
count-ries- on common coastal
;. .r:"
1 i n,sp cially
imp'or tant

to

seek

syrltomr.ic ,d1"

M[

r

1

:

or7

nyormat.on

and standardized terminology and classification of
resources within the coastal zone through international
on the NOAA and Fish and WildMIifM
agreement, builldin
Service systems presently in use.
o

Accession to the Convention on Wetlands of Inter
national Importance (the Ramsar Convention) would be
a symbolLcally important commitment to conservation
of unique resources in the coastal zone and should
be seriously considered.

C.

Pollution
Nearly all kinds of pollutants ultimately enter the

oceans via dumping, discharge, runoff, or atmospheric
deposition.

Thus monitoring and assessment of marine

pollution and its impacts can provide warning of problems
emerging from the cumulative effects of human activities.
It is anticipated that no major measurable impacts on the
earth's open oceans will appear during the next

20 years,

in part becatuse of the ocean's capacity to dilute waste
material.

However, the i.me great volume makes it very

difficult or even impossibi,

D remove toxic substances

from the ocean, once they are recognized as a serious
problem.

The growing quantities of pollutants flushed

daily through the coastal zone and into the oceans represent
a risk of uncertain magnitude and longevity.
Internat:.ionai agreements on control of marine p.l ution
have addressed cuntaminat ion by petroleum, radioacti
materials, and dumping of wastes at sea, but the largest
source o: marine pollution -- land-based outfatis and
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runoff and atmospheric emissions of synthetic organic
chemicals and heavy metals -effectively

have not usually been

reguq]at-ed or even monitored.

important ".o Ost)aLish

It

is

and monitor the marine environment's

assimilative capacity for. pollutants as a basis

in

the face of increasing

data collection and monitoring
of environmenLal
and

for

to protect the continued productivity of the

planning
oceans

highly

pollution.

Sccessful

require the phased integration

data systems which are presently separate

incompatibLe.
Despite the existence of a U.S.

Federal Plan and an

Interagency Coinmitee oon Ocean Pollution Research,
ment,

i,

and Monito:

there

overall assessments
the extensLve

and the risk of
assessment

of

Throu(;h

coriit

the

,

:

sponsored Ly JILI.
through

t.

,f

expanded

needed.

Reg;ional Seas Program being
Programme and govern

;me elements

d

d,,ncc

a

the ocean

United States could make a major con

iN ;viironment

t:he r-<g ion.

is

Given

monitoring
,:i
of our own land

to the, darihb,
LI

mode led on

to be noted in

ind t rends

ions

asse-.smenta

deve loped Lv the
ments of

imp)acts

quality.

s.ow recovery or irreversibility,

based pollutSion,
tribution

no clear statutory mandate for

of marine environmental
f-o1

time

is

Develop

:cv q ted
--

of

the program are

iterranean Action Plan,
i-

1980.

The United States,

ate and NOAA,

1]3

can make a major

contribution to this effort.

The Caribbean Regional Seas

Program is discussed further in Chapter 10,

Institutional

Changes.
Recommendation:
NOAA and other relevant U.S. government
agencies should initiate a large-scale comprehensive
assessment of inputs into and impacts of major pollutants
on coastal and ocean areas from all land-based activities
within the United States.
D.

Marine Sanctuaries
The United States should pursue Marine Sanctuary

designations for areas within its own jurisdiction or
containing resources under its jurisdiction, as part of
conservation efforts for particular regions, species,
groups of species, or kinds of ecosystems.

Sanctuaries

may include marine resources entirely within U.S. waters,
or areas of protection for internationally significant
migratory marine species that move through U.S. waters,
to facilitate coordinated protection of living marine
resources.
With the increased pressures on living marine resources
projected for the year 2000, it is of urgent importance to
commit resources to a full-scale effort to identify and con
serve unique and representative marine ecosystems.

Marine

areas selected for conservation can serve to maintain breeding
stocks, can be used as research areas against which changes
can be measured, and can provide for public education.
Recommendation:

NOAA should continue its program to
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develop the necessary documentation for establishment of
Marine Sanctuaries, in cooperation with the Fish and
Wildlife Service and other institutions concerned with
marine conservation, and should place special emphasis on
migratory species' habitats where international action
will be required. The Department of State should use the
criteria developed by NOAA and other concerned agencies
to prepare or modify, as appropriate, bilateral and multi
lateral management agreements to ensure that ecologically
sound protection is afforded to migratory species which
use habitats beyond U.S. jurisdiction.
E.

Whalinc[
In

1979,

the International

Whaling Commission

(TWC)

established a moratorium on commercial whaling from
factory ships
whale).

(except for the relatively numerous minke

This action was a positive step to protect several

species and stocks of whales.

The United States has long

been committed to a moratorium on all commercial whaling
and should continue efforts to obtain it.
Recommendation: The United States should continue to
support a moratorium on all commercial whaling until the
scientific basis for setting quotas on whale stock is
strengthened sufficiently to assure the whales' continued
existence; member nations of the IWC reliably supply the
data needed to set catch limits; iWC members are no
longer purchasing whale products from, or transferring
whaling technology and equipment to, or otherwise supporting,
nonmember nations or pirate whaling ships.
F.

Antarctica
Nations of the world share a common interest in

protecting the unique ecological and scientific values of
the Antarctic region, includ;ng both the continent and
the Southern ocean.

The new Antarctic Convention on the

Conservation of Marine Living Resources is the first world
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Lo be based on ecosystem management prin

fishery agreement
ciples;

the United States was a leader in

ecosystem concept.

and has not been

The Convention

implemented.

now take a leading

role in

is

(leveloping the

not yet

imp.ementing

:ho Convention
research.

krill. may turn out to be an important source
feed.

ecosystem,

it

is

also essential

of

Antarctic
food or

to the natural Antarctic

serving as the main source of

whales and other organisms of

effect

The United States should

properly on the basis of the necessary

animal

in

food for the

the Southern ocean.

Research

on sustainable use of the krill aF well as on other
Antarctic fisheries is essential.
The 13 parties to the Antarctic treaty of 1959 are
now considering the development of a mineral resources
regime for Antarctica
and gas
in
U.S.

(and other minerals)

Antarctica and,
position and

tenth meeting
o

to determine whether offshore oil

in

if

so,

activities

where and how.

leadership,

Reflecting

the

the parties agreed at their

1979 that a regime

assessing

should take place

should include:

the possible impact of mineral re

source activities in the Antarctic environment
in

order to provide

for informed decisionmak

ing;
o

determining whether mineral resource activities
will be acceptable;

11 6

o

governing the ecological, technological, polit
ical,

legal, and economic aspects of those

activities in cases where they would be deter
mined acceptable, including:
(a)

establishing,
regime,
of

(b)

as an important part of the

rules relating to the protection

the Antarctic environment;

requiring that mineral

and

resource activities

undertaken pursuant to the regime be under
taken in

compliance w'th such rules.

Lecommendations:
The United States should ratify the Convention on the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources and
should play a leading role in iplementing it.
We
should support conduct of the necessary research, by
other-nations as well as ourselves, to carry out the
treaty's concepts of ecosystem management.
The United States should continue its
leadership role
in ensuring adequate attention to the unique AnLarctic
environment as possible offshore oil and gas activities
in Antarctica are considered.
Before any development
activities are permitted, there must be sufficient
scientif-ic information to allow an informed decision
on whether the activities
should take place at all
and,
if the answer is affirmative, where activities
may
occur and under what conditions and safeguards.
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CHAPTER 7
WATER RESOURCES

All the human needs for water -- for agriculture, indus
try, drinking water and household use, and sewage disposal -
will greatly increase over the next 20 years.

Demands for

water for irrigated ag.riculture, which accounts for almost
three-quarters of human water use, are expected to double
worldwide by the year 2000 if sufficient capital is availa
ble to construct the necessary dams, canals, and pipes.

In

one-half the countries of the world, population growth alone
will cause demands for water to double over the next 20
years.
The extent and the severity of water resource problems
facing the world in the next two decades are not precisely
known because detailed data on water availability and water
quality by region are presently unobtainable for vast parts of
the globe.
i.ndeed,

Yet it is clear that the problems will be serious;

they a]iready are in many drought-stricken areas and

in parts of
ram!pant.

the Thi rd World where water-borne disease is

The avahib

0

evidence suggests that without con

certed efforts to the contra y, reliable water supplies will
increasingly be disrupted because of damage to watersheds,
and contamination ins
all. during a perjod

likely to increase by the year 2000 -
in whi.clh demand will rise because of

I18

drinking water, food, energy, and industrial needs.

Defores

tation is expected to be particularly damaging to water
less developed countries.

resources in

if

to Global 2000,

According

all

the fresh water in

there

globe were evenly distributed among the world's people,

be 3.5 Limes more water per person than needed in

would still

at present

the year 2000;

Nevertheless,

10 to 1.

Of course,

make more water avai lable
water that

is

in

fresh water,

including those

arid regions,

"structural" projects --

and to use the

dams or irrigation

There are also many nonstructural

alternatives,

including preservation of wetlands for flood control,
ranqe of water conservation

whol.e

to

One major approach

avail]abl.e more effectively.

to undertake

systems.

to

minv kinds of projecLs can be undertaken

the distribution of

improve

is

the ratio is

distributod very unequally over the earth's surface.

is

water

the

techniques,

of incustr Ial water to planting of drought-

and a

from recycling
or salt-tolerant

crop varieties.
As the e:xperience of Eqypt with the Aswan Hiigh Dam
shows,

however,

i.t is

to plan water resource manage

essential

ment effor ts .nters.i vely within the context of all. other
resources

and needs.

of the projet
in

(p;eoplei

I n that case, the neqat ve consequences
diisplaced,

loss of the sardine fishery

the Med iterranean which once produced one-half of Yqypt's

fish,

sa linization nf

irrigated
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lands,

spread of

schistosomiasis through irrigation canals) undercut its
benefits

(doubling of agricultural potential on irrigated

soils and

the potential. to produce 8,000 megawatts of elec

tricity).

Worldwide, irrigated agriculture is projected to

increase 50 million hectares by 1990.

Yet already, one-half

the irrigated land in the world has been damaged by saliniza
(accumulation of salts),

tion

(from poor drainage).
resources will

alkalinization, and waterlogging

Effective, sustainable use of water

require,

in both the developed as well as the

less developed nations, much better data on water resources
and

needs,

greatly

management,

increased

improvements

in

attention

to planning and

water quality,

and advances

both application and use of water conservation
Data, Policy,

A.

and

Water resoCurces

techniques.

Planning

will

be critical to increasing world

food supplies

in coming years as well as to a variety of

other

Yet,

and

needs.

as roted above,

data on water

needs are very poor, and strategies

address water

resource

in

needs

are

availability

for how best to

often non-e "istent.

Knowl

edge of ground water potential and drawdowns is particularly
inadequate.

World water

commodity;

yet

are an

yet insufficient thought

to how best
cultural,

resources

to deveIop :tnd manage

indstrial,

sustainably.

and domestic
Fjrther

is currently being given

them so as to meet agri
needs more effectively

complicating

1.20

extremely valuable

these efforts

is

the

fact that many water resources cross national boundaries and
may

thus be

the subj ect of confl1ict or,

at

any rate,

frag

and management.

mented plia nn.1.ng

The United Statoes should est:ablish an Inter
Recommendat:ion:
agency Committee on Glubal Water Supply and Management,
The n o]cciica1 Survey
chaired by the U.M. nr o1ogical Su rvey.
in the world
qanjzat:ions
or
science
water
leadinn
the
is one of
cu-rently
ram,
prog
ac:tivities
and, through its intoAnational
in many
i,dit:
o(:0
ical
J
hydrolo(
on
has deve]opiod e:.:plolt i;i
ieos and
countIr
M
Lhr
with
rk
wJO
countries. 'Tho Colmin tee shou..d
data
bette
lop
deve
to
tutions
appropriate i.nternat ional inst
a
on
needs
and
lability
avai
resource
and moni toring of water
of
areas
identify
to
wor]ldwide,
and
basis
country-by-country
nationS over water resources, ton determine
how the United S;tates can best contri.l ute toward developing
In
research needs.
solutions to wator noeds, and to identify
the Commi.Ltee should seek ways for the Uni.ted
particular,
St ates to share o:.o rtiise and knowlwdge and exc:hange in forma
sssment of water
a
ass
r n1at ions on envi ronmen ta
tion wi th athi
conflict betweli

resource deve.lop mpenL projects, nonstrucstructura1 alternatives
to such projects which may be more environmentally sound, and
wate r con soervation tochn iques.
B.

.:n
W[

:in}inj__
TIa
The

traini

o

ri

r Resources Management
professionals and

technicians in water

resources manaomunt is of special importance in achieving
sustained relief from water shortages.

Solutions to water

problems may reoqu.ire anything from in-depth scienti1ic knowl
edge of hydroioqiy
To avoi.dI

to basic competence in mainta.ning pumps.

losing agr7icultural

land through water logging,

salinization, and alkalinization in irrigation projects in
particular requires a high degree of water management and
design ski.ls.

Water conservation, an alternative to develop

ing new supplies, requires a knowledge of conservation
technologies,

traini

ng

for maintenance, and education of
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the

public to the need for such measures.

Although not dramatic,

repair and maintenance of existing urban water systems
leakage may account
much more economic

fir one-half of water usage)

(where

are often

than development of new supplies.

Recommendation:
The United States should improve its bi
lateral technical assistance in water resources management
and its multilateral efforts in cooperation with other
nations in the following ways:

o

1Expand AID and Peace Corps training programs on water
supply and management

o

Increase funding for the Food and Agriculture Organi
zation (FAO) efforts to distribute information and
training in irrigation water management to farmers

o

Through bilateral and international programs provide
financial assistance and equipment and assign teachers
to educational institutions in developing countries to
promote more effective water management, including con
servation and economic methods of reusing and recycling
water

o

Prepare training manuals in local languages, geared to
specific aspects of water supply and management

o

Make full use of the skills and services of professional
societies and public and private institutions in the
water resource field, including the U.S. Geological
Survey, to assist developing country needs

o

Undertake an expanded international exchange fellowship
program focused on nondegree training in management,
organization, and water policy

o

Support, through the National Academy of Sciences,
global water problem mitigation planning by the Inter
national Institute of Applied Systems Analysis.

C.

Research
There are many promising avenues for making better use

of water resources which deserve immediate attention.
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The U.S. government should seek to encourage
Recommenda tion:
and expand both public and private and domestic and inter
nat:ional, research efforts in the following areas:
p between

crop yield

and water

0)

The relationshi

o

Water and crop management methods for reducing the
(uantity of water used for i rrigation

o

Research and development of high-yi.eld crops which use
less water or poorer quality water.

).

Dri-nk in!

Water and Sanitation

In 1975 the World Health Organization

(WHO)

estimated

that approximately 60 percent of the population in developing
countries lacked adequate water supplies because of deteri
orat:.i nq qua1ity or prohibitive distance from supply.

Roughly

four-fifths of the world's rural population lacked access to
.. fe,

reliable drinking water supplies.

In the politically

more powerful, and logistically easie- to serve, urban centers,
about one-quarter of the people

lack safe,

reliable drinking

water supplies; however, with the explosion of spontaneous
settlements around urban cente-s projected for the year 2000,
it

will be a major accomplishment

service.

In 1975,

to maintain this level of

about two-thirds of the population of

doveloping countries lacked access to suitable waste disposal
systems.

lhy nine-tenths of the rural population and
Rouqb

about one-quarter of the urban populations

lacked adequate

Today more than 500 million people

sanitation facilities.

are affected each year by water-borne or water-related
diseases

--

dysentery, malaria, schistosomiasis, and others.
/1
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Most of the afflicted are children.
The years 1980-90 have been designated by the United
Nations as the International Drinking Water Supply and
Sanitation Decade.
program,

The steering committee for the Decade

chaired by the UN Development

made up of eight agencies,
staffed by WHO.
in

Program

(UNDP) , is

including the World Bank,

and is

The United States should actively participate

this multinational effort.

In

addition,

the United States

should give the water needs of the rural poor a high priority
in its bilateral AID and Peace Corps assistance efforts.
Recommendation:
The United States should actively participate
in multinational efforts to assure safe drinking water.
This
includes continued support of the activities
of the UN Decade
on Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation.
In U.S. bilateral.
programs for assistance to developing countries, assuring safe
drinking water should be an important goal.
E.

Conflict Resolution
Water

resources

represent a great potential for conflict

because of competing demands on limited supplies or because
of deterioration

in quality through use.

Conflicts exist

both within national boundaries and between adjacent coun
t ries.

The projections of Global 2000 suggest that such

disputes will

increase dramatically.

lor disputes,

conflict resolution arrangements often do not

Despite the potential

exist in international treaties or are not adequately ad
dressed.
r(icoi
rucnd at on:
11-ent of St-c;'ts

The Central Intelligence Agency, the Depart
Bureau of Intelligence and Research, the

12'1

Department of Defense, and other concerned agencies should
inform the National Security Council of any potential con
over water resources and, as required, provide detail.ed
flicts
The Water Resources Council
analyses of those s ituations.
planning as to potential.
anticipatory
lar
iii
.;
should udertkC
of the risk to
Because
conflict~s within the United States.
countries,
other
e
encoura
peace, the IJr .i. ted States should

and shouldt itsoelfT, establish confl ict resolut ion arrangements
or he p resolve future international water
which can m itqnta
(;l()l)a l wat..,ri assessments should identify oxisting
con Fl icts.
or potentii.al t roublt, spot:s and emergi.nq conflicts ea_r Iy
enouglh to al low dev elopment of measures to avo:i d conflict.
Possible conf1.licts involving the United States shoulid, of
The Un.ted States
ye particular attention.
course, rece iv
should provi de financia. and technical support for the data
collection, pl.anning studi.es, and evaluations performed by
appropriate that
it is particularly
regional institot:ions.
to encourage
treaties
international
explore
States
the United
aflfecting
potential1ly
projects
of
assessments
environmental
sha red

r:sou rces.
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CHAPTER 8
GLOBAL POLLUTION

Many parts of this report concern threats to the earth's
renewable resource base resulting from extreme poverty, the
absence of economic development, and the scarce possibilities
for making a living in nondestructive ways.
only one part of
problems.

These threats are

the story of global resource and environment

The earth's

life support systems

are also

threat

ened by certain byproducts of economic development and
industrial growth.

Contamination from hazardous substances

or man-induced climate modification could affect virtually
every aspect of the earth's ecosystems and resource base.
This section offers recommendations

for action to prevent

global contamination from hazardous substances and global
atmospheric and climate problems.
A.

Contamination from Hazardous Substances
The

increasing use of hazardous substances over

past three decades is

the source of growing global concern.

While human beings benefit greatly
science, at the same
other toxic
products

fundamental
virtually

all

time, careless

substances

and waste
dangers

the

and

from the advances of
use of pesticides and

the haphazard

from chemical
to plant,

and energy

animal,

areas of the world.

1.26

disposal of by

and

processes pose

human

life

in

The United

StatLu s

domestic

1eq.isaLi on

emphasis

in

tat:ion

the

of ex.. st

t o address p.uti.on

UnAit
i.ng

for the most part,

has,

St.aLs

imiust:

eqi.slation

and

adequate

problens.

Pr.imary

on ofPctive

be

contiinued

iO
mplomen

mionitor.ing

a nd

study of the fate and e [fects of hazardous substances.
Internationally,

there

and standL rdi zation of
concern ing

use and

is

a basic need

for wider sharing

infomnation among many countries
of

c)cu(:lrorece

hazardous

subs-; Lances,

basic

toxicolog ica . informa tion,

and

for spec ific intern at-ional

action and agreements are a.so

treatment procsses.

Needs

apparent.

1.

1]ntr(.riat i ona I harmoni zation and woo d inatiun

Although count tr.ios vary considerably

toward tox.ic substances problems,

in

their

internationa

attitudes

l.y consistent

approaches can bp mut.ual ly Lenefic i.ii and may s,)met m10s be
essential.

Tox.i c

boundaries -foods,

in

sub
me',
nay

:.

ances

do

cross

thoem

con:-sumer- product:;,

as chemical ;.wa utns.

not

as

al ways

in air

i.miported

r,.;pat

and
bulk

national.

wate
or,

iA

chemicals,

'JT)xic substances aif(ectinq(j

or

the gl.obal

commons such as tho or,an and stratospihere may ho cotrotlable
only through

int

rnat i onra . ac tion.

Many governments
legisl.ation

to control

are developing

or have recenttly enacted

tLoxic substances.

control progrmams diffe: subLast nt.a.ly
they have a corrunon olj-ct.iv,

--

Although

from country

these
to country,

the protection of human
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health and the environment.

However, differences in requla

t ry approahes

may strain financial,

r.;<uircs.

exanple.,

iments,

Foi

aI

technical, and human

differences in testing, data reuiiirie

laratLory practices could lead to refusal by one

cotuntry t o ,ucopt , as valid, information from another.
Indust ry

ai

someiovernments
."W

th.L J i ite .ries
lead

conel

in degree and type of control measures

t" nnntari ff barriers

Al t houi-,h t here
mont on the need
,a sy mat Ler
onees

arimIc '

vol. it ica],

int:erpreLing
!i

' risks

and

r10i

I,the
,1101,,
P 'ouv'i,"

-

ct

irnt

lead to substantial

the same body of scientific data
benefits of

toxic substances

there are significant language and
i.nternational exchange of infor

i. S. pol icy should recognize the need for
reement. on harmonization and coordination of

,,l

rtad t
I

to

Differ

economic, cultural , scientific,

values and experience

imn,.,imr.its

,f ,,.s W

1,ut

,

in addition,

.chnicai

, l

in

,ijt i to

o:ntrwl,;s.

i. cOflnns:
u[i{ter : I

much good will and theoretical agree

for international cooperation, it is no

oIni ca

n:os

of

is

to trade.

t,( reach practical working arrangements.

i.
n soc ial

and te(h-hn
,i

are also seriously concerned

ha:zardous substances and waste.

Specifi

ates should:

, con, iuing
work of the Organization for
.'-"porat.on and Development (OECD)
in deve]opirn
, iI
idelines for testing of chemicals and for

In tn!_ir;n; ivn of a favorable conclusion of the OECD
w"rk, hain working on an interagency effort led by the
2-tat.
O,.,iLient
on a possible broader agreement- which
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would seek to harmonize
chemicals

industri.al

in

the control of hazardous
OECD

than current

areas other

work.
o

by the State Depart
t,n1y grout), baed
Form In i.nte:
ment, to ex-amine coordination of chemi-cz ]s-related
oa .1rcinizaitions il.nc udin( the
effort-s of' interna t ilana
United Nat ions Envi ronment Proq.oramme and the World
would
The (tOtp
).
Cli'
di .
J1<$ W('i
h )I1III i ZjI Ini M-1,
;ia 1
and would
in t.hese efforts
part-icitpation
i.
spearhoid
ins in agreement on industrial
rw
lecentoalso c1ni(ti - h
foods,
ii
kide pesticides,
ni ht 1e- :xpla1ided(-l {o inc.I
i
chiiO
i pro(nt
s.;
cirujsJ , Inld
-.

o

I-'(,e(Ie r a I

p
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under

Substances

on

the

for some

considerat ion

Policy has been

Export

export of such substances
cortamiinants

dangerous

to undermine

and

the export

consent of the

problem,

out

in

--

have

the tin ited

of banned

Policy

not

firms

SUllmary of U.S.

only

American-made

h

provides

but tends

products.

less developed

eT
the knowledge

To add r.ss

thi.s

a more uniIform

notifications
restricted

regulatory

1-29

introduces

environment

products without

legall.y required

States has

The unrestrained

proposed.

them poorer,

ur(g,"

which are

time and a Hazardous

the global

export of many banned or significantly
and an annual

subr.-tan-ices

importing governnent.

the proposed

for carrying

into

many of

--

nations of the world
not permit

by U.S.

con fidenco

foreign

countries

Importing

of

export

~icted or ha niled in

,;r

si (nificant]y
been

'al dtia and information
other countries and inter

l,]stablish :co-rd inited cllti
wi Lb
systems ana exihiines
nat iOi I organ izoi ions.

actions

of

procedure

the
substances

regarding

hazardous substances.
The Policy also provides, in certain very limited
circumstanc3s, for export controls under the authority of
the Export Administration Act.

Such controls would be

considered for extremely hazardous banned and significantly
restricted products whose export would cause clear and
significant harm to the foreign policy interests of the
United States.
The Policy also calls for enhanced efforts to seek
international agreement on principles involved in the export
of hazardous substances.
Recommendation:
Exports of hazardous substances should be
better controlled.
Specifically, an Executive order should
be issued implementing the Hazardous Substances Export
Policy as proposed in the Federal Register and revised
pursuant to comments.
In addition, the State Department, in
cooperation with other agencies, should seek international
agreement on nazardous substances export policy.
3.

Hazardous wastes

What the United States, as one of the world's largest
generat

-s of hazardous waste, does with its waste has global

ramifications.

Other countries may be affected, through

both intentional and inadvertent export.

Improvement in

the ability to handle wastes domestically will benefit not
only the United States but other countries as well.
Recommendation:
To improve U.S. ability to handle hazardous
wastes and protect human health, the U.S. government should:
o

Encourage states to grapple with the issue of siting
hazardous waste facilities and guarantee continued
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federal assistance on siting problems.

o

Convene the Second National Waste Exchange Congress to
encourage trading of industrial wastes and byproducts
as an alternative to disposal.

0

Establish specific programs to identify and use relevant
foreign science and technology related to control,
recovery, and recycling of wastes. Technology on waste
centrol from other countries is, in certain instances,
much superior to what now exists in the United States.
Large benefits could accrue from a minimal expenditure
of funds.
4.

Hazardous wastes export policy

It is important that the hazardous waste problem now
being faced by the industrialized nations not be "solved"
simply by transferring it to less developed nations who are
nV<en less able to prevent or mitigate adverse impacts.

The

uncontrolled export of hazardous wastes from the United
SttCe

could damage our reputation as a responsible member of

t-he international community as well as our bilateral relations
with a recipient country and, in some instances, its neigh
boys.
Once a hazardous waste leaves the territorial juris
diction of the United States, the United States

.oqes its

ability to regulate transportation, storage, and disposal
activities.

The best way

.o ensure that movements of

hazardous wnstes are properly conducted to protect the global
commons and the health and environment of al
international agreement.

nations is by

In the meantime, it is necessary

for the United States to exercise restraint to protect its
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own foreign policy interests as well as the world environment.
Hazardous waste exports, unlike chemical substances,
con
generally offer no benefits that must be considered in
junction with the disadvantages, they do not contribute to a
positive balance of trade

(we usually pay to export them),

and they pose recognized hazards to health and the environ
Thus a general presumption against their export seems

ment.

reasonable.

Nevertheless, because there is a severe shortage

of adequate disposal

facilities, there may be situations in

which export is mutually beneficial to the United States and
the recipient country in order to take advantage of the most
practical and environmentally sound disposal options.
Procedures for regulating the export of
Recommendation:
One mechanism is to use
hazardous waste should be developed.
the Export Administration Act, with regulation similar to
that of the proposed Hazardous Substances Export Policy
except that the presumption against export would be stronger.
Another action is to seek an amendment to the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) to control exports of
The Environmental Protection Agency's
hazardous waste.
regulations already require notification
RCRA
current
(EPA)
export.
of
In addition, efforts should be made, working through OECD
and UNEP, to reach agreement with other countries on common
criteria for transportation, storage, and disposal; for
labeling hazardous waste:s in international comnerce; and
for full notification and disclosure of all pertinent infor
mation to receiving nations.
5.

Trade

in

hazardous

For a variety of reasons
costs),

substances

(taxes, labor costs, regulatory

the manufacture of hazardous substances outside the

United States and other developed countries appears to be
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increasing.
in

Many hazardous substances industries are locating

developing countries,

where

}Lyn oducts of the manufacturing

the capability
process is

to control

inadeiuato

:''--Z0nlendation:
A U.S. interagency study should e-amine the
n-or.em of location of hazardous industries in developing
!:c.
1 .- es.
The study should emphasize assessment- of the
rbJbem, possibly using data on U. .
imports of haz ruous
siI}hstances to evaluate the magnit,.de of such trade and t)
-Aoitify which countries are becoming the, cento-rs ,f ranuic
,.,.
r, f specific hazardous substances.
Consioer t I on shoul.d
-r civ.n to targeting bilateral
and multi.]af- n 11
(fhi
;-_ist-ance to developing count ies that are(n hoc m
',v
,azairdous substance manufacture.
The study !:I
• ii(od by the Council on Environmental. Onal0-y -in.t !in
'_irient: of Commerce and should include the IDep a 'i-*.
nt1
 I
o and Labor, EPA, the Agency for Internati na] Dt2veI(. )pi,nnt,
ehor interested agencies.
(I.

Pesticide use
provide many benefits to agricu]iu u ra.] pro

Psicides

but contamination from pesticides also pos
es major

<i2 Lion,

. to both developed
or

and devel.oping countiries.

To

problems of worker poisoning, water supply cerlam.in

oo

,t.ion from pesticide runoff, destruction of species and
a.x]tat,
'rop
'
i

1';:...

increasing resistance of pests to pest;icides, and

losses,

the United States must increasincIly

pest management

(IPM)

nte

rei

and encourage other roi:t:ies

Further discussion and specific rocomaeo.Iticms

.cluded in

Chapter 2,

to
are

Food and Agriculture.

.iuclear Wastes
Many reports, including The Global 2000 Reot
,i:od,sin

project

global use of nuclear energy during the remaining
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decades of this century.

Some of this expansion will take
As the number of nuclear power

countries.

place in developin

plants increases, the problem of nuclear waste wi.l]

increase

propor t i ona t: ely.

light water reactor produces about 30 tons of

A typical
spent fuel

per year.

During the same period, 26,000-46,000

low-level radjoactive wastes are also pro

cubic feet of

'Thu onsite spent fuel storaqe

duced .

today will reach capacity

reactor whi~ch beqins operating
in two to three decases.

1evels
that,

There is q rowinq

concern

the scienti fic-technical expertise, the

lacki Wy

c, pacity, and an informe6 public, countries

n sti.nsttutional:
will

faci]ities for a

t o maryi na1 or unsate methods of disposing of

re-;o r

their nuclear wastes,

e.g.,

shallow land burial

or unsanc

disposal.

tioned ocear

The acoumu1ation of spent fuel also increases the
nic lear weapons proliferation.

1ikel.ihood of
W
,t.i

oft:en

ly advocated as a "solution" to the problem

r-vrrct

of spent ruei di.sposal1 .

In fact, reprocessing could create

an even qrea Per waste disposal problem;
shown that
re aire

Reprocessing is

U.S. studies have

the voume of wastes from reprocessinq which

Iony -torm

i so1ation from the ,nvi

onmernt is

,pproxi

matey 1.0 t im ,o the original volume of the unrce rocessed
spent

fuel.

Q,,,Lver:,

wastes must b o

i. sposed

reprocessing or]y Artfrs the time when
of and does not

1.34

in

itseIf result in

the disposal of any wastes.

Unless the rate of nuclear waste

accumulation is slowed or real waste disposal options are
provided, it is likely that reprocessing will gain accepta
bility as a false and temporary solution to serious waste
ma naqenent problems.
One primary end product of reprocessing is plutonium,
which, in addition to its potential use as a substitute for
uranium as a nuclear fuel,
weaplons.

can also be used to make nuclear

Because of this potential, U.S. policy is to dis

co)ura(le construction or expansion of reprocessing
which are not:

related

p ,utonium for advanced

to near-term needs for the separated
reactor research and development.

The.e e:fforts could be seriously undermined
coutrie.

facilities

if

more and more

mistakenly accept the notion that their nuclear

waste prohieirs will somehow be helped by reprocessing.
!ecommen'a Lions:
To address the problem of nuclear waste in
different countries, the United States should:
o

Use all avwiiable opportunities
ene r
a to rnat i.ves.

o

Take an active role in promoting the establishment of
internat-ional facilities for storage-disposal of nuclear
wastes (including spent fuel) and continue the announced
U.(i:ty o, accepting spent fuel from select- .
dev lopinq
ies, this action will help prevent the
spread r! nuclear weapons capability by reprocessing
technoio, ins which can result in direct access to
WeapFns-usal e 1a tereials.

o

Initiate
-imajoI
study of the nuclear waste management
planr; and practices of each nation engaged in nuclear
:rade with the United States and with other nuclear
,ppI i e ".r
rI t:tions.
Such a studyI would include a
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to encourage nonnuclear

comprehensive inventory of types and projected amounts
of wastes; existing and potential waste disposal sites;
nation-by-nation goals, programs, and policies, as well
as current practices; and an assessment of the technical
and institutional capability of individual nations to
dispose of their nuclear wastes safely.
o

Give high priority to assisting the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and UNEP in their efforts to
develop criteria and standards for nuclear waste manage
ment.

o

Endeavor to include provisions in all agreements with
other countries for protecting the environment from
contamination from nuclear wastes. This action would be
consistent with section 407 of the Non-Proliferation
Act, which obligates the President to endeavor to
provide for cooperation of the parties in protecting the
environment from radioactive, chemical, or thermal.
contamination arising from peaceful nuclear activities.
Political

concern about the risks of disposal of

radio

active waste on land may lead to greater interest in oceanic
Yet present understanding of the long-term cumula

disposal.

tive effects of radioactive materials introduced
oceans is

tentative and incomplete.

into the

Present international

agreement allows disposal of low level radioactive material in
the oceans.

This discussion and accompanying recommendations

are addressel only to low level wastes.
The U ited States should exercise internaRecommendation:
tional leadership, bilaterally and in multilateral organiza
tions, to insure that the ocean commons is adequately pro
Specif
tected from the introduction of radioactive material.
should:
States
United
the
ically,
o

Encourage recipients of exported U.S. nuclear technology
to adhere to the radioactive waste provisions of the
London Dumping Convention and other international rules
and standards for protecting the global environment from
nuclear wastes
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o

Expand scientific assessment and monitoring of releases
of radionuclides into the oceans

o

Increase cooperation with other countries on such
assessment and monitoring

o

Urge and participate in increased capability to monitor
the deliberate or accidental introduction of radioactive
materials into the ocean or atmosphere.

C.

Global Atmospheric and Climate Problems
Adequate supplies of food,

growing
part,

water,

and energy to meet the

demands of the world's people will depend,

in

large

on favorable climatic conditions over the coming years.

Nevertheless,

basic knowledge of climate and man-induced or

natural alteration of the atmospheric processes

is

surpris

ingly small.
Scientists have identified a number of important climate
and air pollution problems that could have significant adverse
effects on the human condition and society over the coming
years.

In particular, three long-term changes in the global

atmosphere are considered of great importance:
in concentration of carbon dioxide

the increase

(C02 ), the depletion of

the ozone layer in the stratosphere, and the deposition of
acid rain.

Quite generally, the need to be able to better

forecast climate changes is also a pressing issue.
1.

Carbon dioxide

Carbon dioxide is an odorless,
naturally in trace amounts

tasteless gas that occucs

(0.03 percent) in the at:mosphere.

CO 2 plays a critical role in maintaining the earth's heat
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emitted
balance by trapping part of the infrared radiation
from the earth.

Over the past century, CO 2 atmospheric
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concentrations are believed to have increased about
percent, largely as the result of burning fossil fuels.
Depending on the growth rates in the burning of fossil fuels,
the global atmospheric CO 2 concentration could double before
the middle of the next century.

The result could be signifi

cant alterations of precipitation patterns around the world,
and a

2 -3

°

C rise in

middle latitudes.

the average

surface temperature of the

Such climate changes could in turn lead to

widespread agricultural, ecological, social, and economic
disruption.

At present, the nature, time and onset, and

regional distribution of these impacts are not at all well
understood.
The United States should ensure that full
Recommendation:
consideration of the CO 2 problem is given in the development
Efforts should be begun immediately to
of energy policy.
develop and examine alternative global energy futures, with
special emphasis on regional analyses and the implications
The analyses should examine the environ
for CO2 buildup.
mental, economic, and social impl ications of alternative
energy futures that. involve varyinq reliance on fossil fuels,
and they should examine alternative mechanisms and approaches,
international and domestic, for controlling CO2 buildup.
Special attention should also be devoted to determining what
would be a prudent upper bound on global CO-, concentrations.
fnternational collaboration in assessing the CO 2 problem
is particularly important.
problem is clear.

The international dimension of the

The developing nations include about 70

percent of the world's population but presently account for
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only about 20 percent of the world's total commercial energy
consumption.

In the coming decades, the percentage of global

energy that they consume is likely to increase.

By the year

2000, the United States may be using about 25 percent of
global fossil fuel consumption

(down from 30 percent today)

and contributing a similar share to global CO 2 emissions.
Recommendation:
The United States should continue to work
toward international cooperation on research, with the goal
of eventually forming a consensus on the seriousness of the
CO 2 problem and the desirability and need of taking inter
national action to avoid serious climate modification.
2.

Ozone depletion

Ozone (03) is a trace gas in the atmosphere;

it plays

an important role in the overall radiation balance of the
earth.

The stratospheric ozone layer protects the earth

from damaging ultraviolet radiation.

This layer is now

believed to be threatened, however, by emissions of chloro
fluorocarbons

(CFC) used as aerosol propellants, blowing

agents in foam production, solvents, and refrigerants; by
certain other halocarbon emissions; and by nitrous oxide
(N2 0) emissions from the denitrification of both organic and
inorganic nitrogen fertilizers.

The most widely discussed

effect of ozone depletion and the resulting increase in
ultraviolet radiation is an increased incidence of skin
cancers, but damage to food crops and fish could also be
significant and might actually prove to be the most serious
ozone-related problem.
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Although the United States has banned non-essential
aerosol uses of CFCs and some other countries have taken
steps to control CFC emissions, the worldwide growth in non
aerosol uses of about 7 percent per year threatens to wipe
out current gains.
Further domestic and international action
Recommendation:
Specifically, the United States should:
is called for.
o

Support more research on ozone depletion, including
research on modeling, chemical reaction rates, measure
ments, and effects of ozone depletion on human health,
plants, animals, and ecosystems

o

Commend and encourage the continuation of UNEP and OECD
efforts in integrating, evaluating, and disseminating
research cesults on causes and effects of ozone deple
tion and on regulatory and economic aspects of control
ling emissions

o

Continue to explore effective ways to protect the ozone
layer, such as the recent statement of intent by EPA
to propose regulations t' halt growth in CFC emissions
by limiting the total ozone-depleting capabilities of
all CFC production to present levels.
3.

Acid precipitation

The increased emission of sulfur oxides and nitrogen
oxiues primarily from the burning of oil and coal is causing
rainfall over wide areas to become more acidic.

Much of the

eastern half of the United States, large parts of southern
Canada, and parts of northern Europe and southern Scandinavia
have been affected.
been damaged.
so.

All told, several thousand lakes have

A number are lifeless, perhaps irreversibly

Acid precipitation may cause damage to forests, soils,

crops, nitrogen-fixing plants, drinking water, and building
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materials as well.

It is known that over a period of 3-5

years simulated acid rain begins to ac:idify soils and
release metals.
soils,

Most food crops do not ,rrow

and the increased uptake of metal.s

affect human health in certain cases.
acid rain will adversely affect
unknown,

but it

in

weJ.il

in

acid

crops could

The extent to which

food pi)duiti.n

is

still

could be significant over the next 20 years.

Sul fur emissions do not respect

ite

and have been the source of controv,,r::-,

"natLanai boundaries
hOtw,'e.n countries.

The United States and Canada are currently engaged in dis
cussions and negotiations on emissions affecting the other's
terr tory.
Recommendation:
To reduce the threat caused by acid precipi
tation, the United States should:
o

Support further research c;n acid prec ipitation, particu
larly research relating to identification of significant
natural and man-made sources oi acids and acid precur
sors, transport patterns, chemical t rans formation
processess of precursors to acid, and atmospheric phe
nomena related to acid rain. A ]ong-to,- prog ram of
research and monitoring of acid piec i.pitat ion is essen
tial for determining trends in acidification and iden
tifying the sources and causes of harmful effects. This
effort should be coordinated h,,, 1h
eera
Task Force on
Acid Precipitation.

o

Go forward on work between t-he
under the Memorandum of Intent
air p ].
1 Lut ion.
This wouk iT1,
bilateral agreement ajs scn)ii i

o

r,
other legal
va<hr ott inter
state pollution caused by .1on[-r n ::.,
:
a'.:r .
Anend
ments to the Clean Air Act ,1al !:
I
to increase
EPA's ,bi!1ity to address acid ;eno,
or and the

Intensify efforts

authority

under th,-

to control

acid
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_nited

States and Canada
ol transboundarv
. , . tn
of a
I-,.

I.!oitn Air
-

11-t:

regional air quality degradation caused by long-range
transport in an efficient and equitable manner.
4.

Climate and atmospheric procoqss

The uncertainties
pletion,

cqeneral

in

and risks posed by Co.,

ozone de-

and
and acid rain are repreientative of the climate

atmospheric

issues that will confront policymakers

as they

over the
grapple with the problems of grow.th and change
The seriousness

coming decades.

of the impacts of human

been
activity on the atmosphere has only recently
Yet attention has been concentrated

recognized.

on joust a few of the

in
climate problems that will confront our society

the

The results of scientific research on the

decades ahead.

atmosphere have been useful to policymakers

in

dealing with

is
these problems, but too often the information available
based on too thin a foundation of basic knowledge
unequivocal

growth and to

rate in

increase at

response to rapid world pcd)ulation

iider application of sophisticated technolo

Without an intensive program of

on atmospheric

will

and agricultural activities

an unprecedented

gies.

It is clear that energy generation,

answers.

manufacturing,

to provide

fundament-al research

and climate processes and the effects of

global atmospheric

pollution and climat,

science will be unable

to provide answers

related policy questions that will
result of these accelerated activities.
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change on earth,
to the many climate

inevitably arise as a

Existing federal research programs on climate and the
atmosphere provide a solid foundation for addressing
pressing
tion.

the

needs for both research and international coopera

As a

result:,

primarily designed

the initiatives offered below are
to

foster international cooperation,

provide better management and coordination of existing
federal

programs,

important

(WCP)

the recommendations

researcn to address

full

to take steps

concern

which was established

logical Congress
to take

extend basic

issues not adequately covered

Most of
Program

and

in

1979.

advantage

Its

that

the World

by the
three

of present

to improve

at present.
Climate

8th World Meteoro

basic objectives

knowledge

knowledge

of

are

the climate,

significantly,

and to

foresee and prevent potential adverse manmade changes in
climate.
Recommendation:
To further understanding of climate and
atmospheric processes in general and to foster
international
cooperation, the United States should:
o

Work for the improvement of the WCP by calling
for the
establ.ishment of an overall intergovernmental plauning
an(i coordination body.
In addition, establishment of a
voluntary fund for a]
aspects of the WCP instead of
relying on funding through la rge bureaucracies (World
Meteorologica 1 Ortgani zat ion (WMO) , UNEI;) woilnd he
beneficial.
Part of this fund could be used to .,up;:, ort
traininq
and establishment of necessary observO tiu)n Inuil
analytic
c'aqpabilit:i.es i.n developin(; countries.

o

Strencgthen tie
Na tiona]
C'lima te Prog;ram
1n th(, Dep r L
mnnt of Commerce by mak in
available a pool of dis
cretionary funds to be used for such matters as :-;up...',rt
for an internationally
organized assessaient o
.
impacts of: atmospheric C0 2 .
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o

Announce a policy of greater U.S. participation in the
global monitoring of atmospheric and oceanic variables
to
of climate and climate changes, an expanded effort
research
obtain improved climate models, and an expanded
program on the chemistry of the global atmosphere.
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CHAPTER 9
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

The Global 2000 Report 'ends new perspective and -
if it is possible --

adds rew urgency to the findings of

recent sur.eys of the global development prospect such as
the World Bank's World Development Report, 1980, and the
A Program for Survival.

Brandt Commission's North-South:

These and other studies all indicate that many developing
countries

face slower economic growth in the coming years
The studies

than was previ usl% expected.
deepening poverty
numbers of

further indicate

for the poorest countries and for huge

the poorest people within many more countries.

The economic and political roots of these economic
the

projections have been well analyzed by the World Bank,
Brandt Commission,

In addition, The Global 2000

and others.

Report makes clear the immense importance of the complex
interactions amon,; natural resources, environment, population,
and economic development.

A deteriorating

relationship

between human populations and the natural systems and
resources

that sustain

deepening poverty in

them is

a major contributor to

many regions.

Emerging resource

scar

cities and th, declinina productivity of forests, rangelands,
croplands, and fisheries are undercutting economic progress.
Major capital investments have produced disappointing results
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problems with
in some cases because ecological feedbacks and
in the planning
the underlying resource base have been ignored
process.
that
The Global 2000 Report lays to rest the myth
necessarily
environmental protection and development are
incompatible goals.

Many of the world's most severe

of extreme
environmental problems are in part a consequence
poverty:

deprived people are forced to undermine the

their
productivity of the land on which they live in
necessary quest for food, fuel, and shelter.

Cutting of

grow food
trees by the very poor for fuelwood and land to
Over
is a major cause of deforestation in many regions.
desertifi
grazing on marginal lands is the leading cause of
cation in others.

Only a concerted attack on the socio

economic roots of extreme poverty, one that provides
in
people with the opportunity to earn a decent livelihood
of the
a non-destructive manner, will permit protection
world's natural systems.

Nor will development and economic

with
reforms have lasting success unless they are suffused
of
concern for ecological stability and wise management
resources.
The U.S. government has recognized the importance to
the
U.S. national interests of global economic progress,
eradication of poverty, and global environmental stabiliza
tion.

These interests arise from ecopomic and national
146

security as well as from humanitarian concerns.

This report

presents proposals for significant increases in foreign
assistance, targeted on critical development problems that
most affect the poorest.

Still, it must be recognized

that the prospects for economic progress in the developing
countries are affected by many other forces in addition to
foreign aid.

Foreign exchange and capital needs are

usually influenced more by export, direct foreign investment,
private bank loans, and domestic savings than by inter
national development assistance.

Developing countries'

domestic social, economic, and political policies often
have more impact on the plight of the poor than do any
international policies.

A wholesale attack on global

poverty must include, in addition to aid, consideration of
such issues as protectionism, commodity agreements, export
credits, debt rescheduling, practices of private corpora
tions, decisionmaking in multilateral institutions, and
domestic policies of developing countries.

In particular,

as the World Development Report, 1980 has emphasized, the
development of human resources -- raising education levels,
increasing health care, and improving nutriti, n -- must be

given more emphasis in development planning and investment.
The U.S. government, most recently through coordination
of the International Development Cooperation Agency (IDCA),
is already attempting to promote an overall strategy for
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international development.

Its elements include:

Efforts to maintain an open international trading

o

system
Efforts to encourage and provide international finance

o

to help developing countries hard hit by oil price
rises and inflation make needed structural adjustments
and
(e.g., changes in government budgets, tax policy,
monetary policy)
o

to
Efforts to increase the amount of money available
of
finance development programs, including expansion
assistance from bilateral and multilateral donors,
conventional finance from government agencies and
private banks, and investment funds from private
sources

o

Encouragement of the adoption by developing countries
of policius and programs that support more equitable
growth and meet the basic needs of the poor.

A.

International Assistance
One common thread in all recent analyses of the

inadequacy
development prospect is a focus on the extreme
in relation
of current international development assistance
for
to the cost-effective opportunities and vital needs

aid.

One part of the solution, obviously, is for developed

countries and oil-exporting countries with a foreign
exchange surplus to work together to increase substantially
1.48

the resources available to multilateral development banks.
The multilateral development banks, principally the
World Bank, are the largest source of external official
assistance

development

have been activu in
resources,

all

to developing

The banks

major sectors of global population,

and environment problems.

population,

countries.

Their programs in

food and nutrition, water supply, health care,

and energy development are well conceived and are among the
most effertive means of dealing with global population,
rnsource, and environment issues.
The multilateral development banks merit continuing
support from the United States.
the United States is

It

sufficiently in

should be noted that
arrears of

its

obliga

uions to the development banks to damage their effectiveness,
the work of the International

particularly

(IDA).

Association

Development

This fact tends to undercut

ship role of the United States with regard

the leader

to the banks.

To enable the World Bank and other develop
P commendation:
development tasks
ment banks to carry out their critical
and to make the U.S. voice better heard on resource, environd development issues, the United States must make
Ponit:,
ivK Arroarayes to the banks and development funds and
1.
share to the IDA and to the World Bank's
its
co nt-iktt
capital increase ($8.8 billion over 7 years, of
,"neral
which only $660 million would actually be paid in).
'Thiere is

a need

and environment
development

for more awareness of natural

issues in

banks.

In

resource

the programs and projects of the

February 1980, several of the banks,
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including the World Bank, together with UN Environment
signed
Programme and other international organizations,

a Declaration of Environmental Policies and Procedures
is a
Relating to Economic Development. The Declaration
environment
good first start in integrating conservation and

considerations into the programs of the banks.

More specific

the
and concrete action is needed, however, to implement
pledges of

that Declaration.

of
Several ways are available to bring more awareness
bank
resource and environmental issues to development
progvams.

One effective measure would to be integrate

the Country
resource and environment considerations into
annually
Economic Profiles of each borrower country prepared
or biannually by the World Bank.

These documents are the

result of extensive coiintry visits by multidisciplinary
teams and are widely

(albeit discreetly) circulated

world development community.

in the

They provide the World Bank

judgments.
with information that it needs to make sound loan
in addition, they are heavily relied upon by government
p anners and others in agencies and banks.
th.se economic surveys

Enlargement of

into Country Economic and Resource

global
Surveys could have a very beneficial influence on
population, resources, and environment issues.
Addition of staff and systematic environmental review
procedures

for specific projects similar to
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those recently

implemented by the Agency for International Development
in their programs would also be useful.
actions

implementing

the steps in

These and other

the UNEP Declaration are

essential.
Recommendation:

The United States should also press the

deve. opment banks to integrate resource and environmental
considerations more fully into their planning. Tha
banks should be nyqed to add staff who are specialists
in resource management and environmental planning and to
undertake envi ronment,"] review procedures. The World Bank
should be rcquested to integrate resource and environment
considerations in its Country Profiles.
B.

Bilateral Assist nc

In the past,

tho United States has made substantial

use of foreign assisnance to further foreign policy goals.
Following World War 1I,

a massive foreign aid program

helped to rebuild the war-damaged economies of Western
Europe and Japan,

The United States remained a world

leader in development assistance through the 1950s and
early 1960s, turning its efforts after the reconstruction
of the developed countries to the Third World.

Over the

past decade or so, however, U.S. development assistance has
declined, dropping from $3.046

billion

(1970 dollars) in

1970 to $2.1K1 billion (1970 dollars) in 1979.

in view of

the size of our GNP and the level of our prosperity, the
United States has fallen far behind many other countries in
provision of official development assistance.
U.S. development assistance is currently projected at
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about $10 billion in bilateral aid over the next 5 years.
There

increase

the order of' about 40

on

These adai t iona
period.
ii,nLts
s imi la r r:erilwkd :L:;
nificant
problems,

use of a substantial

for effective

awe opportunities

percent over

a

5-year

aid funds, if accompanied by
by others, could have a sig

impact on the web of development-resource-environment

re-lucing by one-half the number of hungry

po:ssb1y

incieasing

people by 2000 and

tio world's

the proportion ()I

from one-third to two-thirds
families which have access to

family plannin.

food,

ind noounlation and health.

energ,:,

proposed

on

which coud provide
.1 , m,,

of gj lobal

energy,

>-v,.d,

en,a-ted

they form an

Many of the

jor aid expansion are discussed

a a

use-

the chapters

d be targeted at the key sectors of

w.-;.

The increase

and

population.

in

Together

aid package by the United States

leadership

in

confronting the challenge

t:

should provide for a major
V'e [:i Led
I
Recomrenda Ltates
beqinn.iny in the years immediately
:i
r,.i.
Ia
expansion it
en food, energy, and population and
en.has;s o.:it.h
ahead,
should be coordinated with those of
rams
0
p
The
health.
.
other countri(-C.

lInt'(

Cons 1ici
U.S.

_._at-ural,

at_!
t

Resource and Environment

C
on'

(,.F.01:l,:,

t

.;si.stance progrms must be planned

with acegn. La a t ";:r't Lon to natural
thus helping ic; ,sre

resource and environment,

the long-terin success of U.S.
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investments and sustainability of development.

What is

required is a holistic approach in which consideration of
natural resource and environment factors are fully integrated
into IDCA's and AID's decisionmaking both in Washington
Other agencies with significant activities

and in the field.

abroad should also ensure that resource and environmental
considerations are key factors in the planning of projects
that contribute to economic development.

The United States

has made strides in the past 4 years, increasing attention
to environment and natural resource issues in development
assistance and cooperation programs.

Much remains to be

done, however.
Of particular importance are AID's country environmental
profiles, which provide a much needed information base for
the design of strategies and specific development assistance
projects for the protection and more effective management
of critical natural resources.

These studies may be used

%ery effectively as planning tools not only by AID but by host
countries aq well.
In resporse to a Congressional mandate, AID has completed

numerous library-based country environmental profiles.
However, it has completed very few of the in-depth studies,
includinj field work in the receiving country, that are
needed for effective program planning and alteration.
Recommeridation:

AID should greatly accelerate the production
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of completing
of country environmental profilcs, with a targetexaminations
them within 2 years, basing them on in-country
and working with the consent and aid of host governments.
to such
The profiles should give serious consideration
of
loss
issues of global importance as deforestation,
biological diversity, and desertifization.
conduct
AID's programs have been improved through the
supports.
of environmental assessments for projects that AID
profiles,
However, the perspectives provided by the country
not
environmental assessments, and other sources have
always been fully incorporated into the decisionmaking
process.
Recommendation: AID should seek more and better-trained
to:
staff in the environment and natural resource field
o

Improve analyses of environmental impacts of projects
and to plan new projects in natural resource management

o

Train field personnel to be attentive co natural
resource and environment problems

o

Oversee more closely the planning and implementation
of environmentally sensitive projects, such as dams,
roads, irrigation, and land colonization

o

Assist developing countries in building their own
natural resource management institutions.
Although the country assessment and environmental

profiles have greatly contributed to integrating natural
resource and environment issues into AID's assistance
programs, there is a need for strengthening attention to
resource and environment issues by other Agencies involved
in development assistance and cooperation.

In particular,

improved integration on the part of IDCA, the policysetting
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body for U.S. assistance, would be beneficial, because con
sideration of natural resource and environment issues some
times falls between the cracks of IDCA's priority planning
areas of food, energy, and population and health.
IDCA and other agencies with significant
Recommendation:
activities abroad affecting economic development should
consider ways to further the integration of natural resource
and environment issues into their decisionmaking. Thought
should be given to adding a new IDCA division on resource
management and environment protection and, generally, to
improving staff capabilities in these issues.
D.

Technical Assistance
A major contribution of the United States toward

sustainable development is provision of technical assistance
by agencies other than IDCA and AID.

Major barriers exist

to increase the flow of technical assistance.

Chapter 10,

Institutional Changes, discusses the barriers and makes
recommendations.
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CHAPTER 10
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES: IMPROVING OUR
NATIONAL CAPACITY TO RESPOND

The Global 2000 Report deals with real problems of
population, resources, and environment -- problems of hungry
people and barren soils, of forests cut for needed fuelwood
at a rate faster than new trees are planted, of the links
between global poverty and resource depletion.

Throughout

this report we have tried to present useful sugges'b'ns for
dealing with these substantive issues.
But that is not enough.

If there is one clear lesson

from the exercise of putting The Global 2000 Report together,
it is that the U.S. government currently lacks the capacity
to anticipate and respond effectively to these global issues.
The difficulties encountered in assembling the projections
presented in the Global 2000 study amply documented this
fact.

As of today, the government still does not adequately

project and evaluate future trends; take global population,
resource, and environmental considerations into account
in its programs and decisionmaking; and work with other
countries to solve these problems.

Clearly, changes in

our governmental institutions are needed to insure continu
ing attention by governments and citizens in our own coun
try and others to long-range global population, resource,
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and environmental issues.
This chapter provides no final answers to these institutional problents.
options.

Rather, it opens a discussion and outlines

Its chief recommendations are for the creation of

two new institutions that would focus the government's
attention and response to long-term global population,
resource, and environment issues.

One of the recommended

institutions would be located in government (Federal Coordinating Unit).

The other would be a hybrid public-private

organization (Global Population, Resources, and Environment
Analysis Institute) to help bridge the gap between the
government and the private sector.

One or the other of these

institutions would carry out most of the rest of the recom
mendations made in this chapter.
needed to coordinate the gatherin

Such focal points are
of data and making of

in
projections, to coordinate disparate agency policies, and
general to force a consistent, coherent vision of global
problems lying ahead and to force decisions on how the United
States may best influence that future.
A.

The Government's Predictive Capability
A necessary predicate to effective action by the govern

ment on long-term global issues is the ability to make
reliable projections of global population, resources, and
environment trends.

These projections are, of course, only

as good as the data and models on which they are based.
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The Global 2000 Report emphatically pointed out the need to
improve data and modeling from the point of view of both the
"user" (i.e.,

policy analyst) and the "doer" (i.e.,

those

who collect data or formulate models).
The projections in Global 2000 were based, for the most
part, on data readily available to agencies and on the models
that they ordinarily use.
some sectors
detailed,
cases,

models,

(such as population and

and projections

food)

data were not available,

for

were e:xtensively

but for others they were extremely sketchy.

essential

validated,

Data,

In

some

had not been

or conflicted with data from different. sources.

Likewise, in some cases, models for specific sectors were
not documented or validated.

All the sectoral mcdels suffered

from a serious lack of coordination or links with models for
other sectors, and assumptions for the various models were
inconsistent.

With this inadequate analytic capability, the

U.S. government is seriously hampered in its ability to
anticipate developing problems and to act on them in a timely
fashion.
Advanced below are several recommendations for meeting
the need for improved data collection and modeling.
recommendations fall into three broad categories:

The
coordina

tion of data collection and modeling, improving the basic
quality of data and models, and interaction with intern&tional
efforts on data collection and modeling.
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Throughout it

should be kept in

mind that data collection and mode].ing are

part of and serve the needs of a larger effort to develop
sound policies on global
1.

issues.

Coordination

Data on world population,

resources,

collected by many different agencies,
and by international organizations,
inconsistent,

and incomplete.

and environment,

by foreign countries,
are typically

Moreover,

red.nd.t:

because many of the

data are collected to fill specialized needs, they are ill
suited for such uses as global modeling.

No entity has

overall responsibility for a well-conceived, coordinated
effort to make available the data needed for policy analysis
of long-term global issues.
Similarly, the creation of models of world population,
resources, and environment by many different entities again
results in redundancy, inconsistency, and gaps.

An addi

tional and perhaps more serious problem has to do with the
of
inconsistency of assumptions among the models and the lack
"feedback" and "exchanges" among them.

In U.S. government

practice, the models for each sector or subject area generally
produce projections independently of other sector:al models.
Furthermore, these models are not well-suited to analyzing
different scenarios -- that is to answering "what if" ques
tions -- particularly those which involve more than one
sector.

Again, no U.S. government entity has overall
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responsibility for coordinating the modeling efforts of
various agencies to insure compatibility, feedback, and
linkage and for making available the modeling capability
needed for policy analysis of long-term global issues.
The result of this distressing lack of coordination in
the government's data collection and modeling efforts is
that "collectively, the executive agencies of the government
are currently incapable of presenting the President with a
mutually consistent set of projections of world trends"
(Global 2000:

Technical Report, p. 5).

To serve the Presi

dent and the national interest better, we need to institute
some means of coordinating the efforts of various government
agencies on various

sectoral issues to produce holistic,

intograted projections.
A single government center should act as
Recommendation:
coordinator for the federal government to insure availability
of an adequate data and modeling capability to carry out
policy analysis on long-term global population, resource, and
To be most effective, this center should
environment issues.
be paru of the Federal Coordinating Unit for policy, discussed
below, or at least closely coordinated with it. The center
should:
o

Identify long-range problems of global significance

o

Promote the development of appropriate analytical tools
and data required to assess long-term implications of
global problems

o

Coordinate and insure preparation, at timely intervals,
of long-term projections of trends in global popula
tion, resources, and environment and carry out other
studies related to these problems

o

Prepare timely reports tLat assess the state of global
modeling and data collection, evaluate these analytic
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activities in the federal government, and make recom
mendations for improvements
o

Name lead agencies for each population, resource, and
environment subject area to decide what data should
be collected, by whom, and with what methodology

o

Coordinate modeling activities of government agencies
to insure linkage, feedbazk, and cmpatibility of
data among various models

o

Establish and support a nongovernmental center as
part of the public-private Global Population, Resources,
and Environment Analysis Institute, discussed below,
to enhance global modeling and analysis.
2.

Improvin

the

uality of data and models

In addition to improving coordination of the separate
efforts of agencies on global data and modeling, the govern
ment should also take basic steps to improve the quality of
data and particularly the quality of the modeli
prove ments in both are essential.

used.

Im

The most sophisticated of

models will be of little use unless the data upon which it
is based are full and accurate.

Likewise, good data alone

cannot assure valid results and will be wasted unless the
models are of high quality.

Some data upon which The Global

2000 Report was based were considered excellent

(for example,

population, climate, and economic data for the developed
countries).

Other data were quite poor

(such as the data on

water supply and use for most of the globe).
The models for various sectors used in Global 2000
also varied

jreatly in quality.

Some were rich in detail,

especial.ly regional detail; others were far more fragmentary.
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Some models were well documented so that interested critics
could examine assumptions and techniques.
adequate information was available.

For others, less

Although the potential

importance of modeling in policy analysis is widely recog
nized, the methodologies available to the U.S. government
are at best uneven and in some respects are rudimentary.
For both data and modeling, quality assurance, and hence
validity, was often an unknown factor.
An additional problem is lack of accessibility.

For

instance, most data are held in agency files and data banks
and are hard to identify and use.

Increased accessibility

to data and models by other agencies and the public would
improve the state of the art considerably.
The recommendations of this section are closely related
to and are often supportive of the coordination recommenda
tions above.

These recommendations, however, are more tech

nical and are directed more to the data collectors and model
formulators than the preceding recommendations.
The government center responsible for
Recommendation:
coordinating data and modeling should undertake affirmative
measures to improve the quality of data and models used by
the U.S. government for analysis of long-term global popu
lation, resource, and environment issues. These measures
should include establishing standards of data reliability,
recommending increased support for data collection as
necessary, and creating mechanisms for data validation. The
government center should also develop and promote standards
for model documentation, establish mechanisms for third
party validation and assessment of models, and review
agency modeling plans and budgets. To further the goal of
improved data and modeling, the center should have limited
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funds of its own to sponsor research and applications
activities. The center should promote wide access to data
and models by establishing standards for data exchange and
security and by working toward an integrated system for
suoring, processing, and using data on population, resources,
and the environment. Existing data systems should be
maintained by the organizations that established them,
need them most, and use them most or be merged with
This central
others as determined to be most practical.
should
modelers,
office, in consultation with groups of
analysis
and
storage
also work toward creation of a central
to serve the needs of frequent users.
facility
The government center should also establish a clearinghouse
of informat ion on the location and type of data and
This task could be
models used for global analyses.
as the Office of Statistical
undertaken by such entities
Policy and Standards, the National Technical Information
Service, the Library of Congress, or a private or inter
national organization.
3.

international cooperation

Data collection and modeling efforts of other countries
and international organizations obviously present opportuni
ties for improving U.S. efforts.
The government center responsible for
Recommendation:
data collection and modeling should take steps to assess
work done outside this country and incorporate it, where
appropriate, into U.S. efforts. Additionally, the United
States should support and encourage efforts of international
organizations such as the International Institute for
Applied System Analysis and the Earthwatch network of
the UN Environment Programme.
B.

Policymaking on Long-Term Global Issues
A basic conclusion reached by almost all contributors

to this report, within and without the federal government,
was that the U.S. aovel:nment is giving insufficient
attention to long-term global population, resource, and
environment issues.

Agencies pay attention to their
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small corner of the larger interlinked web of issues
identified in The Global 2000 Report.

Much of the

energy of the bureaucracy is spent battling short-term
day-to-day brush fires.

And few agencies, other than

the State Department, have

mandate and wherewithal to

look beyond the territorial boundaries of the United
States.

Because no agency has the mandate to look at

"the big picture,"

the federal government has no way of

coordinating, deciding upon, and carrying out federal
policies on long-range global population, resources, and
environment problems.
strongly:

The point cannot be made too

no entity is looking at these problems as a

whole and on a continuous basis.
The problem, then,

is how to insure institutionally

that the federal government, in all its relevant aspects
and branches, is aware of the importance of long-term
global population, resource, and environment issues and
takes these issues into account in its decisionmaking.
This section lays out a number of options to address this
problem, none of which alone is a complete solution.
1.

Coordination of federal policy

An institutional focus for global concerns which
would include compilation and assessment of data, projection
of global trends, policy integration and coordination, and,
above all, the means to insure that diverse people in

1.64

diverse agencies continue to think and act in terms of
global problems is urgently needed.

Some of the recommenda

tions set forth here require legislation in order to be
implemented;

for most, however, legislation is optional.

There follow several options for structuring and
housing an institution which could meet the needs described
ahbove:

0

Creation of a new office in the Executive Office of
the President (EOP) devoted solely to long-term
global issues.

This option would give the issues

maximum emphasis, as well as enhancing the chances
for adequate staffing and budget.

A new office

located in the EOP would be near the President,
would not have competing responsibilities, and would
be able to elicit cooperation from various agencies
without disputes over agencies' prerogatives.

The

office's outlook would be not colored by a line
agency's mission and preoccupations.
a9

Cieation of an interagency coordinating committee on
long-term global isues.

A staffed interagency

committee could be chaired by the head of an EOP
unit or the Vice President.

The staff of the inter

agency committee would be located in, though distinct
from, the EOP unit.

This approach would carry out

the same types of functions as a new EOP office,
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although not so efficiently.
on Environmental
Assiqnment of the tasks to the Council

o

The mission of
Qu-.iity o, other existing EOP unit.
an c,-istirc EOP unit -- CEQ, the National Security
(:' .a :xl
Bud-.cet

or the Office of Management and

(NSC),

could be broadened to handle long

--

(OMB)

Additional staff resources and

term global issues.

would have to be added.

capabilities

he most logical

_

and expertise in
envirenmental

because

CEQ

Of these,

existing mandate

of its

data collection and monitoring of

issues,

because of its

having cochaired

of its
The Global 2000 Report effort, and because
This

report.
having chaired the preparation of this
unit.
option avoids having to set up a new EOP

global
However, it carries with it the danger that
beneath
resource .)olicy needs may become submerged
the unit's existing priorities.

Properly structured,

under discussion might become a major

the fun,tins

by the
part of a new EOP planning arm recommended
-National Academy on Public Administration

an

office of Policy Research and Analysis.
o

International
Splitting the functions, with Oceans and
Environmental
Deart!rt

(-)f

and Scientific Affairs

(OES)

in

the

'2tate serving as the operating arm for

po3 A2y dev,,c'opTent,

and some other unit,
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presumably

within the EOP, handling government coordination.
OES has extensive staff expertise in many of these
However, this scheme suffers from the possibil

areas.
ity that

these important issues may become submerged and

coordination may not be as effective as required.
o

Assigning responsibility for policy development to
Another way of insuring at

a designated individual.

least some degree of coordination of policy analysis
is

to assign responsibility for Presidential advice

and policy analysis and coordination to a particular
person, such as a Special Assistant to the President.
The

would require

individual

a

small

A

staff.

separate center for coordination of data gathering
and analyses would have to be established elsewhere
in

the govrnment.

In

carryi2

Unit would

placed

be ideally

concern
of

report

to issue a biennial

reports on

and environment
and

on

2 years

is

global

population,

long-term global

the magnitude of the

evetry

as

in

to the Congress and the public.

would be an effective

effort

described

efforts

for

One of the office's duties would

the previous section.

Periodic

Coorinating

to serve as the center

of data and modeling

coordination

be

the Federal

mandate,

its

out

task,

frequent

a

repcrt

means

to focus

issues.

Because

no more

than once

as could be
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resources,

expected.

The

information on
report should contain the most current
problems and
global population, resource, and environment
issues;

which
the status of federal programs and actions

(if different from
address these problems; new priorities
the previous report);

recommended program changes; and

new program initiatives.
could
In addition, the Federal Coordinating Unit
in this
undertake a number of tasks mentioned elsewhere
on global
report, such as preparation of other reports
interagency
conditions an& trends, coordination of various
for
task forces on global issues, providing funding
a public awareness
nongovernmental efforts, and coordinating
program.
should be
Recommendation: A Federal Coordinating Unit
Office of
established, preferably within the Executive
ongoing
the President, with the mandate to coordinate
resources,
population,
global
concerning
federal programs
trends in
long-term
evaluate
to
and environmental issues;
with recommenda
these areas; and to report to the President
annual
an
and
30
about
of
tions for action. A staff
perform
to
adequate
be
would
budget of about $6 million
activities.
the full range of coordinating
2.

Action-forcing devices

certainly
Creation of the Federal Coordinating Unit is
the government
the most important measure to insure that
global
gives continuing priority attention to long-term
population, resource, and environment issues.

Because of

other
the seriousness and complexity of the problems:
measures are warranted to energize and bcist,cj
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the efforts

of those charged with responsibility for global issues
and to insure that action is being taken.

Following is a

list of "action-forcing" mechanisms that could be very
useful.

This is not to say that all are necessary or

equally valuable.
others.

Some may be judged more effective than

What is needed is a selective mix of the following

action-forcing devices.
A Presidential message emphasizing the significance
of problems, directing federal agencies to take specific
action, and proposing legislation.

A Presidential message

publicly highlighting long-term global population, resource,
and environmental issues is generally a very effective
means of getting agencies to take action.
A Global Population, Resources, and Environment
Commission.

A commission, modeled on the Civil Rights

Commission, composed of prominent individuals outside the
government but appointed by the President could be created
and required by law to monitor, evaluate, and report on
the government's progress in addressing the issues.
Internal federal agency coordination.

To mobilize

federal government resources fully, federal agencies must
be attuned to long-term global population, resources, and
environment problems and be willing and able to act on
them.

Relevant federal agencies could establish a coordina

ting and policy office for long-term global population,
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resources, and environment problems.
be responsible

This office would

for insuring the integration of long-term

for
global considerations into agency decisionmaking and
coordinating agency policy with the goals of the Federal
Coordinating Unit.
Budget review.

The annual budget review process

should be used to insure that agencies are adequately
addressing long-term global issues in their programs.
All agencies are habituated

to working within the budget

and
cycle, which affords an occasion for periodic review
evaluation of progress.

The budget process has an impact

available in no other part of

the government, and OMB

attention to global issues is critical
coherent federal response.

to assuring a

The Federal Coordinating Unit

and the Office of Management and Budget should work
together to review agency programs

in terms of how they

address or affect global population, resource, and environ
ment problems.
contact

OMB should designate specific points of

for global issues at a high level within OMB.

Each

federal agency should be required, in its

annual budget request, to identify recommendations made
to it by the Federal Coordinating Unit and by the Global
Population,
and to
ing

Resources, and Environment Analysis Institute

state what actions have been taken toward implement

those recommendations.
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Government employees.

Agency decisionmaking and

performance vis-a-vis global population, resources, and
environment

issues are more likely to improve if its

employees are educated about and rewarded for actions
affecting these issues.

Possibilities include:

where

relevant, making action on long-term global issues part
of the performance evaluation criteria for the Senior
Executive Service

(SES); adding courses on global population,

resources, and environment to the curriculum of training
courses that SES personnel take; adding similar courses
to the curriculum of the Foreign Service Institute; and
making changes so that federal employees from domestic
agencies who serve abroad are rewarded for such service,
instead of being penalized

(in terms of advancement), as

is often the case now.
Legislative direction.

Legislation which contains a

mandate to all cgovernment agencies to pay attention to
global population, resources, and environment issues in
their programs and decisionmaking is one permanent way of
focusing &ttention throughout the government.

Legislation

formalizing the mandi-te of the government, giving substance
to our national

commitment by creating the Federal Coordina

ting Unit suggested earlier, and creating the public
private Global Population, Resources, and Environment
Analysis

Institute described subsequently is
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recommended.

As with other government programs, Congressional over
sight and evaluation should be maintained.
A blue-ribbon commission.

A blue-ribbon commission

on Global 2000, chaired by the Vice President and consisting
of select Members of Congress, business leaders, educators,
local and state government officials, and prominent
citizens, would be appointed by the President under the
Advisory Committee Act.

The Commission would be charged

with conducting hearings throughout the country to discuss
legislative and other implementing mechanisms recommended
in this report, to obtain the views of

The public, and to

prepare a report to the President with final recommendations.
Congress.

In addition to the legislation suggested

above, continued attention by the Congress to global popula
tion, resource, and environment issues is crucial.

The nature

of the political process is such that a premium is placed
on responding to near-term problems and concerns.
legislative proposals often fail

Current

to receive scrutiny in

light of their long-term global implications.

The Congress

should undertake a vigorous effort to mobilize its long
range analytical capability in its major legislative
research organizations in order to incorporate an assessment
of global resource irnpacts into legislation.

House of

Representatives Rule X(Cl.2(b)(I)), which reads in part:
"each [standing committee other than Budget and Appropria
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tions] shall .

. on a continuing basis undertake future

research and forecasting on matters of jurisdiction of
that committee,"

should be pursued.

Office of Technology Assessment

The role of the

(OTA) and the General

Accounting Office (GAO) in these issues should be encouraged.
The Executive Branch and the Congress
Recommendation:
should adopt action-forcing devices, selecting among the
above measures, to insure that continued priority attention
to long-term global population, resource, and environmental
issues is given by the federal government.
3.

Funding for technical assistance

Mary federal aqenciez conduct programs and have
expertise that have a strong relation to global population,
resource, ana envizonment issues

(for example, the Environ

mental Protection Agency and the Departments of Agriculture,
Coi-merce (NOAA), and Interior).

The United States has

traditionally managed assistance to developing countries
through the Agency for International Development.

This

centralized administration has permitted the develop
ment of coherent strategies within countries.

In addition,

technical expertise is made available to higher income
countries and some organizations, usually by means of
transferring funds th:ough the State Department to the
agency offering technical assistance.
Yet agencies are hampered from putting their expertise
to use in otbe r countries where it will benefit that
country and, ultimately, the United States by budget
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cumbersome
restrictions, tight personnel ceilings, and
offer
bureaucratic processes. EPA, for example, can
it is
technical assistance to another country only if
reimbursed, either by that country

(which in some cases

as AID).
is prohibitive) or by a lending agency (such
Suppose, for instance, that a higher income developing
country like Brazil, where there is no AID mission,
for a
requests technical assistance from EPA in planning
of
new petrochemical plant with cc.st effective means
handling hazardous waste.

EPA co.u respond only if

some quid
3razil paid cash on the barrel head or offered
pr:, quo of equal value.

Yet it might be very much in the

world -
general interest of the United States -- and the
to plan a
for an industrializing country such as Brazil
technical
hazardous new industry with the best possible
advice.
Even when funds are available to reimburse the
may not
agency lencing technical experts, the transaction
flow smoothly. Fc

one thing, tight personnel ceilings in

experts
the lending agency may make it difficult to free
for an
when they are needed. In fact, it is often hard
to
agency with a mission which is principally domestic
for
4ustify adequately in its budget process requests
technical
positions and funding to provide scientific and
assistance to other countries.

The small piece of such a
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program belonging to one individual agency may get lost
in the budget shuffle even though the capability of the
U.S. government overall to respond to such requests is
clearly important.

Sharing our technical expertise can

not only help to control global pollution and reduce
world resource demands but can also benefit the United
States politically -- far out of proportion to the cost.
Recommendation: To make technical expertise of U.S.
agencies more readily available to other countries,
budget allocations by program a.-eas should be established
for this purpose. The differen: agencies which work in
that area could then he given shares of the allocation,
with coordination through the International Development
Cooperation Agency and the Department of State.
In addition, the budget process in general should be
evaluated to determine how it can be made responsive to
long-term global issues, inciadinc; consideration of the
merit of centralizing budget and management of global
population, resources, and environment issues dispersed
in the several agencies. The approach could be similar
to that of OM13 Circular A-5[, which centralizes budgeting
and management of the U.S. Antarctica program.
4.

Assessing impacts of U.S. government actions
abroad

The U.S. government should take special care that
its own actions affecting critically important resources
in other countries are well considered.
12114,

Executive Order

issued in January 1979, calls for environmental

review of certain major government actions which have
significant effects outside the United States.

They

include actions with exceptionally important effects on
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human health or the environment in foreign countries,
actions affecting "innocent bystander" countries that are
not party to a U.S.-sponsored project, and actions with
impacts on the global environment that belongs to no one
nation but to the world in common.

Only the last of

these actions -- those affecting the global commons -
calls for a full environmental impact stat-ement.

For the

others a concise environmental review or some other type
of brief assessment may be done.

These environmental

review procedures are applicable only to major actions of
U.S. government agencies, not to activities of private
business or foreign governments.
Federal agencies' experience under the order for
more than one year has shown its practical value.

Actually,

some agencies, such as AID, already had and continue to
use more extensive environmental reviews than the order
requires.

qthers, such as the Export-Import Bank, are

now prera.ring brief reviews of certain projects that they
intend to support, such as chemical plants that may have
toxic effects on human health or the environment. These
environmental review procedures a'e working well.
One section of E.O. 12114 calls for concise reviews
of major federal actions significantly affecting "national
or ecological resources of global importance," as designated
by the Presidpnt, or in the case of resources protected
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by international agreement, by the Secretary of State.

No

such designations have yet been made.
This report emphasizes throughout the global importance
of maintaining the earth's renewable resource base.

The

President's designation of certain major life support systems
as globally important resources under E.O. 12114 is highly
desirable, practically and symbolically.

It would assure

careful advance consideration of major U.S. government actions
that might adversely affect critical life support systems.
And it would underscore the importance that the United States,
in concert with other nations, attaches to protecting the
earth's carrying capacity.
On the basis of one year's study, extensive scientific
advice, and criteria developed for designations, the Council
on Environmental Quality and the Department of State are
recommending that the President designate three biomes or
major ecosystems as globally important resources under
E.O. 12114.

They are tropical forests, prime croplands, and

coastal wetland-estuarine and reef ecosystems.
Recommendation: The President should designate tropical
forests, prime croplands, and coastal. wetland-estuarine
and reef ecosystems as natural or ecological resources of
In addition, the Inter
global importance under E.O. 12114.
agency Task Force on Bioloqical Diversity should identify
resources in other ecosystems or biomes which should be
designated because of their global importance to biological
diversity.
5.

Private sector involvement
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The solution of Global 2000 problems requires that the
flexibility, creativeness, and international acceptability
of the private sector be used to the fullest possible extent.
Universities, "think tanks," citizen groups, and industry
groups are often better suited than government to suggtest
innovative measures, carry out analyses, and implement ele
ments of programs. The United States is fortunate in having a
large number of very active organizations of this type.
The government would benefit greatly from cross-fertili
zation with the thoughts and ideas of the private sector
concerning long-term global population, resource, and environ
ment issues. Yet careful, discriminating use by the U.S.
government of nongovernmental resources is infrequent.

Many

aqencies may not be aware of the full range of talents in
the private sector.
To ensure the best, most creative thought on long-term
global population, resource, and environment issue,,,
partnership between the private sector and government
be formed.

To accomplish

this,

the Population,

a
should

Resources,

and Environment Analysis Institute, a hybrid public-private
institute, should be created.

A useful model for

institute appears in H.R. 11678 and H.R. 12055,

such an

identical

bills introduced in 1978 by Congressman Dingell and others
to establish an "Institute for Long-Range
The new Institute,

Energy Analysis."

a counterpart of the Federal Coordi
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nating Unit, would have several roles, all designed to enlist
private sector talents in the solution of global problems.

A

principal part of the In'.titute's mandate would be to supple
ment and strengthen the government's capabilities to make
The Institute would enlist other

meaningful projections.

nongovernmental organizations to create and improve models and
other analytic tools.
Models,"

A nongovernmental "Forum for Global

patterned after the Energy Modeling Forum, should be

established as a way for modelers to gather periodically to
dis-cuss and criticize each other's work.

Such a Forum would

provide a means for good work to be recognized as well as an
avenue for advancement of modeling.
in addition, the Institute should supplement the govern
ment's integrated policy analyses and should stimulate independent analyses of long-term global problems.

It should

maintain close relations with capable nongovernmental organi
zations in the United States and other countries as well.
The Global Population, Resources, and Envi
Recommendation:
ronment Analysis Institute, a hybrid public-private institu
tion, should be created, governed by a board appointed from
In
both sectors and receiving funding from both sectors.
cluded in the effoi:ts of the Institute should be a Forum for
Global- Models.
C.

International
Given its

Initiatives

vast resources,

scientific and technological

know-how and achievement and the active participation of the
private sector,

there

is

much that the United States can do
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internationally to address long-range global population,
resources, and environment problems.

In addition, as a large

consumer of the world's resources, the United States has an
obligation to examine its own actions and attune its policies
and programs appropriately to the global context.
Clearly, however, actions by the United States alone are
not enough.

Every country, North and South, East and West,

must examine its own role in long-term clobal population.,
resources, and environment problems and act accordingly.

In

addition, international organizations must expand their con
cerns to meet these challenges.
This section will outline institutional steps which the
United States can take internationally, or influence others to
take, to address c1obal population, resources, and environment
problems.

It bears repeating that an essential condition for

U.S. influence on these issues is a demonstration of our own
commitment to action.
1.

Encouracji.,g other nations' assessments of global
problems

U.S. efforts through The Global 2000 Report and this
report to assess trends and develop responsive policies and
recommendations have proven an extremely useful experience.
't has drawn attention to the importance of anticipating long
term

;Ilobal problems, identified institutional weaknesses and

areas of ignoiu,,_e, highlighted critical global issues in need
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of urgent attention, and raised government and citizen aware
ness of the serious problems lying ahead.
The educational process of preparing an assessment of
long-range global issues and developing responsive policies is
well worth recommending to other countries.

Already, in fact,

The Global 2000 Report has inspired other countries (for
example, Canada and Japan) to begin similar analysis.

Still

other countries may wish to make such analyses in order better
to define their perspective on the issues and work more
fruitfully on long-term global issues in the international
community.
Recommendation. The United States, following upon the work
that it did in Global 2000 and this report, should encourage
other nations to prepare appropriate evaluations of global
population, resour7ce, and environment issues and their role in
them.
2.

State

De artment

In recognition of the significance of glocal population,
resources, and environment issues, the State Department has
placed Global 2000 issues high on its list of priorities.

The

Department has already urged attention to these issues in many
international fora, from the UN General Assembly to summit
conferences.
The State Department should persistently
Recommendation:
emphasize global population, resources, and environment issues
at every appropriate opportunity, drawing the attention of
other countries and international organizations to the prob
lems and pressing for remedial action.
3.

Tnternational organizations

1.81

The active, effective involvement of UN agencies, the
multilateral development banks, and regional organizations in
global population, resource, and environment problems has been
described in many places throughout this report.

Continuation

and improvement of these diligent efforts is indispensable.
The United States should work closely with international
organizations to improve their resource, environment, and
population programs, addressing specific problems where
changes may be needed.

For an effective voice in influencing

these programs, the United States must sustain its own policy
and resource commitments to the programs a-d conduct periodic,
high level reviews to produce modifications and additional
commitments as necessary.
Recommendation: The United States should encourage and work
with international organizations to assess their global popu
lation, resource, and environment programs and consider new
approaches to deal more effectively with these issues, par
ticularly to develop better coordination among international
bodies in dealing with these complex interrelated issues.
The United Nations.

Because it is a forum for all coun

tries of the world, the United Nations and its affiliated
organizations must play a key role in addressing global poiu
altion, resources, and environment issues.

Much of this

report underlines the importance of the efforts of the UN
Environment Programme, the UN Development P ogram, the Food
and Agriculture Organization, the UN Lund for Population
Activities, the UN Education, Science, and Culture Organiza
tion, the World Bank, and many others.
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The UN Environment Programme.

As the UN agency princi-

pally concerned with international environmental problems and
the relationship b, tween environment and development, UNEP has
been a key factor in raising environmental consciousness in
the Third World.

It is at the forefront of global resource

and environment issues and has the potential for playing a
central role among international organizations in these
issues.
UNEP's chief activities fall under three headings:

glo-

bal assessment of environmental-resource problems, development
of coordinated management and control of such problems, and
support of related information and educational activities.
The United States should seek to strengthen UNEP

in all three

areas.
First, added financial and technical assistance is needed
for UNEP's environmental assessment function
specifically

(Earthwatch),

for the Global Environment Monitoring System

(GEMS), which collects worldwide information on the dispersal
of

pollutants and the condition of natural resources

forests, desertification).
enable UNEP

(e.g.,

Increased contributions would

to help developing countries strengthen their

monitoring and assessment capabilities and fill critical gaps
in global environmental data.

A special U.S. contribution may

prompt similar efforts by other donor countries.
In addition, a U.S.-based Earthwatch regional center
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should be established as an adjunct to UNEP data collection
efforts. The U.S. center could take on monitoring of some
specific problems such as water, oceans, or the pollutant and
health aspect of the GEMS program on a worldwide basis.

The

center would be of use to domestic monitoring efforts as well.
Creation of the U.S. center can be expected to stimulate other
countries to establish such centers.
To give practical support to UNEP's environmental manage
ment efforts, the United States should support UNEP's Carib
bean Action Plan.

Building on the highly successful experi

ence with a similar project for the Mediterranean,
comprehensive draft plan is

It

part of the UNEP regional seas

The Caribbean Plan directly affects U.S.

program.

intended to provide a framework

is

incorporates
region
In

environmental

this

safeguards

interests.

for development

that

the entire Caribbean

in

(including the Gulf of Mexico).
addition,

the 1982

UNEP Conference

to be more than a ceremonial occasion.

should be expanded

The 1982 Conference

marks the 10th anniversary of the Stockholm Conference on the
The Conference

Human Environment and the founding of UNEP.

should seek to focus world attention on global population,
resource,

and environment

problems and could assess the need

for a large world conference on these issues.

The 1982 Con

ference should also include a fresh evaluation of UNEP's role
and how it can be supported and improved.
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In preparation for

the Conference, the United States should prepare its own
evaluation of and recommendations for improving UNEP's role.
Recommendations:
o

The United States should increase its contribution to
UNEP (on the order of a 10 percent increase in present
funding -- about $1 million annually over 5 years) for
the specific purpose of improving the Global Environment
Monitoring System.

o

The United States should establish a regional Earthwatch
center as an adjunct to UNEP's data collection program.

o

A U.S. voluntary contribution to UNEP for the Caribbean
Action Plan is desirable to help establish an effective
program. This one-time contribution might be on the
order of $2 million.

o

The United States should urge that UNEP's 1982 Conference
focus attention on global population, resource, and
environment issues. The Conference should also include a
fresh evaluation of UNEP's role.
Regional organizations.

Regional organizations such as

the European Community, Organization of American States,
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, Organization for African
and Arab Development

Unity,

global population,

resource,

Bank are actively interested in
and environment

issues.

Some

contribute assistance and expertise.

Others provide a region

ally indigenous forum for encouraclinq

sound development with

out the resentments

sometimes accorded outsiders.

The United Ste.'c s should encourage and
Recommendation:
assist appropriate regIonal orgarInlzations in their programs
bearing on global population, resource, and environment
issues.
4.

Nonover nment organi zations
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indisAlthrough action of international organizations is
pensable to resolving global population, resource.. and envi
ronment problems, international nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) can also make important contributions.

Often they do

not have the political constraints of government entities and
are able to bring an additional degree of energy and creativ
ity to problem solving.
of NGOs can be found

A prime example of the valuable role

in the World Conservation Strategy,

which, although funded by UNEP was primarily written by the
Internati,,nal Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Another good example is the innovative methods of

Resources.

the International Planned Parenthood Foundation tc further
family planning.
The talents of international NGOs should be
Recommendation:
systemat -cal1y drawn into international efforts dealing with
global population, resource, and environment issues.
Bilatei ,I a.qree!flen.ts

5.

The United States is party to a number of science and
technology, environmental,

and other bilateral acIreements with

other countries which may provide avenues of coMmunication and
action.

For example, cooperative action on specific projects

under the environmental agreements with China and the USSR may
provide a means of moving forward to cooperation on global
resource,

population,

and environmental

issues.

The United States should inventory the full
Recommenda t ion:
i -sb i lateral agreements and develop recommendations
inraneon how they can be used effectively in dealinq with global
popul.ut ion

,

resource,

and environment
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issues.

corporations

Transnational

6.

corpnrations also play a major role vis-a

Transnational

vis globa l pop1liation

Corporati.ons

hove

resources

joverriments which

ity of

challenges are

and environment

resource,

,

and expert -se beyond

innst be enlisted if

issues.
the capabil

the global

A cooperatLive

to be met successfully.

rela
is

tionship between industry and government on these issues
Constructive proposals

the benefit of' all.
business

in

involvement

these issues are found

bution of Transnat:ional 1 .nterpLises
ment,

prepared by the Industrial

UN Conference

well as in

the Contri

Sector Advisory Group to the
for Development

business in

in

other countries as

the United States have a responsibility

their activities
resource,

in

in

for

to Future World Develop

on Science and Technology

Corporations engaged

1979.

from business

to

to tailor

to take into account global population,

and environment: problems.

The United States should call upon multi
Recommendation:
nat17onal corporations based in the United States to join with
the U.S. government in developing and pursuing appropriate
measures to deal with global population, resource, and envi
ronment issues.
7.

studies

Additional

Several issu,.s
further study.

relevant to this chapter merit serious

Among them is the possibility of establishing

an International Academy of Sciences,

which would provide a

forum for exchanging views and reaching scientific consensus
on global population,

resource,
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and environment issues.

issue concerns what the national

Another critical

secu-

resource, and
rity implications are of global population,
enviionment issues.
other studies of

dation,

in The Global 2000 Report and

Projections

resource

impoverishment,

and possible scarcities

environmental

degra

of food and other resou7 es in

the next century could mean increasing

international

bility and rising risks of political crises.

insta

The dimensions

of the national security threat have not been closely ana
lyzed, however.
Recomnendation:
lowing studies:

The United States should undertake

the fol-

o

National security implications of global population,
resource, and environment issues

o

The role of trade in Global 2000 issues

o

The possibility of establishing an International Academy
of Sciences, perhaps as an adjunct to the UN University,
as a means of furthering scientific consensus on scien
tific issue- of global importance.

D.

Public Awareness
The Global 2000 Report makes it clear that current values

and policies must be altered substantially in order to sustain
the productive capacity of the earth's biological systems.
Public awareness and better understanding of complex world
population, resource, an~d environment problems can help build
the necessary public climate for responsive citizen and
government action to address the problems.

Important as it is

to inform the public of long-term global problems, information
alone is not enough.

The public must also take an active part
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in the process of finding solutions.

Such participation is an

essential part of maintaining the level of public interest and
support necessary for the far-reaching, long-term actions
needed to alter present trends.
Dissemination of Global 2000 findings

1.

Present efforts

to find solutions to global population,

and environment problems are beginning to go beyond

resource,

a rather limited group of government officials and private
organizations.
has been

For example, the Committee on the Year 2000

formed to advocate effective responses

growing pressures on the earth's natural

to the rapidly

resources;

members

include former high officials of government and leaders in
business and the media.

Such efforts must be expanded to

include a broader range of organizations and interest groups
as well as the general public.

A far broader and more general

knowledge of the issues identified in The Global 2000 Report
is needed.
Recommendation: The U.S. government should maintain a con
tinuing publ0 awareness program, probably through an inter
agency public affairs task force, to publicize and encourage
dialogue on the connections among global population, resource,
and environment issues; foreign and domestic policy decisions;
and the global economy. The program should also include
efforts aimed at foreign audiences.
2.

ajoLpublic conference on global population,
resource,

and environment

issues

Another effective means of increasing

public awareness

and expanding thought and discussion on global problems would
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to the

be to plan for a major national conference devoted

to our own
issues of America's responsibilities of stewardship
Thu conference should be
and the globe's natural resources.
held in mid-1982 and should involve compr)ehensive national
participation.
effective in

Such conferences held in the paist proved very

focusing attention on resource management issues.

One precedent is

National (overno-s

the first

convened by President Theodore Roosevelt

Conference

in 1.908 to examine

this country's stewardship of natural resources.
precedent is
Future,

Another

the Mid-Century Conference on Resources for the

which followed the report of the President's Materials

Policy Commission

(The Palev Commission)

in December 1952.

Then President-elect Eisenhower served as the keynote speaker
for the 3-day conference in which 1,600 people participated.
It is timely to convene another such conference,
global resource issues.

this time on

The conference should involve:

o

All relevant federal government agencies

o

State Governors

o

Members of Congress

o

Representatives of Congressional organizations

(e.g., the

General Accounting Office, Congressional Budget Office,
Office of Technology Assessment, Conqressiorial Research
Service, and relevant committees)
from business and arriculture

o

Representatives

o

Other private groups.
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The conference could be prepared under the guidance of a
blue-ribbon commission, as described earlier in this chapter.
The commission could arrange for reports,

conduct hearings

around the country, and engage in other appropriate activities
to stimulate debate on global population,

resource,

and envi

ronment issues.
The United States should convene a major
Recommendation:
national conference in 1982 to consider and discuss t:ends in
and options for deailing with long-term global issues.
Educa tionil mater:ials

3.

and understanding of long-term

Because the perception
global trends are

relatively new and changing

educational materials

rapidly,

current

are available which reflect

knowledge in this area.

few

There is a need for new curriculum

and training aids and other educational materials to assist
educators wishing
sizing

to provide

"holistic" instruction empha
among global population,

the interconnections

resource,

environmental, security, and economic concerns.
The Secretary of Education, through :he
Reconunendation:
existing Federal Interagency Committee on Education, should
take the lead role in developing a federal government program
to improve tl-.(r e ducational materials on global population,
resources, and Lnvironmental issues.
4.

Business awareness

American business has much to contribute
resource mana(lement.
special
relation

interest in

to global

Some segments of business will have a
global

resource

issues because of their

to long--term sustainability of economic activities.
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Business leaders should establish a Global
Recommendation:
Population, Resource, and Environment Business Advisory Com
mittee to increase awzreness of and concern for Glbhl1 2000
issues and to develop a plan to address these problems by the
business community.

E.

Conclusion
The recommendations

of this report are responsive to and

flow directly from the findings of The Global 2000 Report.
That report served the valuable purpose of increasing govern
ment and pub.ic awareness, in the United States and abroad, of
long-term global

issues.

It sounded a warning that policies

and institutions must be changed to avoid serious population,
resource, and environment crises by the turn of the century.
The issues discussed throughout this report pose a uniquc
challenge to the peDple of the United States to work together
with other people to provide a better future for our children
and grandchildren.

This report contains suggestions for

beginning to meet that challenge.

The recommendations of this

concluding chapter on institutional responses of the U.S.
government are procedural and thus may lack a certain immedi
acy or excitement. Yet, in many ways, they are the most
important in this report. If implemented, they will provide a
lasLing framework for the necessary changes in U.S. policies
and decisions which, together with similar decisions in other
nations, will shape our national
planet.
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future and the future of our
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